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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

HIT Research Institute and Honeywell SSED have teamed to 4 velop a reliability prediction

model for VHSIC and VHSIC-Like CMOS devices with the intent that the model be suitable for

inclusion into MJL-HDBK-2 17. Traditional methods of reliability prediction modeling have relied
on the statistical analysis of empirical field failure rate data. Since no field data was available for

this purpose, a reliability physics based modeling approach was used in conjunction with empirical

data from life tests, environmental tests, and test structures.

Two separate models were developed; a detailed model and a short form model. The detailed

model is based on the characteristics of specific failure modes, manufacturer specific information

such as defect density and wearout performance, and key tplication data including temperature

and operating time. The short form model is a condensed version of the detailed model and doe;

not require manufacturer specific information but rather easily accessible info&mation. The penalty

i using the short model is its lower precision and accuracy relative to the dre.t mOcl.

In addition to the data supplied by Kwonywtill to this effort, a database was built containing
life test, burn-in, and environmental test results fzrm a variety of manuftcturers, Much of die data

contained in this database was used in the qumaawfication of early life failure rates for, various

specific failure mechanisns. Tleemfore dhA clcd model pre;ci defect -ted early ife failure

rates will yield an industry wide ropr~senadve failure rate. It was also determined in this study
thmt it is thde defect related mechanisms that drive dh failtu rate in the pan's useful life. Intrinsic

wearout mechanisms have also been modeled which will provid an approximate enid of life tie as

a function of thw parts design rules and it paticula, applicaion.

Them was also difficulty in predicting failu, ms due to event driven, design related failure

mechanisms such as elecrrostatic discharge (ESD) and CMOS latch-up. Event statistics are

generally not available, and robustness varies greatly ong pwducts and nmanufacturers. This can

lead to very unpredictable application problem often resolved by reliability engi ers.

Th detailed model has been validated with the life test data that was available on 1.0 and 1.2

micron processes from thre separat manufacturing processes. It was also observed that there

were relatively large variations in observed failure rates between manufacturers. The model

partially accounts for these variations by including fabrication V eific infrrmation such as defect

density and wearout data.



Another difficulty was the large number of failures reported for which the failure mechanism

was unknown, implying some level of uncertainty regarding the completions of the present

models.

It is quite apparent from the results of this study that a total quality management approach

presents demands which go beyond traditional statistical process control, which seeks stabilization

of process outcomes, monitored in terms of measured quantities such as film thicknesses, lateral

dimensions, and electrical parameters. Clearly, an additional important requirement exists for

monitoring and reducing various process defect densities. This will help to reduce the number of

products which contain the types of defects known to cause early life failures. However.

achieving the highest attainable quality in an environment where defects are infrequent and

randomly placed implies an obvious need for 100% product level electrical testing for time zero

failures caused by defects, as well as 100% product level reliability screening for early life failure

mechanisms influenced by defects.

This effort also attempted to utilize data from ongoing efforts such as the yield enhancement

and genertic qualification programs. It was unfortunately concluded that the level of standardization

(between manufacturers) necessary for input to a reliabillt., model has not yet been achieved.

Therefore, data from these efforts are used as an input to the model in a more qualitative sense in
which case a multiplication factor is applied modifying de failure rate.

In summary, it is recognized that ther is no perfect rliability model covering all CMOS
VLSI devices from a variety of manufacturers. Given this, tie goal of the model is to strive foi-

accuracy for most devices, manufacturcrs, mid applications. It is the view of lITRI mid Honeywell

that the model meets its goals ii that it is sensitive to the proper factors effecting reliability in the

proper proporion.

ii
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EVALUATION

Tile objective of this effort was to develop a reliability prediction model for fielded
CMO5 VHSIC and VHSIC-Like devices. Since little or no field reliability data was
available, an approach was taken that used methods which deviated from the traditional
statistical analysis of field failure rate data. The effort was successful in accomplish-
ing this objective with the development of two models, a detailed model and a short
form model, for predicting failure rates for VHSIC and VHSIC-Like CMOS microcir-
cuits.

The detailed model is based on the characteristics of specific failure modes, manufac-
turer specific information such as defect density and wearout pet k.,, nance, and key
application data including temperature and operating time. The short form model is a
condensed version of the detailed model and does not require manufacturer specific
information, but rather easily accessible information. The penalty in using the short
model is its lower precision and accuracy relative to the detailed model.

The models account for both time dependent and defect-related failure mechanisms. A
data base was built containing the life test, burn-in and environmental test results from
a variety of manufacturers. Much of the data contained in this data base was used in
the quantification of early life failure rates for various specific failure mechanisms.
Therefore the detailed model, in predicting defect-related early life failure rates, will
yield an industry wide representative failure rate. The use of actual defect densities, if
properly measured, will result in predicted reliability values which are more precise and
accurate than conventional regression type prediction models.

It was also determined in this study that it is these defect-related mechanisms that
drive failure rate in the parts useful life. Wearout mechanisms have also been model id
which will provide an approximate end of lifetime as a function of the parts design rulo,
and its particular application.

The model addresses three time-dependent mechanisms; electromigration, time-depen-
dent dielectric breakdown, and hot .arrier effects. The model has factors for chip area,
defect density and/or minimum feature size so that changes in technology can readily
be factored in. It has a correction factor to modify the model as VHSIC field
experience becomes available and to modlfy the rr-'del for a particular fabrication
process based on the availability of high quality life tests. The model can also utilize
test pattern data from manufacturers in conjunction with the Yield Enhancement and
Generic Qualification programs. There is a package factor which considers the number
of package pins and includes the following package types: PIN Grid Arrays, Chip
Carriers, and Dual-In-Line Packages. It also has factors for EOS/ESD and whether or
not the device is on the QPL/QML.

The aetailed model has been validated with the life test data that was available on 1.0
and 1.25 micron feature size devices from three separate manufacturing processes. The
models will be proposed for inclusion in MIL-HDBK-217 "Reliability Prediction of
Electronic Equipment."

PETER V. MANNO
Reliability Assurance Branch
Microelectronics Reliability Division

xi



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The intent of this efftrt was to develop a reliability prediction mcdel for fielded CMOS VHSIC

and VHSIC-Like integrated circuits. Since no field reliability data on these circuit types was
anicipated for development of these models, methods were used that deviated from the traditional
statistical analysis of field failure rate performance of the device types being modeled.

Since integrated circuit technology is advancing at a pace more rapid than our ability to collect

field data and build models accordingly, this program also represented an effort to develop
reliability prediction model development methodologies which alleviate the need for extensive

quantities of field experience.

It was also an intent of this study is to make maximum use of the voluminous amounts of work

done and being done in the area of high density CMOS reliability assurance. Data was collected
during this program from Honeywell and other semiconductor manufacturers willing to participate.

This approach assured that the prediction models developed are not valid only for Honeywell
devices, but rather models that are reflective of the entire VHSIC and VHSIC-Like CMOS

industry.

The general failure rate model was developed using data of various manufacturers and therefore
calculates an aveage expected failure rate. In reality, large variations in failure rates are observed
between manufacturers. In most cases the root cause for this difference cannot be modeled in a
gei-, ral reliability prediction model. Attempts were made to address this difference by including

factors such as defect density, however, there am stll many very subtle factors which heavily
influetce reliability, many of which are not fully undmrstood, much less quantifiabie. It should be
noted, however, that the model is applicable only for a relatively nmature technology that

consisetly yields aeptablo die from every completed wafer.

It is also noted that other factors may strongly influence reliability more broadly defined as
trouble firx application of products in real systems. Design related overstress, ESD md latch-up
robusumss fall into this category, mid hezsc may vary greatly amnong products and manufacturers.

These .are also event driven failure nmchanisms, and failure rate prediction would require

'kowledge of event statistics as well as device robustness.

Ii1



Additionally, although this is primarily a theoretical, bottom up approach to reliability model

building, this study attempted to maximize the use of empirical data, on both specific failure

mechanisms and the entire device. This represents a radical departure from traditional failure rate

modeling methods since it offers the potential of using data on specific failure mechanisms (from

test structures, life tests, etc.), whereas historical methods have required empirical data on the

entire packaged part.

Also recognized in this effort is the need for various types of models filling the needs of

specific users. For example, to fully utilize the knowledge base of large scale CMOS reliability, a

model which uses detailed physical parameters of the circuits being fabricated is required.

Additionally, the need is also recognized for a short, easy to use model, capable of rapidly

providing reliability estimates. This effort addressed the needs of these -two user types by

providing both a detailed model and a short form model.

4.•
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2.0 REPORT ORGANIZATION AND NOTATION

The remainder of this report is organized as follows:

Section 3.0 presents the approach taken in this study to meet the stated objectives." It

summarizes the methodology used to separate failure rate contributions from individual

failure mechanisms and also how the early life and wearout failure rates were quantified.

It also discusses Vie relationship of this effort to related efforts ucli as the yield

enhancement and generic qualification programs.

Section 4.0 discusses the database that was built for this effort, the manner in which data

was collected, and profiles of the database regarding the type and complexities of devices

the data was collected from.

Section 5.0 is the main section of this report which presents the derivation of failure rate

models for each failure mechanism that was modeled. Failure rate contributions were

derived and summarized in this section for oxide, metal, hot carriers, contamination,

package related failures, electrical overstress, and a miscellaneous eategory. Section 5.0

also presents a detailed discussion of the relationships between yield, defect density, die

area, and device type, and presents the rationale used in this effort for waing the model a

function, of the defect density/area product.

Section 6.0 presents the complete detailed version of the model, inclusive of all failure

rates modeled. Due to die relative complexity of the model, the calculations from it are

tedious. Therefore, a computer program was wriatce to facilitate calculations. In this

computer program, the user simply enters the desired input variables and can then

perfomi a preAiction at a single instant in dm or can choose the charting option that will

calculate th failure rate as a function of time and plot thd resulting values.

• Section 7.0 presnts the derivation of each factor ni the short forn model along with a

snmuarization of the complete slort model.

3



Section 8.0 discusses modeling considerations given to fault tolerant designs. Since

there are too many design possibilities to adequately model fault tolerance with a single

factor, there is no factor in the model, but rather guidelines are presented to model its

effect based on a detailed knowledge of the device architecture and d -sign. Examples of

fault tolerant techniques and guidelines to model them are presented in this section.

Section 9.0 presents a summary of the 1.0 and 1.2 micron data that was used in the

model validation phase of this effort, and a summary of how the predicted values

compared to the observed. It also discusses the variation in failure rates observed as a

function of tie manufacturing process and presents --)me data on the accuracy that can be

expected from the preAiction.

* Section 10.0 presents sample calculations for 18 separate combinations of input
variables, and gives plots of predicted failure rate as a function of time.

SSection 11.0 discusses briefly how field data, when available, can be used to modify the

model.

• Section 12.0 discusses conclusions and rconumendations mgarding this mxeling effort
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NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

A = Gate Oxide Area as Used in Section 5.1.2.3 and Total Die Area as Used

Elsewhere

AB = Constant in Black's Equation

AE~x = Acceleration Due to the Electric Field

AU = Acceleration Factor Due to the Oxide Electric Field

AjC = Magnitude of Hot Carrier Degradation

AVE = Avalanche Hot Electt n

An  = Oxide Area of Chip N

Oxide Area of Chip 0 for which Reliability is to be Extracted from Data on

Test Structure Oxide with on a As

Ar Refemce Die Area-

AT Accelm-ation Due to'nipxertw

ATCrN j Temptrature Acceleration Factor for Contamination Related Failures

ATiRC -=Tem mmau Acceuration Factor for Hot Carrier Dgradation

ATI'MI =Temperature Acceleration for die Metal Failure Rate

ATM Tcmpxaur Accemtion Fator for MLiscellatems Failure

ATC = Thiiper arun Accelermtion Factor for ti Oxide Failure Rate

A A=constant which acxounts for the relative diffe6irces in mtal lengds

be.ween various device types
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ATyp x = A constant which accounts for the relative differences in oxide area densities

between various device types

AVox Oxide Electric field acceleration factor

C = Constant

CDIP = Cmamic DIP

CLCC = Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier

CPGA Ceramic Pin Grid Array

DC = Duty Cycle, % Operating Time

Drp Effective Defect Density

DIP Dual In Line, Package

Dn  = Oxide Deect Density of Chip 0 (Used only in Section 5.1.2.3)

Do  Oxide Defect Density as used in Section 5. 1.2.3, and Critical Defect Density for
Featue Size Xo F whmI,

DIO"x Oxide Deaf Density

'4 " r  = Refeic D ct Wensty

.. Ds  -DetDeshity of a Test Suueu

13(w) Area Density with Weakness Factor Larger than w

H, E= Gate Oxide Beakiwo Strugth
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Ea =Activation Energy, Per the Arrhenius Relationship (in Electron Volts, eV)

- = Noimalizing Electric Field

EOS =Electrostatic Discharge

Eox= Electric Field Strength in the Oxide (MV/cm)

EREp Reference Electric Field

ESD =Electrosttc Discharge] S Actual Electric Field

~ FT Failure Unit (Failures/109 hours)

RO Fllout Rate (Peaventago)

FOR Referenco Fallout Raw,

f(t) Tim~ to Failum Probability Density Function

J F(X) Cwnuatve Poability Distribuition as a Function of x

G Piucews Specific Cowwwui

h~t) Ha1=d Rate

IS1

K Bo~Mummis Coostat 8.65 x w1 (- )
H 7



LED = Low Dose Drain

m = Exponent for Isut Term in Hot Carrier Model

n = Exponent of Current Density for Black's Equation in Section 5.2 and

Exponent for Hot Carried Degradation in Section 5.3

P = Power

PDIP = Plastic DIP

P(f) = Probability of Failure due to EOS or ESD

P(flc) = Probability of Failure given Contact from an EOS/ESD Source

IPGA Pin Grid Array

PLCC - Plastic Ladlm Chip Carrier

PPGA = Plastic in Grid Array

P(w) Probability of coutaining at least ono defect with weakness factor w

Q 1. , .1-id- M mrudam-m, ist

QN(t) = Curi've Failure Density ot Chip N

QO = Cumulatiwv Failue Distribution for an Oxide with DMfzct Density Dn

QS(t) Cum ulaive Failue Density for a Test Structure

Qi(t Cumilative Failure Denity Functiou

R = Duty Ratio for Substrate Current

Duty Cycl
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RH = Relative Humidity

RHEFF = Effective Relative Humidity

R(t) = Reliability Function

S= Shape Parameter Used in the Stapper Yield Model

SD = Single Drain

S, VT = Constant

SV  = Standard Derivation

T Temperatum

t

I tBD =Thuc to Breakdown

1DDB TVmr D-pa ent Dielecmc Biakdawn

Tj Junoai Temperaturc

TO Reai T n-patu

;0 ~ Effc4ivo &2cecuflg Tinie

ta 5=Time at which 50% of tie Population Fails

tSOREF = R -eace t50 Tine

S = £ai Vo ge
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VGS Gate Source Voltage

VS= Source Drain VoltageIT = ESD Failure Thrshold VoltageI0 = Reference Feature Size
xS =Actual Feature Size

N = C2onstan

0 3C uaCs 'tm stic

AtN - UMr

1 WD L"-LAliia "UPi-Wzc aw
F\ P-



XMAS =Miscellaneous Failure Rate

'ox =Oxide Failure Rate/ o

I OX(t) =Time Dependent Oxide Failure Rate

XPAC Package Failure Rate

41 = Pited Failure Rate

II

X) FAxe Rate as aFunction&OfTim

w d EeDlatCoaecdonFacto

rt 17. z oupcxity Factor

Nifuumis IMjiOkb)C= CO--"inFact"

flpv ~ Package Tykt* Facwr

I Packae Screeing; Facciw

-H Standard Deviaton for die disnibudon ofT Hot (Janier Fail=~~

'4 j.. Standar De-vtrjn for ro rtxnaztion cecixu im failure disnibudon



=Standard Deviation for the TDDB Failure Distribution

=Exponential imCntt

'CHC = Hot Carrier Lifedim

.4
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3.0 APPROACH

The approach taken in this effort was to analyze each failure mechanism independently and

develop a separate failure rate ex-ession for eachi. This approach assumes that each failure

mechanism is independent of each other and one is not the result of the other. While in all cases

this is not entirely true, it represents a justifiable approximation when considering the limited

prediction accuracy expected from such a model. Figure 3-1 summarizes the methodology used in

this study.

Possible
Failure

Mechanisim

Collect Rview Failure

Q Cnbin all

iMocamsm into

FIGURE 3-1:

MODEL DEVELOPMENT METhODOLOGY
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The first step in this process was to identify as many potential failure mechanisms/modes as

possible. These failure mechanisms are listed as follows:

Oxide Failures
Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

Metallization Failures

Electiomigration

Hot Carriers

Corrosion
Ionic Contamination

Wire Bond Failures
Package Hermeticity Failures
Electrical Overstress (including ESD)

Die Bond Failures
Soft Errors
Latch Up

Next, each of these were studied to determitne:

(1) Prevalence in causing falure of small feature size CMOS

(2) T= to failwe characteristics

(3) How well they ca be sened

(4) Tho fac us and s tscs which influence their failur cluu teristics

Siam e a y mm U ga hanisa s ouible thn can effectively be quantified in a

tshigle nmdel, it was tde objective of this study to chomse only those failte mechanisms that drive

or daoinam the failure rate amd model thcum accodigly.

To uzowplish this aid to identity time to filuw characteristics, a database was developed

fium seing and life teaL data of VHSIC-Like devices. The physics of failur charactiistics of
ach mechanisra wero studitz3 and both the fhbrication variables and stresses that affect each

• Next, a ilum rate as a function of tine was derived foc each mechai sm based either on
4st (IP=*cd data fto die ldatabase oa based on thoredcal consideratios, Thwse failue raw, were

then coab&i Ito a coheasive wol

1 14



The basic premise of the approach used in this effort was that die related failure mechanisms

are predominantly accelerated by temperature, voltage and current and package related mechanisms

are predominantly accelerated by environmental stresses (primarily temperature cycling).

Table 3-1 summarizes the number of observed failures contained in the database as a function

of test type and failure class. This data supports the approach being taken of accelerating die

related failure mechanisms with temperature and package related mechanisms with temperature

cycling.

TABLE 3-1:

DATABASE PROFILE: NUMBER OF OBSERVED FAILURES

Test Tjre
Temperature Misc.

Failure Class Life Test Cycling Environmental

Oxide 274 7 0

Metal 62 3 6

Package 24 214 0

Assembly 21 0 0

Contamination 603 5 0

Unknown 789 54 4

Each known failure nechanism wtis analyzed, determining characteristics of infant mortality,
wearout, random failures, or some combiiation thereof.

Each failuw rnchwaism will theefore have either an early life (decreasing failure rate) tern, a
wearout failure rate tem (based on the lognormal time to failure distribution), a time independent

(event related) failur rate tenrm or a combination of the three. Table 3-2 sunmmarizes each failure
aeclunism addressed in the detailed nmd. and their associated failure iatc term(s).

15



TABLE 3-2:
FAILURE MECHANISM CONTRIBUTION TERMS

Failure Short Term Long Term Time Independent
Mechanism Decreasingk Wearout X . _ _,

Oxide X X Note 1
Metal X X

Hot Carriers X Note 1

Contamination X
Package X (for non- X

hermetic only)
Electrical

Overstress X
Miscellaneous X X

Note 1: Very recent information suggests that ESD overstress can adversely affect both
oxide wearout and hot carrier degradation rates. A time independent factor might
be appropriate, depending on whether further work relates this effect to early life
failures.

Each entry in this table represents an additive failure rate in the model and each of these
* failure rates are described separately in subscquent sections of this report

The short term decirasing failure tutes for oxide, metal, contamination, and miscellaneous

falm nwchanlhms am essenially defect related mechatisms that have the potential of being
screened out. For these, the time to failr', data in te database developed for this study was

utized to develop mphial failm rate relationships as a function of dine.

The long term wearout failure rates are theoretically derived based on various sources

includiln dat pot in the litmrature, specialized test results, and tost structum results, These arm
all bwed on the lognormal time to failure distribution and will predict an approxinato time at which

the :iud of life of that pa is appoaching. For a well dosisned part, the failure rato contribution

.if: irorn these aums should be esseatially zero in te useful life of the pwxt, indicating that the

* .. failure rte is diven by the defect ela.d mec iis as well as the tim if edet, event mlated

16



The time independent mechanisms are those that are primarily event related, such as

electrostatic discharge. The package failure rate is treated in our model as a time independent

mechanism, however, there is a time dependent package related contribution in the miscellaneous

term. The rationale for this is further discussed in subsequent sections of this report.

In failure moehanisms that exhibit both a short term failure rate and a wearout failure rate, the

defect severity distribution plays an important role in the short and long term failure characteristics.

This defect severity distributioi. relates the severity of defects to its prevalence in occurring.

Figure 3-2 represents a hypothetical case illustrating an oxide with various defect severities

(from Reference 8). This example relates these severities to the expected time of failure.

Defect Severity 1 2 3 4 5

1. - Yield loss at wafer probe

2. - Bum-In Failure

3. - Failure during equiptment checkout

4.- Failure during first year of operation

S. - Failure after 4 years of operation

FIGURE 3-2:

DEFECT SEVERITY EXAMPLE

In the contained model herin, 2, 3 and 4 are modeled with the short term failure rate

contribution and 5 is modeled with tho trau for long term wearout. I is yield loss and is not

explicitly addressed in ithe modeL

17



This modeling approach has several advantages:

(1) By separating the failure rates due to each failure mechanism, the model can be more
sensitive to stresses which affect each mechanism differently. For example, each

mechanism typically will have a unique temperature activation energy, which can be

modeled separately, instead of choosing an average activation energy which would result
in an oversimplified approximation of the effect of temperature.

(2) It allows the user to quantitatively ascertain the benefit of screening temperature and

duration. Since the predicted failure rate is a function of tme, the user can model a
typical failure rate improvement by trying various temperatures and durations.

(3) It gives a better representation of the behavior of the failure rate as a function of time and

also provides a realistic estimate of how long the devices can be expected to last in fielded
systems.

It would have been very advantageous to this effort if it were possible to identify and rank the
significant failure modes and mechanisms. Urnfortunately, the number of variables effecting the
prevalence of each failure mode and mechanism is very high and therefore this ranking would only

be valid for the device whose data was used in deriving the ranking, In other words, one CMOS
process may have one particular failure mechanism prevalent, whereas another process may have
different mechanisms prevalent. This is due to the many variables controlling the failure mode

distribution. To attempt to quantify this variability, a survey was issued to various CMOS VLSI

manufactuirrs in which they wore asked to give percentages of failures they observe for each
failure mechanism listed. This survey questionnaire is given in Appendix A. Table 3-3

sunmmarizes the seven responses of this survey rogaixding the failure mode distributions, and
indicates a wide variation in the prevalence of the observed failure nechnisns. These results
illuswmtw the difficulty in deriving a model based on cxpewt opinimo.

18



TABLE 3-3:

FAILURE MECHANISMS DISTRIBUTIONS

Survey Responses

Failum Mode/Mechanism 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Electromigration - - - - - 13% x

Dielectric Breakdown x 50% <.1% 98% - 2% x

Soft Errors - - - -

Paranmetic Diift x - .1% - - 38% x

Hot Electrons " - - I . ..

Latch Up x 10% .1% - x - x

Electrical Overstress x 20% 2% x -

Package Related - 20% <.1% - x 28% x

Od-er - - - x 19% x

x = Failure Mode occurs but no percentage given in survey response.

3.1 MODFUNG ThME TO FAILURE CHARACIM TICS

It was originally intended to quantify a bimodal distribution fw eac failure mechanism For

exaiplo, Figure 3-3 illustrates the bimodal distribution.
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FIGURE 3-3:
BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION

Where the ratio of the area under each curve are derived from the data contained in the
database developed for this effort. For example, if the database indicates that 1% of the population
of devices fail in screening tests for a specific failure mechanism, then the area under the first curve
will be 1% of the total.

In the case of ionic contamination, screening (or test) effectiveness is very high, and there are
no wearout failures expected (i.e., all infant mortality failures), the time to failure distribution in

Figure 3-4 will resdt in the case where 1% of the population fails in screening from contamination.
Therefore, this is not the probability density function for the entire part but only for contamination.
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FIGURE 3-4:
FIRST MODE OF THE BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION

In Figure 3-4 the short term screening failures are expected but no wearout failures are
expected due to the characteristics of contamination. If a device has been exposed to screens for an
equivalent time of t1 , then the initial time of field operation would be tl. If it has not been
screened, then the initial time of field operation would begin at to and 1% of the population (i.e.,
all contamination failures) would be expected to fail between to and ti from contamination.

It became apparent that, while the wearout portion of the distribution could be fairly well
defined, the early life defect related portion could not be modeled as an increasing and then
decreasing distribution.

Also, although the time to failure characteristics were analyzed, all models were developed in
a hazard rate format, instead of time to failure, to be more consistent with conventional reliability
prediction methodologies, and to facilitate failure rate predictions.

21



3.1.1 Development Methodolov

From the failure mechanisms observed in the database, there are very few observances of die

failures occurring from the wearout failure mechanisms (electromigration, TDDB (time dependent

dielectric breakdown), Hot Carriers, and moisture related failures in nonhermetic packages). For

example, the vast majority of failures in an oxide are not time dependent dielectric breakdown, but

rather other early life oxide failure mechanisms, possibly due to defects more severe than those that

are manifested as TDDB failures.

To account for these failures, an exponential hazard rate model was chosen and fit to the

observed failure rates (as a function of time) for each applicable failure mechanism. For example,

the following basic model was used:

X(t) = Xbe 'lct

where:

Xb is the base failure rate (constant)

't is the time constant of th exponential

tis time

The time to failure data contained in the database was med to derive the observed failure
rates, as a function of titm and all wexe normalized to a 25C temperature by multiplying die actual
tiuc by the acceleration due to temperature (AT) (see Section 53.2-1). This acceleration was

between tho actutl tomperature and 25TC. The failur me.-hanisms for which early life failure rates

wo deived are; Metal, Oxide, Contamination, and a Miscellaneous categoly (containing various

thne dependent assembly and package related mechanisms). Since package related failure

mechaiisms accelted by temperature cycling ame modeled separately in tie package factor, these

factos ar derived only from high teuprtux accecrlzed life test data.

Each observed failur was categorizd into one of the following failure classes; oxide, metal,

co&taUmon and auscoll.&os.
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The following failure mechanisms/modes listed under each class summarize the observed

failure cause (from life tests) contained in the database for each of these classes.

Functional failure, threshold voltage shift

Input leakage failure, threshold voltage shift

Functional failure, gate oxide step defect

Access time out of spec, charge loss, oxide defect

Access time out of spec, charge loss, wearout

Nominal march, oxide damage

Nominal march, oxide damage

Page mode failure, oxide damage

Mad

Metal masking defect

Functional failure from aluminum corrosion

intctioiwl failure from nvtal contact defect

Failure parameter from aluwinum conmosion

Open metal t=~
Open mtal trace ftuan aluminunm Cinsion
FuMNtin mew tua fiu wpatum shitig

Paran tr failum fron contaimiatim
Functonal failur frm contalbtion

* Ilool. leakage. bake recoverale
Ionic coamiaion

SBits failure. ioni co.nu ai from assembly dbris
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Mivellaneous (Package. Assembly or-Unknown)

Functional failures (unknown mtechanism)
Pattern shifting
AC/functional
Masking defect
Column short to VSS
Parauxtric failure
Diffusion mask defect
Output leakage
Input leakage
Functiohal, trae, degradation
Input ftrasistor short

Junction short
Pin leakae, bake recoverable

Nowi&umrh
Nowiual marh, poly defect
Nowaixn mach uarial mom temp. AC
ICC stan by, out of spec, low reSistar Value
WVix bond failuto

The urthooug used to develop curly life faiur mus r as foWows:

(1) ThU tims of failur., fr cb failure mechanism ucc extracted from the database,

(2) ,,- f Uics were convcni4 to an equivaent 250C dnig based on 1h emeatr

a=cclraion facwrfc taci paaut fiueobevn

(3) An equivakent total numaber ofT pan hours (at 250C) for thoe adre database was extcd
for each Wailure mchani obsevance (based on the idviual mehism.s tezpcnwz

atlrio facwo).for =1al tim inzva&s
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(4) A regression analysis was then performed on the failure rates calculated as a function of

time, and fit to the following model:

( = Xb e tT

Or In X(t) =In Xb- t

(5) Values of Xb and c were then detrnined.

Figure 3-5 illustrates a hypothedeal application of this methodology. For this example, the

following failure razes and tim intervals wem observed.

Timie (106 hrs.) X

0--.04 ,015
. .- .~.67 . . . . 8

M05

.00281
.0.4 1.67

ROURE 3-5:
UJYPOIILCAL FAW1RE RATU AS A FUNCION Of- TME
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A simple regression solution was obtained using the mid point values of time in each interval,

and by taking the natural logarithm transformation of the failure rate value. The following

relationship was then obtained:

X(t) = .011 e-2 .2 t

The next step was to insure that the cumulative failure rate (integral) was the same for the

predicted and observed. This was accomplished by adjusting the 'c value if required to meet this

condition. The lb value was kept constant ,,-.use there was a relatively high confidence in it

since there was typically a large number of part hours and failures observed in that interval, thus

yielding an accurate failure rate in the early ine interval. Section 5.1.1 discusses the derivation of

the actual oxide failure rate.

The screening test effectiveness has not explicitly been accounted for in the model since

empirical test results were used to develop the early life failure rates (which are related to test

effectivoess) based on screening mid life test results. However, screening effectiveness was

implicitly included in the moadel. It is logical to assume therefore that the test effectiveness for a

particular test is approximately constant throughout the industry at the present state of the art and

inheremt in the model. It was attempted to derive test effectivonosses for various screens. This

was abandoned due to the empirical approach taiken and the fact that accurately deriving test

edffctivene.,se is cxueAxy difticub. adW in a =ny cases inpossiblk.

3.1,1.1 Tem_ eszur, Acelerwiop Factor

Sice dr, early life failure rate is intend to notl defect rclattd f-ailWumehanisns, a given

constat p tage of the populadon is expeeted to fail in a crtai tiu peiod under a certain set

of circunstances. iot example, if th, temperature is raismd by a level consistent with an

aceeration factor of 10, the sam pertntage of pas should fail in Ollth at d ieofdwoniginal

t teWjfateUt. That is:

t

(A at w --C d Xto dt at T)
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and

X(t) = Xb AT e"- ATt

where Xb = base failure rate

3.1.1.2 Effects of Duty Cycle

The defect related mechanisms being modeled in the early life are those that occuned during
operating life tests and therefore will typically only be accelerated to failure when the device is in
operation. Since the models presented in this eport are for operating conditions, they do not
include duty cycle as an input. If the effect of duty cycle needs to be accounted for, it can be
modeled in the same manner as temperature as follows:

X(t) (x (DC) Xb e' DC t (a = Proportional to)

(whee (DC) = Duty Cycle)
(0: DC5 1)

In this case the duty cycle is defined as the percentage of time the device is in its normal
operating state. The one factor that does require duty cycle is the failutu rate of plastic package
types in which case an effective relative humidity has to be calculated as a function of duty cycle.

Theretore, suw.rmarizing the effect of both tempte and duty cycle yields:

t), X AT (DC) e-v DC AT t

27
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3.1.1.3 Effects of reening Time

If a device is burned in or subjected to a high temperature operating screen, one would expect

a certain percentage of defective parts to fail. In this model, this effect is accounted for simply by
adding an effective screening ime (to) to the time variable (t). AL example showing the effects of

screening time is presented in Figure 3-6.

A1 . A1e'Vt

A,

to.

to Effective Screewnig time
(Actual Screening time) AT

4 A2 = t -t

NGUtEX 3-6:
HYPOTHETCAL EARLY LIMEA RATE

-[" Terfo t f~merazequt, ion aft"r au euivalwit sm 6uv tobwi
J4>).' tevo A ( C. tT Obecomes:

r •:..• " X(t) X-3 &'V .r0AT (-oc) 0-t.(Dc) AT L

ii .2.



Note that the AT may be different for screening and use environments. It should also be

noted here that only life test results were used for development of these failure rates, and all
environmental test results were used only for the package factor. There were, however, a few time
dependent package related mechanisms occurring during life tests, and these are accounted fori
the miscellaneous failure rate.

Therefore, using the methed outlined herein, Table 3-4 summarizes the parameters derived
for Xb,, , and activation energy (Ea). Ea is to be used for AT for each failure mechanism.

TABLE 3-4:

EARLY LIFE FAILURE RATE PARAMETERS

Failure Mechanism 71b (F/106 hrs.) r(5) fEa i

Metal .00102 1.18 .55
Oxide .0788 7.70 .30
Contanination .000022 .0028 1.0

Misellaneous .010 2.2 .43.

The derivation of each of these failure rates is given in subsequent sections of this report

which discuss each failur echanism sopately.

Since approximately 58% of all failutvs were of unknown failure mechanisms (no failure

analysis or incomiusive failure analysis) the pmmters in Table 3.4 were derived by assuming

thate tmunkwn failure mtchanisms bad t saw relative perentages between nmcamniszn as the
known failure nechanism distribution. In this maimew all failures were accounted for.

3.1.2 ModelingofWeamut Failnre Medchitsms

All weaout failure meclwisms in this model have been modeled with a lognormal time to
failutr distribution. All wearout failure mechanisms modaeled in this 4Cat have emphically been

shown by many =cardelrs to f.llow the lognomal distribution. This distribution is given by:

t29
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f(t) exp [(In t - In t50)2 ]

where t is time, t5 0 is the time at which 50% of the population fails, and a is the standard

deviation.

Since the prediction model is in the form of a hazard (h(t)) or failure rate, the hazard rate of
the lognormal must be used. This is given by:

h f(t)h R(t)

Since R(t),, the reliability function, involves an integral and becomes complex for the

lognormal distribution, the hazard rate cannot be obtained in a closed form solution over all times.

Various statistical simulations were performed to determine if the lognormal distribution

could be approximated with other simpler distributions. A pdf (probability density function) was

obtained for the extreme value of the lognormal and this truncated distribution was then subjected

to the Krlmogorov-Smirnov (or K-S) test to determine which, if any distribution fitted this data

set. A constant failure rate (exponential pdf), Poisson, or normal distributions clearly did not fit
the distribution.

If however, the reliability is relatively high (i.e., greater than .8), the probability density

function itself represents a good approximation to the hazard rate, so that if the reliability is greater

than .8, there is no more than 20% error in this approximation. The point at which the reliability is
.8 for any given mechanism signals that the device population is reaching end of life, and the
hazard rate will be dramatically increasing. Therefore, by defining the model to be valid only for
those times where the reliability is greater than .8, the closed form probability density function can

be used to approximate the hazard rate. Beyond this time, the model is not valid.

Since there are several variables affecting the failure rate of the wearout mechanisms, the end

of life time has been defined to be that in which the time is equal to .5 t50 or when the failure rate

for a single mechanism has reached .1 F/10 6 hrs., whichever is less. The failure rate predictions

are therefore invalid beyond these times.
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The Figures 3-7 through 3-12 illustrate the lognormal distribution's probability density

function, cumulative distribution function, and hazard function for several combinations of means
(t50 ) and standard deviations (a). The mean and sigma are given in the upper right hand comer of

each graph.

One area of concern in the use of the lognormal distribution is its high sensitivity to variations

in sigma. In all distributions defined thus far, a sigma of 1.0 is typical. Although it is evident that

this value is fairly well accepted, slight deviations from it can significantly affect the model. To
illustrate this, Table 3-5 shows the results of a few failure rate calculations at 10 years. This

dependency can also be seen in Figure 3-12 which illustrates the hazard rate at the extreme value of

a lognormal distribution with a mean life of 106 and a sigma which varies from .7 to 1.3.

TABLE 3-5:

HAZARD RATE AS A FUNCTION OF MEAN AND SIGMA

Sigma
t50 .5 .9 1.0 1.1 1.5

i06 6,4x10- 11  1.3x10-7  2.3x107  3.6x10-7  8.1x10-7

5x10 6  5.6x10 20  2.1x10- 10  1.3x10-9  4.8x10 9  8.0x10- 8

107 2.9x10-25  4,9x10- 12  6.1x10-11 3.9x10- 10  2.lxl0-8

From tese numbers it can be seen that using a sigma of .9 or 11 for a projected t50 of 106

hours can mean the diffarence from 130 to 360 FITS (i.e., Failures/i09 hours). For longer t50 the

relative change may be 1 or 2 orders of magnitude although the actual failuie rate values are much

sa.ller. Large unmrainties in the sigma result in very largo uncertainties of de failure rate.

While a sigma in the range of 1.0 is reasonable and consistent with theory, the range of
sigma empoited in published data vary widely. The idal model would measure how aggressive a

manufacturer's design rues and proess controls wear. For example, if every metal stripe canied

the maximum current density and the process was marginal or had wide variations (i.e., step
coverage varied from 10% to 60% with design rules specifying 30%), then there would be a
cmside.rable cluctromigration risk. Another design may have just a few stripes where the current

density is amximum and never experience elecMtnigration. While it may be possible to develop
design analysis software tools which calculate curent densities for every line and then sum them in
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some mnamer, it is not likely that such information will ever be released publicly or to the DoD.

Some manufacturers may also know that their step coverage ai.d line width vary significantly, but

such information is not likely to be released. Both of these factors make significant contributions

to the sigma and make it very difficult to include in a general wearout prediction model. By using

the default sigmas in the model, a typical failure rate for each mechanism can be obtained, with the

understanding that there are wide variations.

The assumption in choosing an average sigma is that the random variations in the process and

the statistical variations in measurement are accounted for in the sigma of the lognormal

distributions (applicable for the wearout mechanisms only), since the distribution, mean and sigma

were based on empirical data.

There was no data available which contradicts the use of the lognormal distribution, even at

the extreme low end of the distribution which tends to be where its accuracy decreases. However,

this is not a significant effect since the failure rate contribution of the lognormal distribution only

becomes significant when the device is approaching its end of useful life, or its wearout period.

Therefore, the wverout relationships will only provide an estimate for the end of life and very little
infocmution about failure ae during the useful life of the dzvice.

3.2 RELATIONSRIP TO ITi GENERIC QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

This eliability prediction modeling effor, since it is for stato of the art CMOS technology,

should be coordinated with mul rlated to other VHSICV 1SXC-Like technology offorts such as

yield em M -n Md geicric qulffia .

EGotts we=e made to utilize data wsulting from the Yield Enhancemen and Generic

SQ(alificalon effom as input to the dotailed nudl. Key eleaments of these pigtants that were of

intest =r th1.w st smtic testing pmfroned oa a egua basis. Thee are dee elmuts to this

(1) Paranietric Monitor (PM) testing of individ'l trasisto-s, diode, and capacitors on

overy wafer. Undoubterly there could also be a transistor widt which to nmasure
Wh cat eelmt for tw hot caiers t50 equatin
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(2) Technology Characterization Vehicle (TCV) is used for periodic tine dependent failure

mechanisms for the same mechanisms used in prediction models. Thus, companies
involved in Generic Qualification would have acceleration factors that might be used in

their own models. It is also expectci. that fast wafer level tests will be developed and

performed on every wafer run for electromigration, TDDB, and hot carriers.

(3) Standard Evaluation Circuits (SEC) are processed on a regular basis and regularly
subjected to life tests. Perhaps, thest. could serve as the reference chip in the

electromigration and TDDB equations.

In addition, the Generic Qualification program instills higher quality throughout the

manufacturing process from design to assembly and shipment. Therefore, ie short form model to

be presented later has a quality factor associated with a mtinufacturer who can demonstrate this

level of quality.

After investigating the potential use of these data sources, it was concluded that d.esigning the
model to include specific data from these sources would be very difficult, if iot impossible duo to

the variability between manufacturers in the specific manners in which they obtain the data. For

example, the SEC circuit provides much information useful for reliability studies but is not
standardized between manufactures. Therfoi, it was concluded that the level of standardization

necessary for input to a reliability nodel has not yet be-n achieved. In fact, in many cases it would
be undesirable to have a vwry stidarized method of detunxinig reliability claracta.istics. This is
duo to the fact that there e naiy variables in the design and fabrication of a circuit and the best
wanner to test for their reliability characteristcs is not always the same and may be unique for a

particular process.

Since it is very impoant to make use of the data from these efforts, 11TRI and Honeywell
believe that an effective maner in which to accomplish this is to assign a base failure rate (for
electromigration, time dcpende t dielectric breakdown, and hot canior effects) as a function of a

nmufaturers ability to prove they have th failure mechanisms under control.
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This approach has merit because well dosigned circuits typically exhibit very low failure rates

for these mechanisms when used in typical applications. In fact, there has been very few instances

of field failures reported due to these mechanisms. The database developed for this modeling
effort supports this view since it also contains very few failures due to these mechanisms. These

low failure rates are then reflected in the quality factor for those manufacturers on the QML
(Qualified Manufacturers List) for the short form model and in the t5 0 expressions for the wearout

mechanisms in the detailed model. This approach is consistent with the generic qualification effort

which allows some flexibility in the methods used by the manufacturer in proving the adequacy of

a design.

The detailed model accounts for the manufacturing process capabilities primarily in the defect

density faztor. Presumably, a manufacturer with good process controls such as those on a QML

or QPL (Qualified Products List) will have a lower defect density than one without those controls
in place. Fox this reason the differences between the QML or QPL status of a manufacturing

process s.ruld inherently be accounted for in the defect density.

The siort fest model, however, cannot use defect density as an input since most users of the
short form mol will rarely have access to specific values. Therefore, a defaiult defect density was

derived. AditionA.ly, tht short fonm modol includes a factor based on ffhe QMIL or QPL status of
the manufacturing process. This factor, discussed further in Section 7.1.4, was based on the

observed variation in reliability betwecn nmaufactures. presuming that these differences arc

accowied for in th-e QML piocss.

Guidolines f"- owe nethod of calcuathig the deet density for bath oxide amn matal are givmi

in Appendix B. 1teso are calculated sepaa tey iiidieating that if only thE, oxide defect density is

known, it can be used and the default woditido tr utl ,"ect deaity cai be us &
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4.0 DATA COLLECTION AND DATABASE DEVELOPED FOR THIS PROGRAM

4-1 L.- TABASE

A database was developed to hold and analyze the empirical data collected in this effort. This

database has been developed for an IBM PC and contains provisions for entering the following

information about the device itself, the stresses it was exposed to, and the results of those stresses:

Device Stress

Part Number Power Dissipation

Manufacturer Test Type

Part Description Junction Teniperatune

Package Type Current Density

Number of Pins Oxide Voltage

Thermal Resistance Test Conditions

Technology A-mbient Temperatme

Gate Count

Feature Size DJU. i1
Die Dimensions

Metal Length Number Tested

Metal Width Number Failed

Number of Metal Layers Time to Failure

Metal Material Failure Mechanism

Gate Length Failure Mode
Oxide Thickness
Oxide Area
Metal Defect Density

Oxide Defect Density

Yield
ESD. Susceptibility

The tylx of test infonmation collected was primarily operating life test, buni in, and various

environmental tests. The failure causes, feature size, and die area of a profile of this database is

given in the following sections. The detailed data contained in this database is given in Appendix

D.
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4.1.1 Failure Cause Profile

Since the objective of this modeling effort was to quantify the failure rate of each failure
mechanism, knowing the cause of each observed failure was very important. The cause of failure

was known for approximately half of all failures.

Table 4-1 ilustrates the number of obeived failures as a function of the failure cause (failure
class) and test type. Each observed failure that had a reported associated failure cause (failure
mode, mechanism, or cause) was classified into one of the failure classes listed in this table, thus

facilitating faiure rate modeling of each failure class.

One data source contributed a large number of failures for whi.,h the failure class was rot

tirely defirte. Therefore, Table 4-2 summarizes the same infonuidon as Table 4-1 but excludes
that data source. As explained in Section 3.0, the unknown data was aseuined to have the same
reJative weightings as the known failures when performing the actual modeling. This modeling
was accomplished by increAsing the prdicted failure rate of each of the known mechanisms by a
givea pMMMr&g& In tws manr all failures a =countead for.

TAME 4-l:

TOTAL NUMBER OF AILURCPS OBSERVED AS A FUNCTION
OF WST TYP AND FAIL CIaS

CclgClass v Test gEnVh1M. TWa

,U2awa 789 54 4 847

Assu44y 21 0 0 21

., -24 214 - .23

Ma 62 6 71
,: "-' "! 44- 4 5 53

O "N 274 7 0 281
,"•fl; tL 6 603, 5 0 608

-- -- I
-: .. 1824: 27 i5 2126

...



TABLE 4-2:
NUMBER OF FAILURES OBSERIVED AS A FUNCTION

OF TEST TYPE AND FAIL CLASS EXCLUDING ONE

DATA SOURCE

Failure -- Life Temnperatur=

Class Test Cycling Environmental Total

Unknown 437 54 4 495
Assembly 21 0 0 21
Package 22 214 0 236
Metl 62 3 6 71

Misc. 44 4 5 53
Oxide 111 7 0 118
Contamnation 48 5 0 53

VWearout..20- _.t'e ut-Z --aA _
Total 752 237 15 1054

4.1.2 FEM t E filQ

The distribution of feature sizes present in tie database (in those coses where it was known)
is given in Figute 4-.1 Although devices with feature sizes in the 3-5 nicrnn area were beyond the
scope of tis study, they w=a included t mako pmvisions in dim database to identify tivnds as a
fondon of feattam size. A wighted (by number of tested devices) average of featwt sizes in this

dabas iG2.0 Iwo.

t.
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400,000 379,300

300,000 252,900

DEVICES

200,000-
107,000

100.000-

19,758 7,346 21,311

1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0

FEATURE SIZE (MICRONS)

FIGURE 4-1:

FEATURE SIZE PROFILE

4.1.3 Die Area Profile

The distribution of die areas present in the database is given in Figure 4-2. The weighted die

area by number of devices is .21 cm2 .

215,000

15,

12,516
NUMBER

OF
DEVICES 10,000-

5,000-

2,644

i 97

.19-.20 .21-30 .31-.40 A1-.50 >.51

DIE AREA (cfr 2)

2 2
(1 C = 155,000 ril )

FIGURE 4-2:

DIE AREA PROFILE
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5.0 FAILURE MECHANISM CHARACTERIZATION

5.1 OXIDE FAILURE RATE

5.1.1 Oxide Early Life Failures

The early life failure rate for oxide related failure mechanisms Was developed using the

methodology outlined in Section 3.0. Table 5-1 summarizes the data used in development of this
factor. In this table, the accelerated time interval is the effective time interval (in 106 hia.) at 250C

(using the oxide temperature acceleration factor with an activation energy of .3 V). The
accelerated part hours are the total effective observed oxide part hours at 250( in each time interval,

and the last column is the number of observed oxide failures occurring in each interval.

TABLE 5-1:
OXIDE FAILURE DATA

Equivalent Time Accelated Number
Interval at 250C(106 hra.) Part Hours (106 lIn) of Failures

0-0.002344 644.832020 3
0.002345-0.008204 1 1601.110137 13
0.008205-0.016950 1648.146367 1

0.016951-0.024417 1372.043816 19
0.024418-0,048834 4309.957812 229
0.048835-0.049224 6.008332 2

0,0492"-0.050446 15.044018 1
005047 0.138452 524.665804 20AO !38453-0.193I23 35,612394 ,3

i.:. "l Selctim g two disczte ranges for the regresson solutions yields the following data ia Table

$2. Thse mngs woe deined based. on the quantity of darm r example, ther was a large

" quantity of da from devices that w= testcd at an equivalent tinme of .048834, thetefore 0-
.048834 was we of th ranges chosen. It sluld be no( t-eh tl twlativcly large ranges of tie

had -to begrouped into ea of die two ranges because in nany case souces nwponed failures

v.: o :. cuntg fthin a tin intcvaL ". eampl. , if the dvies on zest ve rested only at 500 hol-ls

Utfilutsobseved setaly occund puier to 5(X0 his., although the exa= tim is not known.

I4;

• % .,:\ " ::.k. . : , .,. .



TABLE 5-2:

OXIDE EARLY LIFE SUMMARIZED FAILURE RATE

Effective Effective Number of Failure

Range Midpoint Part hrs. (106) Failures Rate (F/106 hrs.)

0-.048834 .024417 9576 265 .0277

.048835-.193123 .12098 582 8 .0137

Regressing on this data and adjusting the time constant to insure that the cumulative failure

rams arc equivalent for the predicted and observed cases yields:

x (t) =.0331 e-7. 7 t

Since failures of unknown causes represented 58% of the data, the failure rate deiived here

should be multiplied by 2.38 to compensate for the unknown failurs. This assumes that the

unknown failus have the same relative rate of occurrence between mechanisms as do the known

fMlmes. Since the cumulative failure rate is dirctly proportional to the constant (in this case

.0331), this constant should bo multiplieA by 2.38, yielding the following hazard rate:

Xox early life .0788 e 7 '7 t

Combnin the tffects of temperaum ad sawening timc yields

Wx aly lie = .0788 e 7.7  o AT. 0.7.7 ATo t

'x. M uf
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There arc several factors that already affect the early life oxide failure rate that are not present

in this expression. One such factor is the oxide electric field. To be able to include this factor the

electric field would need to be known for all devices in the database, since it is an empirical
relationship. Unfortunately, the electric field was rarely reported, making it impossible to include

this effect. This early life oxide model therefore, as with the other early life failure rates,

represents an industry wide average observed hazard rate.

The oxide wearout hazard rate however, has included the effects from factors such as electric

field since it is a mom theoretically based factor.

5.1.2 QsWieJQ1

Time dependent dielcric breakdown is considered an oxide wearout mechanism and has

empirically been shown to follow the lognonnal time to failure distribution. Since a lognormal
distribution is uniquely defined with a nan (t50 ) and standard deviation (a), the intent of the

effort to quantify the oxide wemut failure rate was to quantify the t50 and o as a function of

applicable srss and fabricatio variables.

Aldtogh many rescwhers have studied time dependent dielectric breakdown thoroughly,
die basic physics of failure is still not completcly undstod. This fact makes it difficult to derive
a general t 0 modd valid for all manufacturing pxs in all situatioas. As explaicd in Section

3.0 of this wpont howevex, the wearout mechanisms only provides an indication of a-
. app-oxim end of w and contributo vay little to to failure rare in. te useful life of the
device. llafOr if & maufiaeknt ca pwvc t the t tbfr oxide wurot for his partilar

-PRoe. is much gmater than the-lW xptacy o a put. this factoca esscetially be igt W

For thes rass, to failure raw for oxde wearot (TDDB) was derived as a function of
winPenzus-- ekcui Wd in the oxiu , oxide a=a md defect density. ThI relationships were
driv- "ed o piical data toM varios ras ers oa oxide dMiability. The following sc6ons
suwina4 im dtopanatd f thes faoH
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5.1.2.1 Temperature Acceleration Factor

I The basic temperature acceleration follows the Arrhenius relationship of the following form,

Lox  4d

where ATox = Temperature Acceleration Factor for Oxide

T = Temperature (in degrees Kelvin)
To  = Reference Temperature = 2980K

K = Boltzma's Constant = 8.63 u 105 (ev/K)
Tj = Average Junction Tempxa (°C)

Ea = Activation Ener (eV)

Based on test esults contained in the literatur the commonly accepted activation energy is
.3 WV, which has also been expeienced by Honeywell, and therefore is the nominal value to be

used in this un-lL Ile tapaure acoeuk facw for TDDB is therefore the following:

AT Oe 4 - -7L1M11

: :5.2.2 Eklioildtek oFactor

Cr-A. (flmicnce 27) had odjAly &eived a form for dw wccuaon factor due o t0

: tic S Sticd a= o . .,. bmvaw

WIICLC a rntm MewAC .ki Ij1U to 3M~lca

t;."i," "=• ":

• ..1. , .



Domangue (Reference 31) has conducted tests at various electric field stresses (3, 4, and 5
MV/cm) from which an acceleration factor "an be obtained. Analysis of his data yields a-I =

.1324 MV/cm and therefore an acceleration factor can be stated as follows:

More iecent work by Hu (Reference 39) on oxides closer to those types and thicknesses used
in VHSIC circuits has shown that the time to breakdown is related to the electric fieia in the

following manner.

B+H
tBJ) a Tc

wher B = 240 MV/cm

H = 80MM/M

It can be seen that this celeration factor has enomous changes for reasonable changes in
41 00

Eo. For example, a5 volt part that has 300 A and 100 A oxides (Eox of 1.67 and 5 MV/cm

resoctivdely) would have alAcioa factors difftrig by 56 oders of magnitude.

Hu had used a saull- iumber, 192, instead of 320 for comparing '0 1% cumulativo failur
points as opposed to die 50% cunultive failue point, aguiug tit te value should be snmller for

i.."::. - d~fe l atod bieuo 'tha for am inwasi.¢ b=U wn. Since in tdus model, the 1%

. C: : eMIulalavr fae point is of 111OWh tostea tim the 50% pain, the cons-tant of 192 will be

'4.~~ ~~. decuind-eadw

$sed ii thi factot. Thcwtr, using an eporaeaz of M9 and choosing din AV tm o gv

~~ 1 wath =qWia d=t at high odc field yields

A .OX .- 49



In addition to the electric field, various researchers tzve also observed a relationship between
the acceleration factor and oxide thickness. Derivation of this factor (from Reference 26) based on
empirical studies yields:

Acceleration a 4.2 log Tox - 6.95

Thuefore, tLe factor that could be used in the oxide model is therefore:

4.2 log ToxR - 6.951JITOXC=XPL 4.2 log To - 6.95]

where To R  = Refetece oxide thickness
- Actual oxide thickness

Since th variation in this factor is vexy small compared to the lectric field acceleration
factor, it was tiot included in die wol since the uwrtaties in the electric field factor are much

Table 5-3 smuwzi=s soaat of the acco & ou fwas found in th literature.

.4 ,.- $ . 1.23. £noltanntxrO~cctxuay

: ... is. -U-6. on 1iscuss 1134 tioWip beiwcA die am, dfect- dnsaty. -a1d yiel Alithough
i s iz c.ud in this s d, h discusso of yieW efw s..not spc to oxide, lu this model,

..l .i... .-a p deft desisia f& ord4 and Met ,lW. they = die san default valuc,
':; :.-w !itafua offeaur.esi, .

.I. -'-a . " ]. .. " - .

4 , - ..

Al . ..i ' : " .. " : '

2 .'.:- "- : ';
{' " .., '::. : . -.. " > , "5.



Phillips (Reference 28) has suggested the use of extreme value statistics to derive the
area/defect density relationship of gate oxides. In extreme value statistics, the hazard rate can be

closely approximated by the exponential function. Thus,

h(x) = 1 d

TABLE 5-3:
ELEC'RIC FIELD ACCELERATION FACTOR (AnF)
AND ACTIVATION ENERGY (Ea) IN LIERATURE

R-e nce Mateal T0 x(A) Temp. (C) AF (1/ (MV/CM)) I Ea (eV)
-...-. "- -E. . . ...... ii

29 Poly > 400 25-160 107 .3-25
.30 Al 450 85-250 101.5+.5 2.1
31 Poly 390 b-150 10& .36
32 Poly 400 101-7 .26
33 Poly 100-200 104  1.0
34 Poly 100400 105.6

35 Poly 100 25-150 101.87.102.0 .3
36 Poly 20 20-40 102.5 .3437 Poly 60-100 70-250 10 1.74- 10 9 10-.

38 Moly 110 25-275 101.41 .23
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From the data in Reference 28 and from extreme value statistics, for a gate oxide area A1 with

* average breakdown E 1

h1(IE) = exp (SN(E-E 1)/Sv-YN)

and similarly for a gate oxide area A2 with average breakdown E2

h2(E) = exp (SN(E-E2/Sv-YN)

Thus;
hi (E)h 2 (E) = exP (SN(E2-EP/Sv)

It is noted the SN and YN are covt:nts that depend only on the sample size and that SV is the
jndard deviation and the san for bath distributions (A1 and A2).

It is also dear Crm the data iesented, which is suppomd by the extreme value st itistic thuny,
that

lu(-tA (lFl)) I (-IlnO-F2));= la(A/A 2)

* aw
"- 5 ($~)/Sv aln(A) /A2

Thu..

7.+ I/A

*. . . . . "*"* 52
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Thus, the ratio of the hazard rates is equal to the ratio of the gate oxide areas in extreme value

statistics.

This factor indicates that if reliability data is available on a circuit such as a SEC, the hazard rate

could be extrapolated to the entire chip by knowing the gate oxide areas. C', if the average areas of
the devices in dte database is known, it can be used as the reference area.

The following discussion summarizes another analysis that was conducted to determine the
relationship between both rca/defect dersity and hazard rate-

If f(t) is the failure density fiction, then the cumulative failure density function is given by:

Q W0 f (t) dt

Cook (Reference 27) used another expression for Q(t) which was said to be from Li and

Masajian (Reference 41), which was actually obtained from Price (P.efeenc.- 42). ice dN.tivd

:1 the following expression Ws 1970 fron oiuseFinstin statistics, stating that emalier models using

7:; IiLoltziin fi SSt wow iunto
!: QS(t) lI/(I+11A 3D8)

: A iAs  ft area. DS is die d&ct dewsity a i %(') is the cumw-iv fGiilu= ddnury. hice d svd

-this e xprsior itgrad Chtuit yictds. O4 th- "aumptiou that Ihe ef6ective dcfects are
mrdoatly dis&.ibwet iqwg two d ons and wxe thas itn ngUiabte, Li anid Mascia foundf
.h•• ..0 equad applicabk for d.e cdve defec:t deisity for tim dependent dielctric bieakdown.

Nowtk u0ord) isai f owtiazo In bediscussI otatfWlows th subscipt s i ri ctes at

these Value tam for the s,,ss teU sUucwc ft= wh", data is guicrezed Ji the laborazoxy..
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With the above formula it follows that for a second chip with area A0 and the sane defect

density the cumulative failure density is given by:

Qo (t) = 1/(l+(AJAo) (l/%(t)-1))

In a similar fashion it can be shown that for a third chip with the same area as the second chip
A0, but a different defect density a cumulative failure density function is given by:

0n (t) = I(l+(DnJDn) (1/Qo(t)-1))

I If the last two equations are combined, the resulting equation becomes

Q4 () I/(l I+QoAsIDwAO (Qs (t)-1))

or

04 (t) 1A14{DSAs/DAu) (,V% (t)- 1))

Ft.i tis expmssion it is slar that as t. defect d-nsiy ad/or tho ga oxide arna gets large,
Id. ttn amave-number of failurs g&s lugo.

Kl. Cnok als showeahat th- hazatd ram (the pnttbihty tkz- a d&,M wil il in th tir (tid) i"

s M~lady suviv untilt) is fm by diffcaiadng Q(t) mid amots to

rom the aW . &titussiov a failur cate for cmc dcju&at dfi&"ric btak&d,,, of a given
C• al to.. fondi if a Of t- Woin.: - Mowa:

nbot iaiod olaws f ing n C4,w
45

i. " (t) the.iwa ndthbtqjo ThDBfailursof a tsit ruue wth a known efe lai ty
"'C

-' (, vltg "n "hna ic~o aosi h es tutr okwspromd
iS .t , .. t."i.a.
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Unfortunately, the calculations involve the integral of a complicated function. To deal with this
problem numerical integration was used, to assess the effect of changing the area and defect
density. It immediately became clear that for a small number of cumulative failures, the formulas
could be greatly simplified. From the last cumulative failure density function expressimn above, if
Qs (t) is small then

Qn (t) = I/(DsAs/DnAn) (l/Qs (t))
= DnAnQs(t)/DsAS

Thus, the cumulative failure density function is directly proportional to the defect density and
the area of the chip. Since the cumulative failure density function is the integral of the failure
density funcdon, it follows that the failure density function is directly proportional to the area and

defect density. For the first few failures the instantaneous failure rate is equal to the failure density
function, and thus it is directly proportional to defect density and area. Thus, in the first
approxhnaion to double the chip area (or defect density) is to double the chip failure rate.

In the previous paragraphs some relationships were established between the cumulative failure

probability Qn, and the number of defects, D, and the chip area, A. These relationships were

based on a model developed by Price (Reference 42) using Bose-Einstein statistics. A more
general defect model was derived by Stepper (Reference 43). In this modl the probability defect
density function is related to the gamma distiibution. For this model the yield is given by

Y = 1/(I+ADo/S)S

where A is the chip area, Do the average defect density, and S a shape parameer. This mode l

assumes that the defects have a given distribution pattern across the wfer, in the limiting case

where S approaches 0, the distribution is a delta ftuitio, imaning the defkct &-lisity is constwit
and all defects an, randomly distributed and Wependent. This condition leads to the Poisson yield
estimate

y = e'DOA

Also it can be seen that when the S of te Stapper axwel is 1, thield model redues to

Y 1 /(i+ADO)
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which was described previously as the Price model, but actually used earlier by Sceds (Reference

44). In :hL case the defLtt density distribution is exponential. A comparison of these and two
other yield models is shown in Figure 5-1. The Poisson model is the most pessimistic and the
Seeds model is the most optimistic. The Stapper model can be adjusted by the shape paramter to
cover the area in betieen. The following derivation is similar to that presented previously with the
exception that the more general Stapper model is used.

The cumulative probability of failure plus the yield must add to 1. Thus

Q (t) 1- Y = 1-1/(I+DoAS)S

If Q,(t) is the cumulative failure probability of a circuit with Dn average defects and An area,
and Qo() is the cumulative failure probability of a different circt with area An and the same
av¢mge defects, then

DV.(t) = '~ - ]D 0 (t)=~r~ir71

If the dbove is solved for Q0 (t) in tems of Qn (t) and the two uvas, we got

Q(t)= -[ {I+ A 0 J Is

Tlz abavtc uadoa telates the cuumlade fluro ptbability of a given device to that of anod ar
S doim as. aof a a defe

To heip urdctand this relationship a nurmiber of gyaphs we=r gcnerated. igurs 5-2, 5-3, ald

54 show the effect of th shapI facta-s for diffe, nt AoDOiA.D. ratios. From thes graphs it is

cl that when t1w area defect factor is near unity (that is, th chips have approximately the ,same

.reas and defect distributions). the shape factor S has rodest effects on the relative failure
Ob W•ea the mu dafct for is luge (thai, the QC Wve has a much larg area
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and/or defect density), then the effect of the shape factor is more pronounced. Stapper indicated
that IBM had seen S range from 0.1 to 2.2 depending upon the type of defect however, it takes
subn!.."_n1. quantities of data to establish an S value.

The model presented herein assumes that the areas and defect densities of the devices used to
derive these factors (from the database) are similar to those that predictions will be performed on,
and therefore that the direct relationship between area/defect density and hazard rate is valid.

Figure 5-5 demonstrates the effect of the area defect factor when S=1. This is the Seeds or
Price model. From this graph it can be seen that for cumulative failure probabilities less than 10%,
the cumrlative failure probability of one device is equal to the defect area factor times the
cumulative failure probability of the other device. This demonstrates graphically that for the S=I
model the cumulative failure probability (and thus, the failure rate) is directly proportional to the
level of defects and the chip area. Intel (Reference 27) has also presented data to support this
theory.

Figure 5-6 shows a slightly different area defect factor effect when S=.0l which is close to the
Poisson difect distribution. In this instance the curves deviate from the asymptote at a slightly
lower poiaL Again the cumulative failure probability is directly meated to the area defec factor.

T1w above analysis seems to indicate that for th fimt few failures, which are the only ones of
intemst herm, the probability of failtm is directly proptiloal to the defect level and to the chip
mra. T, analysis is based on yield Oeoy and has bee demonstated to be consistent with tie
Mhips modl (Refewece 28) to be discussed la=

in the p~vious discussion a gemral model was presented to relate the cumulative TDDB

failutes for ono device ,- that for anotle. Thw key factors were device aewa and nunber of defects.
This reliability nmdel was based on tie Stapper yield model and includes a curve fiitting or shape
factor S. The folowiiag mod&l anlyzes Low soum published data fits that nuxlel.

In I979 Intel published TDDB data for a number of different sized capacitors (Reference 27).
lis daa showed t&e ctmulative numnbr of failures in a given period of time for populations of

= s.dife rMent s capacitors. Figurs 5-7 and 5-8 illustauts those data points plotwd The four lines

' eprezat four ara/dfect ratios consistent with Intel's ata. The different capacitors they used

Sall fm the s et of was so tt the dafect levvls should have been consismut
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The data for S=l, representing the Seeds model, seems to show the right trend. Indeed, this
was the model that Intel used. To try to have the model better fit the data, two approaches were

tried. First, curves for different values of S (from .2 to 10) were generated. Second, part 1 in the
graph was changed from first to middle to last data point. The results from that data are

summarized in Table 5-4.

TABLE 5-4:

STAPPER MODEL WITH VARIOUS S VALUES

Part Part 3 Part 5 Part 3 Part 3
Device Cum Fails Standard Standard Standard Standard Standard

(x106t 2) (in 3x06 see.) I I=1 = I s1 S =3 S-4

.7 12% - 16% 16% 23% 15%
1.55 29% 24% 32% 31% 34% 32%
1.9 *36% 27% 34% - -

25 .46% 32% 43 % 42% 42% 44%
3.0 44% 36% 48% . 43% 51%

Whie in genal it can be sad that smaller valuts of S tend to clios or naxtw tue range of
th- dta poit -easooablc valuas of S do not bring tke lowest point down enough (Intel's 12%

* ~poin) without simfcany raisi te data points for the brgerwaea. Because the Intel data is not
pf t. (th L get c 4 apiWr Utlly had fewt failurs th t un argcr one), it is not ikY

that cany umota will fit all the data points welL Iug. tho S - I tmodI scens like areasoaablk one
-to swtwith, a-hwb the is not eogh =atato imd tha- pr awmesdwmat at this tina

Ec , ,. •. (R,,feza 4.5) has also derived a moe bae upon the hhsson distxibudoi firnodn for

-tadoaly dis buied dfects. In this mxl tde probability that a sample would contain at least oe
defc"z with. wtaks fctots' larger than thw value w was gi%-n by;

P(w) 1-0-AO(w)
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where A is the oxide area and D(w) is the total area density with "weakness factor" larger than w.

It was also empirically found that the time to breakdown was related to the weakness factor by;

G

tBD = e 277

where Eox is the electric field in the gate oxide and G is a factor specific to each process. Thus,

the above probability can be seen to indicate the cumulative fraction of parts that would fail at a

particular time for a particular process under a specific gate bias. By analyzing TDDB data for six

different capacitors from 2x102m 2 to 5x10 5 cm2 and the above equations, the authors derived an

expression for D(w). They were thus able to predict the failure rate and TDDB curve for any oxide

area and electric field for their oxides. Tis relationship is duplicated in Figure 5-9.

Of pa cular interest are the following:

(1) The rlatioaship betwen lability and sacss, are and defects may be nodeled;

(2) 1T reationship appeas to be consistent with the Poisson distribution function, whereas

it was previoudy presented that Intl's dat foi reliability as a function of ama and defects
was coasisOat with the Sceds rxlel and no the Poisson distribution.

(3) The defet nz.a.we nen or "weakncss fa's" ca be fond i dtly from a lot of data

but cmu be mesured directy.

At tde Wafer Reliability Workshop at Lake Tahoe, California in October of 1987, there was a

consensus t ht two good models for tim dependent dielectric breakdown existed and were
supjh, ze by convincing data. One was the 1akeley od-el and th othcr m o&l wa described in

a papd by Wolters and ZgersVau Duynhovon of PhilliMp Resa boratoris (Weere 28)

of which some aspects ,re prviously discu d M model is desreiba below.

Petaps te nust unique aspect af the Phillips model is the use of extrem, value probability

itn!, of the ConveTntio(-al ognonal statistics. It is argued that using de lognonnal distribution

which is good in the region of the trediat is inconsistent witl the weak link nature of dielectric

brakwn -daw is, thed&-vice will fail at u= deft which acts as die wkc spot.
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Extreme value statistics are often used when the values of interest are the largest or smallest

in the distribution. Mechanical fracture of materials or the electric bre,. kdown of transformer oil
(Reference 46) are typical weakest link processes. Gate oxide breakdown depends on intrinsic
material properties as well as defects. Indeed, it is the 1%, or .01% failure point that is of more

interest than the 50% point

It is argued that the hazard rate at low values is approximated by an exponential function.
This idea was proved by Gumbel ("eference 47) for various distributions including lognormal.

Thus,

1 d F(x)
1Fx t = exp (x)

and

In (-ln(l-F(x))) = a linear function of x

In the above equations F(x) is the cumulative probability of failure .at x. x could be the
breakdown electric field or the log of time to failure at a constant voltage.

A large distribution or amount of data is required to make the above equations work properly.
The author had breakdown data on some 12000 capacitors and grouped them into 30 groups of

400 and made another distribution of the lowest value in each of the 30 groups. When plotted on
extreme value probability paper, tde grouped distribution resulted in a line parallel to the original

distribution (Figure 5-10). Of interest was that the shift between the two curves was about In
(400) which happens to be the log of the ratio of the effective areas of the two groups of
capacitors. Thus, the shift corresponds to the increase in probability of finding a defect among the

group of 400. This shift is predicted by the "stability postulate" of extreme value statistics and

should hold a, long as the defects are distributed homogeneously (i.e., Poisson). When defects

are clustered, the shift is less.

Since the factor In (-In(l-F)) scales accordingly to the factor In(A2/A1), it follows that;

In (-hi (1-F2)) -In (-In (1-F1)) = In (A2/A1)
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where F1 and F2 are the fractions of the parts that have failed with gate oxide areas A i and A2

respectively. From the above it is easy to show that

F2 = I - (I-FI)A2/AI

This type of equation, relating F, and F2 , was used earlier to make graphs based upon the

Stapper model. Similar graphs are shown in Figure 5-11 and 5-12 with shaping parameter S = I

and 5 respectively. It is seen that Figure 5-12 with S = 5 gives a remarkably good fit.

An expression was also derived from the extreme value statistics of the Phillips model to

indicate that the ratio of failure (i.e., hazard) rates was equal to the ratio of gate oxide areas. Their

data tended to support this relationship. Since this is a simple and easy to work with relationship,

other published works were examined to find data to support or iejeci this model. While many

researchers have presented various types of time-to-breakdown data for vaeous conditions, few

have moved tie next step and presented failure rate data, especially failure rates for devices with
different oxide areas. While failure rates can easily be calculated from t50 and sigma data, the

frequent use of high sigmas (greater then 1) in this type of testing can result in failure rates that are

extremely sensitive to modest changes in the data.

The researchers at Berkeley have calculated and published failure rate data for devices with

different oxide areas (Reference 39). A representation of one of the published graphs is shown in

Figure 5-13. From this graph it is easy to see that for reasonable product lifetimes (10 years or

less), the failure rate of a chip with Ix te area of another chip, is 1Ox the failure rate of that chip

(assmning slmilar defect densities). After some years of operation, the relationship would not be

as good. Thus, their data and model agree reasonably w il with #he Phillips model.

The Berkeley failure rate/area relationship is based on the assumption that the defects are not

uniformly distributed across the wafer - that is, a Gamma distribution function and the Stapper

Yield model with S = .6. Extending the approach used in that report produced the graphs shown

in Figures 5-14, 5-15 and 5-16.

Figure 5-14 demonstrates the cumulative failure probability of a chip when the cumulative

failure probability of a snalltr chip (20% of the oxide area) is known and ie shaping factor S =

.3, .6 nd .9. This chart indicates t,,c when tie failure probability of the smaller chip is small, the

failure probability of the larger chip will be 5x as much (the ratio of the oxide areas). The simple
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relationship does not hold as well when the failure probability of the smaller chip is more than

10%. Figure 5-15 shows a similar graph where the oxide area of the larger chip is lOx that of

smaller one.

In a similar fashion Figure 5-16 demonstrates the case where the area ratio is 50. These

charts suggest that if a large number of chips with more than one oxide area are life tested, then for

the first few failures the number of failures for chips with different area will be proportional to the

area of those chips (for the TDDB mechanism).

Since the exact value of the S factor to use is not clear, Figure 5-17 was generated to show

the effect of different S values. It is clear that for larger S values, the area ratio model is a better

approximation. However, for S = .01, approaching the Poisson case where S = 0, the model is

valid only for smaller cumulative failure probabilities. Table 5-5 demonstrating some of these

effects is shown below. In this table, the columns represent the cumulative failure probability, the

chip area ratio, the S value, and the cumulative failure probabilities ratio, respectively. Ideally, the

2nd and 4th colunus would be the same. It can also be seen from this data that the area ratio

model is lss consistent for larger area ratios.
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TABLE 5-5:

AREA, S VALUE, AND CUMULATIVE

% FAILURES COMPARISON

CFP1  A2__A S CFP2 /CFP 1

1% 5 .6 4.8

10% 5 .6 3.3

.1% 10 .6 10

1% 10 .6 9

10% 10 .6 4.6

10% 10 .01 1.2

10% 10 2 5.7

10% 10 5 6.2

.1* 50 .6 48
1% 50 .6 31

10% 50 .6 6.5

In surnmmry tho TDD potion of th failure rate is moiled as dim-tly proportional to the

gate oxd , a. For this tuodol. a failure rate must be establised for a "st aidard" CW °rfence"
chip of known area. As ,tated peviously, the avemaag area of the die cootaiiicd in theatabasc of

.21 cruZ is to be us for this p .

5.1 Z.3.1 Calcaig Defect Densitias

Tih previous discussions have analyzed the axaidcfect density/yidld relationships and

cmcuded that the oxid hazxd at is directly prportional to the di area and defect density (D).

e nmKst dmkio ..ans to cacula the actual value of dcfect d&sity to be uscd in the hazard rae

cxpossioa is to use dfrxt measwuing test structures of th actual fabrication process. Otte way to

calculatae this defot dmsity ii giveo in Appewdix B.
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It is not likely that defect density data can be obtained from manufacturers unless required by

a certification program such as the Generic Qualification program For this reason, it is imperative

that a default condition be defined if actual defect densities cannot be determined. The following

discussion summarizes this default value.

Reference 6 discusses the following effective defect density (DF):

DEFF=DO(+)2

where, Do is a critical defect density for a feature size of X0

X0 is a reference feature size

XS is the actual feature size

This relationship is based on MU 4-STD-209 which states that die defect density incrases as

the square of decma-sing feature size.

Although there is souri conorm as to this assuntion's validity, and various researchers ,ave

proposed their own defect density distibutions, for the purposes of this model the MIL-STD-209
approach is the most widely recogniuzd and will be us.d. Thereore, the default value of DDR

will be (X0 /XS)2. Stice dic average feature siza in the d,.abase from which the failure rate were
derived was 2 uicirm. this value cwt be used for X0 . The default defect density is therefore

2
(2/XS).

5.1.2.3.2 Efeative Awas and Device Type Rl ships

Since oxide area ls been shown to be dixcily cootlated with failum rate, devices exhibiting

diffestt paing dnitides will result in significant differences in reliability, Ideally, the astual gate

oxide ait would be t as an input into the reliability prdiction model. It is impractical,

however, to require at i be known since a relatively detailed design analysis of the chip must be

done, to deteraitc iL To aleviate this need, a mlative scaling factor was derived for various

component t'vyj which is multiplied by the total die area, such that the only area input into the

midel is thf total die ae. Since ti average die area of deviceas whose data was used to derive the

e) is .21 cm2 , the dvice type com'cdon faottns for metal atul oxi&, to be pmeWted in this

swkectw ar nonralinl to typical oxide aeas and ozwl lengths of a .2 lcni 2 chip.
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To derive a relative scaling factor, of particular interest was the difference in physical features

(i.e., metal area and gate oxide area) for different circuit types (gate array, RAM, custom chip).

For this purpose the Yield Analysis Tool (YAT) was used to determine critical areas for the

different chip types. The YAT is a software tool that quantitatively analyzes circuit features on

integrated circuit devices. The YAT input is the layout database of the integrated circuit device and

a table which describes the circuit features to be analyzed. The histograms output describe the

distribution of features sizes, chip maps of the smallest features, total area of selected features,

overlap edge length, and overlap area. This tool is generally used for yield projection and, with the

appropriate wafer processing, the identification of yield inhibitors.

For the purpose of this analysis YAT data for four different CMOS chips was analyzed for

metal 1 ength (less than 3 microns wide), metal 2 length, p channel gate area, n channel gate area;

and metal 1 space length (the total length of parallel first metal runner less than 3 microns apart).

The results of that analysis are sumarized in Table 5-6.

TABl E 5-6:

FEATURE DENSITY

Custom Custom Gate

Feature lnits Chip 1 a12 2 SRAM Array

Metal I cuVCm 390 619 289 698

Mta1 2 cavet 2  291 317 400 668

P gae, a % of toal chip 1.3 1.9 2.2 2.5

N gt area % of toutal chip 1.2 1.8 2.6 2.6
i ,UW I sp!= CIVctI 2  511 618 743 600
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It should be noted that the specific SRAM for which data was available was a 2Kx8 device of

modest size (.24cm 2 ) that did not efficiently use the pad area and thus may have a more modest

density. Also the gate array data includes unused gates.

To better understand some of the differences in Table 5-6, a more detailed analysis was

performed on the metal 1 length and the n channel gate oxide area. This detailed data is shown in

Tables 5-7 and 5-8 respectively.

TABLE 5-7:

METAL I COMPARISON

Custom Custom Gate
• Feature Units .... Chi.! . _Chip 2 . SILAM Array

Total Length cm j 667 210* 914

Aveag =Length micron 12.8 13.7 4.3 7.4
%1.6 micron wide 48 56 13 0

%52.6 micron wide % 53 67 29 74

Ave. Length 1.6 micron micron 23 119 17 0

Ave. Length 2.6 micron micron 12 3,7 11 30

*SRAM is 114 size of other dips.
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TABLE 5-8:
N-CI{AM4EL GATE OXIDE COMPARISON

Custom Custom Gate
N Gate Oxide Units Chp1 ~ SRAMAra

Instances <10 microns2  Number 1.5K 18K 49K* 17K
Instances 50-6 irn 2 Nme 2.9K 3.7K .9i2l 37K
Average area M~icrons2  3 35 1040

ITotal Instances Number 36K 52K 54K* 63K
/2

Total Area cm2  .0114 .018 .005 3 .025

*SRK M is 114 size of other chips.

9.1 Tbis analysis shows that cuistomn chips may not be as densely packaged as SRAMs and gate

a -ays. The gate airmy densities listed would generally be reduced by a factor thai may approach
tht pexcent utilization number. If that were done then all chips would have comparabl mtlI
length and tho SRAM would have the densest. &rate oxide percentage and close metal I lines. The

analysis indicates that the dousity is design dependent.
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A presentation at the 1987 GOMAC conference by engineers from United Technologies

Microelectronic Center (Reference 3) tried to correlate failure rate and design complexity. Using

life test data from gate array variations, they looked for correlation to traditional measures of

complexity such as number of inputs and outputs, die size, and number of transistor pairs, as well

as new bench marks such as metal 1 area, metal 2 area, and coincident metal area. UTMC saw

poor correlation between the number of I/O's to the normaliztd failure rate and fair correlation to

the number of transistor pairs. They demonstrated good correlation (correlation coefficients of .96

to .99) for the failure rate versus metal 1 area, metal 2 area, and coincident metal area. They point

out that the life tests were performed on early 3 micron technology parts where intermetal dielectric

integrity was the predominant failure mechanism. They did not show the results of failure rate plots

versus gate oxide area, number of vias, and number of contacts. Clearly, the correlation would be

dependent on the type of failures observed. The data seemed to indicate that a part with much

metal 1 would also have much metal 2, much coincident metal, and much gate oxide area, such that

a considerable amount of data would be required to properly sort out the effects.

Since the data in the database (contained in Appendix D) is from a good cross-section of

device types (logic, memory, gate arrays, etc.) the failure rate expressions developed are for an

"average" device. Therefore, the area ratio A/Ar factor only has to be a relative number between

the various device types. Table 5-9 summarizes the relative area factors for Custom/Logic devices

and for Memory/Gate Array devices. The Custom/Logic average percent oxide area was obtained

by averaging the sum of the P and N gate areas (in Table 5-6) for Custom Chips I and 2

(((1.3+1.2) + (1.9+1.8))/2=3.1). Similarly, the average oxide area for Memory/Gate Arrays is

the average total (P and N) percent areas for the SRAM and Gate Array. A similar procedure was

used to derive the average metal length. For example, the average metal length for Custom/Logic
devices is; ((390+291) + (619+317))* = 808. The ATypE factors were then derived simply by

normalizing the faAor to 1 for an "average" device, That is; 4.95/3.10 1.23/.77.

ii
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TABLE 5-9:
RELATIVE OXIDE AREA AND METAL LENGTH

RATIOS FOR VARIOUS DEVICE TYPES

Average *Average
Device Gate Oxide Area Metal
Type (% of Chip) A~.ypo Length A.TYPEMET

Custom & 3.10 .77 808 .88
12cDevices __________ _ _ _ _ _ _

Memory 4.95 1.23 1027 1.12
Gate Arrays _________________ _____

*Average linear length of first and second layer metal per chip area.

The area of the chip can then be modified with the A.~h, for the oxide fail=r rate and the
ATypEM~T for the metal failure rate. These are dimensionless factors which indimot for oxide.

that wnories/gate arrays typically have 1.23/377 1.59 tirmes the oxide per wwr as do customn and

gate arrays.
.....

5.1.2.5 Oxide Wearout t~
portue ndektrc ied.Thisorth othlgom cnodeida:

The primnary oxide wearout strss related accelerution factor have be-en deterniined to be

K t5OnrI
t50

To cakculata t data in Table 5-10 was extracted fhxm the litmrture.
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TABLE 5-10:

DATA USED TO DERIVE t50 CONSTANT

?Z(106 pin ) (OK) (Mv/cm) t~0 (Observed Hrs.)
1.5 600 293 2.8 x 107

75 390 423 4 544

75 390 348 4 4,402

I 75 390 398 4 27,800
I 75 390 298 4 880,000

75 390 298 3 1.54 x10 9

75 390 298 4 1.74 x10 6

75 390 298 5 422

Since electric fields of 5 MV/cm are being used reliably in VHSIC/VHSIC-Like devices, it
4ppuuts that this data is not representative of these class of devices. Therefore, to derive a t5 p~F
empirical 150 data at high electric fields was used. This data, not presented here for proprietary

rowions, was fromn high field accelerated tests performed on VHS IC-Like oxides. Calculating ttic
A ad AToy terms under the conditions of, that test and solving for t50, yilsFaleo

3 x102 i0 4~Q This yields the following ty0 tim for TDDI3:

A5ox v0 AT0X

Empirical dat oui the literature indicates that a sigma of 1 is appropriate for these
distributions for orxide Fwnde normaal operating conditions. However, various investigators have

__ detwrined that the sigix is dimedy related to the MTh. (That is, as the MTh goes down, so does
the sigmia). I~rUnfamly, tIeI= is n~ot enough quantitative data available to define an accurate
signia as a functiort of MW. Tberefore, unless an accurate signia is known for a particular

process, the value of I should be used,.

Also, in thea t~ro equation to be used in the model, a (QML) factor' is added to account for the

imnpioved reliabUity expectod fron the procedure taken by mianufacturer that -,i on the Qualified
Manufacturaer Lit (QML). The ratiale for chosing the .5 to 2 values for tis factor are given in

Section 7.1.4.



This factor is also used in this form in the t 0 epsios for metal and Hot Carrier wearout

failure ratms.

5.1.3 Oxide Hazard Rate-Summar

It has been shown that the oxide weaL out hazard rate is directly proportioned to area and

defect density. Thlere is no reason to believe that both the early life and wearout terms will not be
accelerated as a function of area/defect density. The form of the oxide failure rate is therefore:

A DOox
~Ox W7 rPE X (Xarly Life + XWemrut)

where:L ~AR .21 cm2 the reference chip are
M D1 I the reference defect density

The entire detailed oxide hazard rate is then given as follows:

A O 7. DJ' (A.. (e~ -7,7 AT0xt
X x (in F/ 10'6) AR ((. '0788  ) A.Q(

+ (xIn (t + t)- In

A Tu Tcaiip Artz

A .77 fbw Custom and Logic Devices

= 1.23 for Memories and Gate Arays

A .21 c= 2
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DO__ Defect Density calculated by using the procedure oApedxB

(if unknown, use I(v-JI where Xo= 2 Pmu and XS

II is the feature size of the device)

D I defect/cm2

= Effective Screening time

(Actual Time of Test in 106 lus) A ATO1 A VO
... .. ... .. .. . .(where AT~ and AV(. are the values during screening)

ATOX Temperature Acceleration Factor

TjAvvragejunction operatig tmperaturc

Tc + OJU P (ini K)

192

Ume nuwimum power supply voltage (V~r) divide-d by the gate oxido
thickness (in MV/C4m)

1.3 x I .022 ( (in 106 Imy.)
Ism AT Av

QIL ionQML. 5f o

SSignia obtained from test datm of oxide failures ftom die saine orsimilar
Pr ms. If not availabe, use a value of 1.

. t Timic(in106 Hows -)
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5.2 METAL FAILURE RATE

5.2.1 Metal Early Wie FaIures

As in the case of oxide, the early life failure rate due to metal was derived using the
methodology outlined in Section 3.0. Table 5-11 summarizes the data used in this derivation.
Given in this table is the effective time interval (at 25'C), the total accelerated part hours using the

temperature acceleration factor with an activation energy of .55 eV, and the total number of metal

failures observed in the tim interval.

TABLE 5-11:
METAL FAILURE DATA

Equivalent Tine Accolemaed

Interval at 250C Part Hours Number of

(106 h.)(106 hrs.)Fiue

0- 0.059972 16468.541808 3
.059873 - 0.209553 40975-894310 6

2054- 0.623669 77953,6129709

.623670 - 1.248337 111354.649173 36

Table 5-12 presets the suanmaized data used in the diivation of this futicr.
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TABLE 5-12:

MrrAL EARLY LIFE SUMMARIZED FAILURE DATA

Effective Effective Number of Failure
Range (106 hrs.) Mipint Part Hours (106) Failures Rate F/10 6

0-.059872 .029936 16469 3 .000182

.059873- .623669 .36177 118929 15 .000126

I For the data in this table, the failure data in the range 0.623670 - 1.248337 was excluded
since the 36 failures observed were detected only at a single time in that interval and the tine of
failure was not known. All that was known was that te 36 failures occurred less than 1,248337.

This data thamfore could not be used to identify failure ra dependency on tie.

Defiving the nxtal factor with a simple regression solution of the above dam anl adjusting the
T to match tho observed cmulaive failur ram yields:

MET (t) ,00043 c- 1I8

Adjusting the constant .0043 to account for the unknown bilures, and adding the

ac 4=ziow due to wt cw -u-r and sc=reni g yiclds the folowing nmt4l failw-* te

1. 8 t 1.ISATET t'MET E-l*y Life .00102

5.2.2

Electiornigraion is the prcdominant atal wreutz faihm kuechanim and its probability

deity frntion is nuidled with a loginal tini to failure distibudw. The n"an tiv to failure
(tS0 is ofmn given by Blaks equadon:

t50 , ABJ - p Eap

To detWiu the value of AB that shoud be used in this expre..m, dw damsei i Wyk- 5-13

was ud9

• 9 1



TABLE 5-13:
SUMMARY OF OBSERVED PARAMETER VALUES FROM THE ITMERATURE

(all Lognormal Distribution)

J FA t50 Temp. Refemae
Conditions (A/cm2) Hrs. (9c)

At-Cu-Si Films 105 -2 x 106 2 .5 2- .5 150 -250 52

A - - W Stripa

wlthemal gaica 2.5 x 106  .. .. .. .52 185 53
woIaU mzl gradient 2.5 x 106 .. .. ... 34 185

Cons Curreat 2 .43 - 125 54
2 x 106  174 79 150 55

167 .73 150
465 1.1 151)
126 .67 150
175 .80 150
120 .78 150
644 1.04 150
127 .84 150
175 .80 150
144 ,77 150
567 1.12 150

_-_- ____ _ ..... ",126. 76 150

,4 . 150-250 56

- ~~ At Si ib~yh _____66_x_10 --- .54 <- 23, 5 <0 57
.... .31 . . .2 15 2 0

At_ - Cu - S_ F__ _ _ 1.6%10 6 .2:004 2 .5 _.2__- A_ _.95 - Z_10 .

A . Cu - AU o 2=106 1600 1.4 220 59
$19 .42 220

525 ,70 220
354 .73 220

. -- - - . . 1 .40 220 . .

Al. Fghm .. .. 15.,..6-

-- - - -.

At 2 1104 So t . 125-300 62

to- - -o 1.-

- ^&.A.5 " 041 .5 1.0. 7 55 ... ___ __ __ ___ __ __ __

,11|O,2.lxO 64-

'4.1

s.1 G 3 . 2.l100) Igt .. 1. 65

A!.43 O .. .8 • _ ... ... 180 ...
O tl ______ i SO

Ai 3131..241 (106) 2 .511 t039 7 t91 2.5
-.I a3 1.,1 S 2 S525 2318 1 171

.... .... !_26Ff1, : ....... 2 ,,529, 2672 ,s.8 , ......
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Based on this summary of informaton, representative values of n and the activation energy
aine 2 and .55 eVT respectively. With this infcwration the t50 expression becomes:

47 - AB (METAL TYPE)
t5 0 = j2 A

to e:. ::: ;zz 0 ~, t ~blt~Tmilio

A8 (METAL TYPE) "Bac&"t~ as a function of the metal type used&

Using the data in Table 5- 12, the- constant A83 was derived for Aluniinuui nea- zaion aad

turns out tob 3 Iinh__ o IC ntlti constant was calculated t e1. aloi1hom,( 7rs= h ntut,ofrcutiuLI'=oc the (MEtL INYPE) fco s

3tS5 for.AJ-Cu

* z ~Towner eal (R&Irmnco 12) Cone Ijd fromi ewpirical crkc ilgrat o- edng fI& ii

ofpulsed operaton.- That is:
4.

t50- (Jputscd DC) -s - -

wi~w: rt.duty cycle

'Sin=ce t c~,,o dcelood waaas oo c nxt curnt coxtitioois, tht. actal duty

oquadon, d~z vesagc absoluEL valic shIw ud A

Also, inetstigatcd for the et~oi~a o n u mde was the use of a teaing effectiveness

Wau~ M tcwnixto fieU WaUr S~ rairy ft=4 auldtlcrnirt bt -i failur' t,,-
* ve arra&~g tcyhve4n reporc (It >ttrcc 67). It is gcuaally thought that if fix
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screen or bum-in detects any electromigration failures, then there will be many more field failures

soon. Without wafer level tests, it is difficult to conceive a screen that is effective for

electromigration.

The use of an area/defect densiy factor was also investigated for metal wearout as it was in

the oxide wearout can, Modeling electromigration is not as straight forward as in the oxide case.
There have been a number of studies which found the electromigration lifetime related to the line

length to sone criticl length which most likely is related to line width (References 48, 49, 50, 51).

Tle idea hee is that we failure of a line is dependent upon the existence of a worst case grain

boundary situation, and that a line c a critical length has a high probability of having such a

situation and them-fore has a certain tendency to fail. A longer line's tendency to fail is not
significantly greater. This critical length for near micron lines is probably i,- the order of 1000
microns (Refereire 5). Siace VLSI d,,'ices have meters of minimum width metal films, this

UPpwach stugas that ilie electromigration fii!ux =.ae factor is essentially the same for all large

chips with a particular eUtzatinn promss using a particular set of design rules.

r12m this reason, the area/defect deasity )a&rto- will only accelerate the early life metal failure
rate and tow the eI= ~igirao, caac. Ti wmtal defect density to be used can be calculated as

in Ap~ndx S~.
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5.2.3 Mgal LIM=

The model form of the metal failure rate is:

MET M-- -TYEMT (hMET Early Li) + XMET Wearout

The complete detailed metal failure rate is thereform giien as follows.

F A DOMET A -1.18 to) -1.18 ATMETt)

MET L 'AR A- R TYPEMET (.00102 e (ATMET) (e

+t (.39-9- (in (t+t0)- In t50MET) 2 l

+ (t+to) T 7ME

A = Total Chip Area (in cm2)

ATM _T = .88 for Custom and Logic Devices

W 1.12 for Memory and Gatw Arrays

AR .21 cm 2

DOME Defxct Density calculated ,.ing the method in Appendix B.

(If unktown use (Rs where X0  2 jun and Xs is the feature

size of the device)

DR I defect/cm 2
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AM r  = Tenperatue Acceleration Factor

T = T. + OjC P (in OK)

to - Effective Screning Tim (in I06 hrs.)

= A (at Screening Temp.) * (Actual Screening Tine (in 106 hrs))

(to Calculate to use AT., based on the junction temp. during screening)

, .3.. _*,--, al Type (in 106 hrs.)

(QML) = 2 if on QML, .5 if not.

Mbta Ty p 1 for Al

37.5 or AICu

37.5 for Al-Si-Cu

J t The azau absolute value of Metal Cummet Density

(in 106 Amps/CW2)

ac. sig obmined fim test data on lec uiSaion failwes fim the sam,

or a similar proe.s If this data is not available usE .

u (in 13hrs)
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5.3 HOT CARRER DEGRADATION

It is well known that hot carrier effects can degiude MOS transistors with short channel

lengths. This degradation (Reference 68) can b,, expresse' as:

transistor patrmetric shift AHCtn

W~here t is the stress time, and the power factor of ine "n't changes according to hot carriers

.~ ~. injection mechanisms (therefore varzies according to the device structure) but generally falls in the
range of .25 to .75 (Reference 68, 69). 1iihe constant term "AC rersnte magniueo

device degradation and is related to thn dain voltage (Vd) by:

AHc - exp (-cVd)

Where "~"is some constant of proportionality. By plotting the log of the transistor
parametric shift versus the log of time, the constant term "AHC" and the power factor term 'tn can

both be determined By plotting the log of A versus l/Vd the value of "az" (slope) aiid ''(y~
intercept) can be dz, annined at different drain voltages, The first equation above can then be

AZ~ -t (unsb4w prmetrc shft/A1,)l"11

With known values of '4AaC" and o't the titne "V for a given parametric shift ionthn be

es&timaed

N. 4:9'



Another method of predicting device lifetime used by other investigators is to monitor the
device substrate current (Isub). D)evice lifetime "'cHc" has been shown to be related to the substrate

current by the relationship:

'tHC C*S6b)-m

Where C is a constant dependent on parameters such as drain current, etc., and the power
factor "m" fails in the range of 2.7 - 3.2 (Reference 68, 69). Since the substrate current is

relatively easy to meaure, it has the pote-ndal of being used as way of monitoring sensitivity to hot

ca-rier effects on suitable test structures at the wafer level. The degradation due to hot carriers is
also a strong function of temperature and frequency, which are r,,ate tou'b- If sub ca

N
U accurately be determined, the effects of tomperaru and frequency will inherently be accounted for.

Previous sknalysis has concentratd on masuring the shift in the th eshold voltage when the
transistoi' is in dhe linear or ohmc region (VnD = OOtnV), or a slifft in the maximum drain current

(Vms, VDO5v) with the source and drain connections reversed. In either case the transistors

must be biased at maxmm avalaniche hot electron (ARE) stress cotuitiol (typically VCS 3.5v,
V 6.4v) for a winimum of 8 hours to predict the transistors sensitivity to hot cardri~

de&itdation. A recent study found tt the above equation holds not only in static stress but also in
dyrnunc stress. Where the device iftm cun be written by:

Whck 1sub,, ea is tho peak value of pulsed substrate current aid R is duty ratio for Ole

I substrate currputt pulse,

Also itivestigatcd wAS the poxsiilit -fui.~ ~ m l~su at the wafer level on a process

monitor te-st structure as a vrt.4s of predicting device lifetim due to a hot earrner degradation. A

hot carrier tet found the- low dos* drain.(U)D) n-vliannd tanito wnu less sensitive to hot
* cmrier effects when cowpe -to a single drain (kSD1) trapsitor structure. Tha peak !bstrate

current at VDD =5.5 volts was measuredi at t'ra m e1ature on 20 LTVI mnd 20 SD 10/1.0 n-

~. '4 channel trwnistmr before t hot carrier test. Th reslt were:

.... .... . ...



4%u
Isub (WA)

IMean Std Dev.

LDD 3.54 0.19
SD 9.97 0.52

Thus their is a good possibility that substrate current meas'arements at the wafer level may
provide a fast and reliable method to model hot carrier degradation.

A hot carrier deguadion model of this type does not address a particular failure mode, and
does have different impacts on memory chips and logic devices. This hot carrier model is " 'ended

to Indicate how a transistor's parameters degraded. This model form is generally accepted,
however, what is difficult is to judge is how that transistor degradation affects circuit performance

for a m mor, digiW or analog applica, m. While a manufacturer could model this, the results are
not likely to be shin.d. Ti slpcific application of a transistor is most important. For example a

pass transistor, who the curent may go backwards from the drain to somce, will be affected
moc than an qVoff u istor hi an ibvs, m gate.

It is the judgement of the authors at this time that either a product has a hot electron problem

or it does not. Thus, ft mcdel should be very sensitive to modest changes - i.e., the failure rate
way move into ttM FrT range Ycry quIl& fsa tuhl sexe~,d Otharwso, the failure

in ft fractiml FIT :a .

Iia lvssibiutyof using substrAt taur-et measurements at the wafer level to provide a fast
and iable muthod to model hot canier degradation is intuitively appealing. Other researchers

have also witn of this goal and the discussiorn below involves soni measurements that have

been tan to investiga this .
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Thedat inTale -14shos sub- kId @ sub, and the gate voltage, all with VDD 5

volts at 3 temperatures. All six 1(W1 tr'ansistors experieced the hot carrer tet at 5.5 volts Note
that the Vg values at which Isub occurs changes, indicating the hot carrier damage affects the

Lf maximum electric field in the channel. The 30011.2 transistors were not stressed. For both
transistors sites, the Isub/IDD ratio of die single drain (SD) device was approximawley 2x higher at

all temperatures. From the data we should be able to (1) correlate projected Wtef times to roomi
temperature 'su -dn 2 eei'n i eprture dependetce of 'sub'

As previously shown the device ifeirm" due to hot carrier degradation has been modelod

as:

Where C is a constant dependint mnly on the tramsistort s response to drain bins conditions,

......... sub is the substrate currnt, and die power factor term 'ew" is equal to Otjj where 4 it is the

critical miergy to create an interfaxx trap, and ~jis the impact ionization elergy. However, this

uuckU does rtot accont for the dependenc of substrate cixmtnt g ueraicn on drain current, which
can i ak modd~ (Refce~w 69):

6sb C*%jcXP(4(q*XJ)

_ the maxinum elocuic fiold in Oka channol. Therefmo, a~ bettor expmsioi fbr atodeing device
lifetituo would be (Rz~ference 72):
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TABLE-5-14:
ISt;u VS. TEMPERATURE

SROO T9"PIKRTI.U& tA 1 -5 C DATA 1 -55 C DATA
PrARTY W4OS I 14d Utgb 1 Idd flub I ZOO Isv~b

MHAER 1SIZE I WuA) 1 A) I Vo flIoflndd I CuA) I (UA) I Vg 2flrb/Idd (UAO WuA) Vg ::sub/Idd

,.-4*2 0/I I 1 5. 6 :,3 7 17.I8E-03 IQATE ",AAGE I I GAT LEAxAr.E I I
.:w4 o S .@ -2.%~ 17.93E-M 1 .10 1 5.4 12.97 19.056-03 1 760 1 9.3 :3.09 11.0O4E-02 1

W,3-I-9 I w *t I 5.4 13.03 1,P-l1-OJ 1 770 1 4.3 13.13 i9.I-03 1 9 1 9 13.26 :1.01 E02
63'l0-13 10/l 1 610 I 4.5 12.f5l & ,-A3 , e0 I 5.47 12.96 tS.,%9-03 I $ I 9.57 :3.12 :1.03E-02

I I I

43** trna11 11 1. 13.4* 1 fl-U2 I t530 1 "82 .01 11.651-0 I 1450 136.4 ... :2.-2
4-2 '8 I 1 I 14,O I26.9 1 4, . A..04 f 1390 I 31.6 I 4.1 12.006-0, I .-,3O I 47.2 4.16 :2.59E-02 1
611 1 10/3 16 t2.7f 14,1t Iti..'% I 1"'0 1 34.3 14.10 1.9-2-02 I 2140 1 52.3 14,27 12.42-02

02a 1011 1 1740 11. .U1 i1-,04&f 1 ioso 35.6 143 1-4- 10 ,5. .4 oI.---0

50(4h46iV*1 a $.By) I I AVO z. .7=W~ 1 1 tAVO a 1.64-M2 I lAVQ 12. 6U-02
t I I It . I I I I I

3-W- 1 3W/1.2 IMAME LAuIM A ' AYS LgEAKt t I ICAT LEAKAGE 1 1
131-5 300/1.2 11 14A 0.4 12. 47 OP.8%-W31m 11106.1 12. 72 10.069-03 11640 h1eA.3 I 2.9 11.0IE-02t3C -10 5/0,0/1 111-iO 1 7.3 it.-% 17.S-03 11.20 1102.4 t:..% 19.45(-o. 114990 is-.8 :1 a.2 .0 -02

Z-1o-foD 3w/1 111-40 10? 1,3' G...- = 112 0 1-0.1 12.o2 11.07E

LM I 1 I 0 .0 0 1 1AVO 0.=-05 I I !AVG 0:1.04-02 1

1 1 4.1 V 2 1 1 1 10300/14 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 4 1t~O 251. 1tl~ 4001231.4I.2-21f9 v 2? 2.=X1-02
*3 1 :W11.4 tU13*$0 & 4410 , 17lt$ ia 12. -A463m 34 112. 6t 1197 rp 42 12.73 :2.13C-02

I 001. 13 2 1.a11OS-0 14590 1 oM 12.45 1I.AI67-02 11,07W4 403 2.9 2zE0
-------$0 1 1 lAVO * 0~ 0 AV 1a 060 AV av v.30 i

1

1I: 0
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In 1987 a hot carrier test was performed at Honeywell on discrete 10/1.0 and 10/1.2 um n-

channel transistors with a LDD drain sructure, and 250k gate oxide. The transistors were biased

for maximum avalanche hot electron current with VD = 6.0 and 7.5 volts at 77'K. Due to

processing differences between test structures from 3 wafers, there were substantial differences in

substrate current for same size transistors.

As mentioned previously, there is disagreement as to what should be the failure criteria for a

discrete transistor. For the purpose of this test the lifetime was defined as a 10% decrease in the
integral of Id as VSD is swept from 0 to 5.5 volts with VGS = 5.5 volts. This criteria (which we

call "area under the curve") was chosen since it monitors the transistor's response in both the linear

widsa-xdw reias f e-- a O..tp-,

Figure 5-18 is a log normal plot of the cumulative failures versus time for 19 parts from the
test. From this plot it is apparent the hot carrier failure mechanism follows a lognormal

distribution, and the presence of a "sport" population is evident. The sigma for this test is
approximately 1.1. Figure 5-19 is a plot o, , log of 'c times the drin current versus the log of
ratio of Isub divided by Id. TiU power factor "m" is equal to 2.5, which is in good agrmenicen with

publised values. The following listing sumuarizes published values for this exponent.

Autho" . Affiliation .Y . . Power Factor Reerece

Takeda otal Hitachi 1983 3.2- 3.4 68

Hu et CaCal Blrky 1935 Ad, 69

Tzo et al AMD N985 2.7 73
.hGriueh et al NEC 1986 2.5 71

Weber Skinwns 1986 2.9 8JKrieg et al VLSI 1988 2.9 84
-An AT&T 1987 2.9- 3.2 85

* O al AT&r 1987 3.1 86
MIvi y et a! T.I. 1987 2.8 87

&ens ez al 1MLC 1988 2.7 88
Weber . Sieaam 1988 2.9 89
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Is is important to no' e that the model should account for temperature effects. One research
effort (Reference 73) found that the constant term A in the previous equation changes with

temperature according to the eqjuation:

H AA 0 exp (-.39 eVT)

~ Where k is Planck's constant. The drain current Id and the substrate current Isub also change
at different rates as a functior Ctemperature; in general, our data indicates Isub increases more at
lower temperatures than Idj. Using this methodology to predict lifetime, the data summarized

below indicates the impact temperature has on device 1Ztime due to hot carrier degradation.

Parameter 7711K 2980K[constant term "AHC 4x0- 8  3x 10-6 ;
...... drain cuxnt Id 3.llmA 2.2Om.A

substrate current Isu 3.44jPA 0.75 JJA

power factorterm "ni" 2.5 2.5*
ftinE 3.8 hours 8,000 houirs

assumed cw calculated values.

Bat Uo thsdama a tjoforthe logtrm reiatiotuhican be definied as follows:

C ('sb 2 .

\Thee Cis contan deivedto ~uc emirical data. Deriving C ftwi tde above data yields
a value of 3.74x10--),
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If actual values of Ld and Iub are not known, there must be provisions in the model for

default values. Based on the measured values presented previously, the, fc~owing default Currents
* can be used for 10/12 (widt/length in wmicos) N-channel transistors:

*12 sub =.0058 C -.0157 1) (MA)

Hot carrier degadation is strictly a wearout ixtchanism and therefore should containl no
cou*4ttekt to the ealy life falure rate. Also since this phenounena effects all uwasistors, it is not

area or defec dvnslwy dependent Thereft=, the fina Caiucv rawe contrb ution frm hot carrer is
L ~ the tohowuig:

334x10-5 R~ u -2.5

-Til

ii.-W -ObbSS 1157 Ts (mA)

~~fl * * Subs'r.= O nt zOrahgTupnaI nnw use

t th=CM 10 10&



5.4 CONTAMINATION

Although the physics of failure characteristics of contanination and methods of control are

fairly well understood, many failures due to contamination appeared in the data co llected for this
program. Due to this observance, a failure rate for contamination was derived and included in the
model. Here, the contamination failue class is defined as any type of contamination, ionic or

other.

The prevalence of contamination related failures tend to be highly dependent on the particular
fabrication processes and thus the failure raie mod. contained here-in is tm industry wide

repesentative value, ard can vary widely from manufacturer to man ufacture.. Contamination is

strictly an early lift mechanism and contains no wearout contribution. Like hot cariers,
contmination failures are not mea or defect ertsiy -elated and therefore do not have these tenns in
die failure m equation. Tey are typic-ally easily scr ed due to their high activation energy and

Table 5-15 swnarmizs the data use in the derivatiom of the contamination failure rate. In
this table the fi0t colt). is te c qoavaiot tiur inr-al at x'0C obtai-d by multiplying tho actua

timp by the Rccelcndonm du, tompte-pratare, uAng an activvion enert of I. eV. A vilut of If)

n f totalpax hours in the interval uMig tim same ak-'cetiioo d'u. to wnJcKrw ead the aot

columa lists te number of failures in that tuz h emaL

TABLU 515:
CONTAMINATION DATA

Equivalen ime =linNube
' nterval at 5%? (in IOG hrs.) Part Hours of Failures
-.... :".... 0 -- 20.4 .319 199901.-550' 171 '  - i....

20,431620- 71.510666 14006588.472287 I
71510667 12.82965 27088162.036146

212.829366- 228.845835 3064959.151818 2
228.845836- 425.658727 35348454984.858 595425.658728 -2724.355183 20233992.578138 1

2724.255184 - 6994509872 6635426.324593 1

Table 5-16 presents the summied data used. The first five data points from Table 5 15

were combined for the first entry in Table 5-16 and the sixth anu seventh were combined for the

second in Table 5-16, RegEssirgon the two damapoints yields the following failure rate:

-:icon =9.36 x 10-6 0.40 028 t
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TABLE 5-16:

SUMMARIZE COMAIMINATiON DATA

Tine Inteval Hours Number Rate

_.h n Mi t (106 hrjj j.) Failures (F/106 hrs.)
0- 425.658727 212.0 85,128,066 601 7.1x10 "6

425.658728 -6994.508872 3709 26,869,418 2 7.4xI0 °8

Accounting for the unknown fAilures and eccelerations due to tcmperaturc, duty cycle and

scaWing dt-, the, data bi Table 5-16 yields the following equation:

NXcON .CkO22Ze *MS2 to A CON 0 -.0028 ATCON t

AT Tceipemtmt AaocmidoA Factor

Kw pJA.x %&44 Uta
c +e;CiP O (OX )

*ATv (aWxsCmnigjuvciOo ui ( Zi c n

t tiaW (in 1 Is.
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5.5 PACKAGE REIATED FAILURE RATE

To develop a model for package related failures (i.e., package, lead, die bond, interconnects,

etc.) the assum-ption was made that environmental stresses (i.e., temperature cycling, thermal
shock, vibration, mechanical shock) accelerate package related failurm mechawisms to a much
higher degree than die related failure mechanisms. Since these environmental stresses are event
related, they can be modeled with an exponential time to failure distribution and therefore a
constant failure rate can be derived. The data presented previously in the database vrofilI supports

this approach.

5.5.1 Summeing a.'~

Since ta is no field experience data available, the approach used to develop field filure

rates for VHSIC/VHSIC-Like package sty..s was to derive a tailure rate for lower complexity
nackage types for which field experience is available and multiply that failure rate by the ratio of

fallout rates observed betw:n VHSIC package types and MSI/LSI package types for which field

experience is available.

Many package defects can be scraer d effectively and therefore a strong relationship between
reliabilivy And qu y should be expected. The approach used in the package failure rate

development was therefore to make this failure rate a function of quality (screening level) and
environment. The premise of this factor is th;t the nest screened percent defective in a given
population is equal to the initial percent defective minus the percent fallout after the populaion is

exposed to a screen (or screening sequence), and t?'e field failure rate expected from a particular
package style is directly proportional to the fallont rate observed for that package when exposed to

environmntal testing.

The following screening level categories and associated observed fallout percentage vere

used to derive the package factor (Reference 76).

None 0%
Burn-in .36%
Environnental Series 1.37%

Burn-in/Environmental Series 1.66%
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These are general categories and are representative of data from a variety of sources and test

conditions. They are typically, but not limited to MIL-STD-883 tests. In this context Bum-in is
normally a high temperatur (125 0C), short duration (160 hours) test designed to identify defective

parts. Environmental tests are intended to be representative of various environmnental screens such
as; temperarn cycling, shock/vibration, huni dity, etc. As an exawple Quality Level.B devices are
subjected to both bun in and environmental tesss.

These broad categories were chosen because fallout rate data for specific screens loses its
statistical stgafficaxiz. Additionally, many tests are performed in a series, making it impossible to

identify the fallout rate of each oae.

Assuming that the test effectiveness for package related mechanisms is directly proportional

to the fallout rate percentage for a particular test or series of tests, and that the test effectiveness for

a bum-in with environmental series is in the 1.41-10Y , range (or approximately 90%), the test
effectiveness along with a reative failure rate correction factor for package screening, are
summmi .i in Table 5-17. This yields a 10:1 ratio in the expected package failure rate between

Class B and D devices.

TABLE 5-17:
PAMAGE TMST EFFECTIVEN SS AND SCREENING FACTOR

Screoning Lvel class Test Efictivenesl

None D 0 10

Burn-in - 20 8

Envimmental Series 72 2.8
Burwin with Evi runtal Series 1 90 1

Once the test effectiveness has ln derivA, the package failure rate can be dzfined as

llows:
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XBp= base package failure rate
FOR =reference frilout rte forMS1/LSI

FO observed fallout r-ate for VHSICIVHSIC like packages
iM environmental factor

np package screening fco

The 10: 1 ratio of package failure rates is applicable for the environments where it would be

expected that most of the defective parts would be accelerated to failure. In a benign environment,
"', AM'it would not be 4pected that defective parts would be accelerated to failure and therefore there

would be less benefit to screening parts used in benign environments. However, without data to

the conttary, and since the pnackage failure rate is nontualized to unscreened devices used in benign
enviMOnts, a worst case failur rate ratio between quality levels for GB is also 10:1.n rae
as n inepndntfato fwtm en;Mn n

~BPc~u nw b deivd fr 'mitcal field failure rate data and failtue wlodedstbtin

(Ioent of faIlume due to the package). To accomplish this, Reliability Analysis Center datam
(Refernce 75) on MSI/LSI &evices was used to calculate an average IC f Iu= rates for hs

M11 .embiotins of samci clas and eavitrneat Uese failuxm rates are suunnaizd in Table 54$I.

AVERAGE "k AS N)NCTION OF ENVIRONMENT

GB 1 .372



These environnats and screen class were chosen since there existed good quality data in
these categories and also to provide a good mix of vibratio and temperature cycling stresses. The

exact stresses in each environnvt can not be specifically identified and therefore the environments
must be qualitatively defined as in the curreAt MIL-HDBK-217 models.

Next, failue mode distributions weme used to identify the percentage of failuras due to

package related failure mechanisms. For this the following data extracted fronA Reference 75 was

used:

Dioital 60.9 47.2

Lnear & lutexface 19.9 23.7
Memory 5.3 20,3

SI7.i 14.3

From tdis, it was d ,ined that 25% of IC failures are typicaiy due to the packages, indicating
that the base failure mt would be 25% of e above listed nurna . Tres package failui rates

aro given in Table 5-19.

Using the package failum ratws in Table 5-19 ha conjunction with the quality factors (tISi)
givew in Tabb- 5-17, the rWative env uxnnml factors for A*, Abv, ad GB wivioutits can be

defiedl. This was accmiplished by aiaking die poduct of nlsp and flr proportional to the

i ae, failuro.raw, The= wtativo aWviro on t factur axe p ,-d in Table 5-20, normalizing
GB t Owe.
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TABLE 5-19:

PACKAGE FAILURE RATE AS FUNCTION OF
ENVIRONMENT AND SCREEN CLASS

En en~it i'4-s Pak~~i Rate

B .071
AUF B .110
GB D .093

Thee ratios betwen GB, A, and AUF environments factors are relatively consistent with the

environmental factors currently in MI,-HDBK-217E. Therefore, assuming the relative iE's

between environments in 217E a. valid, the values for all environments are defined in Section
5.5.8.

TABLE 5-20:

ENVI ONMENT FACTOR

SAF " 8.15
A 12.5
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5.5.3 Package Type Factor (1pT)

The values in Table 5-20 correspond to the lower complexity devices from which they were
derived. They now can be modified to the higher comple'dty VHSICVISIC-Like device

packagesvia the fallout rate ratio p.

For a typical MIL-STD-883 Class B screening sequence for a DIP package, RAC data

(Reference 76) indicates a typical fallout percent of 1.66% of which 25% of these failures are due
to package related mechanisms. The reference fallout rate can therefore be defined as followst

FOR (package) = (1.66%) (.25) = .415%

To modify these failure rates to VLSI/VHSIC, the package fallout rates in Table 5-21 were

derived from the VHSICIVHS!-like database (Appendix D) for devices subjected to

environmental testing consistent with a Class B screen. For example, .79 was derived by

obseving the pettntage of nonhermetic chip carriers that failed from a combination of burn-in and

environmental testing. The column labelcd "total" is a weighted average and was derived by

observing the total fallout rate (i.e., devices failed/device tested) for both hermetic and plastic

parts fo each pa3cae qtpe Similarly, the row labelted "total" was obtained by calculating the total
falloutrat for both hmod aW aoalztn~i: package.

pThe fact th V tsW above is very claw to the total fallout rates in Table 5-21.
i d tougt coincidta-1, iadicat Omt diew is good agmmma betwci thes two sopamae mathodts

Od" aiaug falwt =.ao d leadsw4a p of , lwwv- iu duo Mults.

........
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TALE 5-21:
OBSERVED VHSICVHSIC-ULDL PACKAGE FALLOUT RATE

Nonhermetic Hermetic Total

Chip Carriers .79% 1.4% 1.03%
Pin Grid Array .69% .33% .49%

DIP .22%

ToW .41% .61

Since there is not a significant difference in the hermetic vs. nonhermetic fallout rates, there
will be no distinction between these for the base failure rates although a failure rate term will be
added for the nonhe.etic effects of plastic packages. Using the totals for the three packages types

for FO, the ratios can be defined as in Table 5-22, along with the package type factor (normalizing
DIP's to a value of 1). For examplo, the FO/FOR factor for DIP's is .22/.415 .53.

TABLE 5-22:
PACKAGE TYPE FACTOR

Caip canimr 2.48 4.67
Pin Grid Array 1,18 2.23

DIP .53 1

5.5.4 Uack Ia. Failu Rate.

The packag failure raw can thrm-or- be stumumzed as:

4AC i3P 11 1 SP 11IPT
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where: HE = Bvirotmental Factor

Hsp = Package Screening Factor

fpl = Package Type Factor

H7E __ sp

GB  1.0 No Screening 10
AT 8.15 Bum-In 8
AUF - 12.5 Env. Series 2.8

Burm-In/Env. Series

IFPT

PGA 2.23

Chip Carrier 4.68

Since the relative values of the environnental factor, screening factor, and package type
factor have been previously derived, the base package failure rate was derived by setting the
observed package failure rate equal to the predicted for a known case and solving for X .Since
thete is high confidenc in the Alp Cls B observed failure rates for DIPs were the ones used.

This failure rate is .285, of which 25% is duo to the package., yielding an observed failure rate ofL.071 W10 6 hrs. Since the FO/FOR factor for DINs is .53 (Table 5-22), and the lpT factor was

nomiaized to 1 for DIPs, rho failure rate (wAC) for DIP's is (.071) (.53) -. 037 (F/106). The

value of .53 is due to in=ased rcliability of DIP pukages f r tho tk the obseed field data
was colectd to the tint ti fallut rath dat a collemd for is effoat was obtaied. Theemfore,

.037 - rIEU -a zr
Q .037 .037 .
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It has been shown in past studies that the package failure rate is also a function of package

complexity, of which number of pins is one measure. From Reference 9 the following

relationships were obtained for the package failure rate of DIs up to 64 pins.

Aakage= IIE IQ [.00044 + .00042 (# pins)] Hermetic DIPs

Xpackagr =IiE rQ [.0035 + .00009 (# pins)] Nonhermetic DIPs

The data used to derive these numbers were predominantly from commercial quality devices
in a ground benign application with 1IE = .38 and lQ = 17.5 (hermetic) and flQ = 35 (for
noahennetic).

STerefre, using these rlatioships to derive the Xpag e yields;

XPAC (Hermetic) = .00293 + .00279 (# Pins)

XpAc (Noahermctic) a .0465 + .00120 (0 Pis)

If these relationships ame extrapolated to the pin counts of VHSIC type devices, the package
failure rate and the number of pins would be directly proporional. That is, a 200 pin package

would have twice te failure raze as a 100 pin pW1ag. ls is not intuitively appeling since there

am many package rlated faiture mechanisms that are not complexity dependent. Failure

nzcbanios relating to tie lad. 1eIwscal hittface, and wie bods can be considered complexity

dependrt since they are essentially independent of eal other in a rliability senco. Conversely.
the die bond is considezed complexity independent since t is oidy one, which is independent of

tihe lcadvihe bond assembly. Data from Reference 75, which provides failure mode dat on a
i w d vaiety of part types, W~tiates that this assumption is a reasonable approxin .tation for a

p- l use reliability am&L To ale viam this situatio in lieu of enough empirical data to priscl.

defui this relationship, t assumption w made that die complexity dependent and comuplexity

iaependnt package f rates are equal at tih a-rage complexity value i the VHSIC database

(120 pt). Theareo, this yilds ti following base package faile rae to be used in this model

)t=.0024 + 1.85 x 10 5 (#Pins)
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5.5.5 Juncton matr Calculation

In calculating the junction temperature, the average junction temperature should be used. The

standard method of accomplishing this is adding the case temperatum to the temperature rise due to
power dissipation;

TJ= Tc+ Oc P

where: TC  = Case Temprture

0ic = Junction-CaseThermal Resistance

P = Worst Case Actual Power

To calculate T, the actual OjC of tie device being predicted should be used. If it is not

known, however, the following alternate method using OJA can be used;

whOe 0JA is the juncton to ambient themal resistance.. Table 5-23 suwmarts =JA'S val Us

- which wex deved by vaious manuactte=s anid rprsemt typical values. (Note: I"Fr= art very

-wid vuriafim ini= vahu=).

I.

.
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TABLE 5-23:
JUNCTION - AMBIENT THERMAL RE SISTANCE VALUE

________ ________ JA (0C/W) ____ ___

#PINS PLCC CLCC PPGA IC A CD? PDIP

24 92 42 -- 50 50

128 65 40 - 50 50
S40 6f 40 - 43 43

44 61 40 - 42 42

48 58 38 -- 38 38
*52 56 38 -- 38 38

64 50 37 -- 30 30
68 46 36 90 36
84 44 35 81 34-

j120 39 34 81 34-
12 934 75 31

144 3733680
180 36 31 57 29

IS

Althoogh them~ was not a significant difference in fallout rates obstrve bet "Cen past C
encapsulated w'W hcnxtric devicts, Ohme is reason to ocuevo that tho long torm failure rate for

uonhcrm=i devi=es unde ihhutdt and high t peratur conditions would be woms than

lie eti puickges du to inis~.-t penetr'ation and corrsion. To account for this effecth
lite~w was viewed for tuodols r 'arng faiwr rate and variables such as relativehuity

teprtmaWpw Usiao.Nuru n~ have bken ~po ~ed (Refeences 15. 16.
17,1,1920 22, bt te ote sedift nioI t acoun fo nohelticpackage type-s

given in Refcrece 10, where the effects of ambient relative humuidity, tznpratuxe, and the

efctive cbip hunidiiy have b=eniamol
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The time to failure Ldis'iiULLtion for the corrosion associated with moisture is modeled with a

lognormal distribution and, per Reference 10, has a trean fife oft

All 296

t5 0 =FAe~ ME

M. ~where All is thle activation energy (.2 eV) and RHF is the effective relative humidity.

If the duty cycle is not 1.00, the average effective RHEF~ must be used in the t5 0 equation.

Calculating this average value as a function of the junction and ambient RH's yields.

RHT DC RHp (op) + (1- DC) RHEW (dor)

where;
DC duty cycle (%operaing ftme)

RH relative humnidity of the environmt
RHW (op) operating etfectivo RH

RHW (dar) dormat effective RH

(1U DC 1IH 53 TIJ
+ 0DC) RHe~J Z

TA = r~ilzn twi~r

T11 w orngutcionmiperaturo
Tr=ionopcrating junctio =Wpeaiure (Tj, TA)

RH p .Q (RH) C Af + (I DC) (RH)

(TJ "'A + 0 JA P)
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Normalizing the temperature factor to 250C and calculating the A constant according to the
t50 values from Reference 10, yields the following t5 0 expression of the lognormal distribution:

. .2 1 -.1 2.96
8.63x105t g M F

t50 = .000086 e 8.315¢ 'e

where t5 0 is in 106 hrs. and (0 < RHF< 1).

It is well understood that there are typically large differences between manufacturers (and
even large variations within manufacturers) regarding the quality and reliability of the plastic
encapsulate material. However, as with the other wearout mechanisms modeled, the lognomial
expression provides an tsdmate of the time at which the failure rate can be expected to increase

and the end of life may be rpproaching.

5.5.7 V.diyin'g Packag Faile Q-te with Temperature CyclingData

Since the data coulleted for this effort indicates that package related failures ar prinmarily
wAc~emeted by ixatea , an exercise ,as umndmaen to comlate the package failune rat with the
number of tempomtm cycles the device, has been exposed to. Although the results from this
txercise will not e used in the final model, it was useful to obsen- the dogre of comlation
which exised in tho o- Is of these two eAoologies.

To act;omplish this, instead of dme being the independent variable, the number of

-tAexpa-urt cycle was LIs and the attdod of nXXlig twe early ife failure rate nw4,,hanisrus

c
4 

'outlined in Section 3.0 was usod, Also, instead of tempature and duty cycle being the
aczeelcrt Un f"tS, tedie U nwt cycli;g rar ws us
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For example, if the failure rate as a function of time (given in Figure 5-20) is derived based

......... on temperature cycling tests then, as in the early iffe time dependent mechanisms case (metal,

oxide, etc.), where the time acceleration factor is given by tie temperature accelerp, 3n factor

(Arrhenius), the failure rate for package related failures will be a function of number of cycles

intead of tine. To accomplish this the temperature cycling rates in Figure 5-21 for the Bay of an

A-7C aircraft (fromn Referencr 4) were used along with the duty cycle data of 'Iable 5-24 (also from

Reference 4) to derive a typical cycling rate.

PAC

HYPIoTMICLrn FALR RWA A R NC1ON OF

NIMBER O CYCLFS
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TABLE 5-24:
AIRCRAFT UTILIZATION DATA

Airft FHRS/ Lanings/ Sorties FHRS/
Sortie Month Month Month

KID 1.53 14.95 14.97 22.91
YA7D 1.41 22.81 14.17 20.20

*A7 1.53 14.98 14.96 22.89

A1OA 1.83 17.23 17.21 31,31
*A1O 1.83 17.23 17.21 31.31

A37B 1.30 17.20 14.36 18.64

0A37B 1.36 19.63 8.91 11.74
*A37 1.30 17.78 13.28 17.28

B52G 6.79 12.72 . 4.66 31.64
B52H 7.29 10.89 4.32 31.11

*B52 7.00 7.73 2.60 20.50

FBl11A 3.30 12.78 6.58 21.84
*FB111 3.30 12.78 6.58 21.84

C5A 496 36.43 11.44 56.61
*C5 4.96 36.43 11.44 56.61

C130A 2.23 32.04 12.27 27.31

C130B 2.28 39.58 15.22 34.52

C130D 1.85 27.79 14.83 26.94
C130E 2.34 51.80 21.89 51.09
C130H 2.54 52.59 24.33 61.06

*C130 2,44 42.25 17.45 42.44

*Indicates AINARN-1 i8 RIW data.
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TABLE 5-24:

AIRCRAFT UILIZATION DATA (CONT'D)
Aircraft FHRI'anig/--" s - " HS

Type,, Sortie Month Month Month

C141A 3.46 55.66 25.10 86.83

N0141A 2.48 20.92 6.61 16.59
Y0141B 1.60 18.17 9.00 14.18

*C141 3.46 54.28 24.34 84.05

KC135A 4.13 19.59 6.51 26.85

NKC135A 2.76 15.73 5.76 15.98
KC1350 4.60 17.89 6.68 30.68

IOC135 4.36 19.90 6.86 29.85

F4C 1.30 14.27 11.40 14.86

RFC 1.53 17.27 13.43 20.64

F4D 1.30 16.76 13.44 19.54
F4E 1.29 17.50 15.14 19.54
F4G 1.33 15.04 14.68 19.40

*F4 1.34 16.66 13.7( 18.48

FSE 0.97 25.60 25.50 24.59

*F5 0.98 28.34 25.02 24.49

r15A 1.30 15.05 15.00 19.54
Fi5B 1.36 31.15 17.36 23.63
F15C 1.42 15.91 15.54 21.90
FI5D 1.40 13.41 12.85 17.73

*F15 1.32 17.31 15.45 20.45

FI6A 1.26 15.28 14.74 18.6
F16B 1.24 28.52 14.04

17.43

*F16 1.26 20.95 14.46 18.20
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TABLE 5-24:
AIRCRAFT LURh.1ZAfON DATA (CONTTD)

Sorte Month Month Month__

F111A 2.32 11.75 6.95 16.10
EF111A 3.21 9.25 9.25 28.68
F111D 2.24 11.97 8.07 18.07

F111E 2.49 8.08 7.27 17.88
F111F 21.49 8.28 7.27 18.13

*F111 2.36 101~3 7.37 17.48

137B 1.27 84.72 23.97 30.51

.......... *T37 1.27 84.72 23.97 30.51

T38A 1.22 77.48 22.87 28.00

MT8 1. 21 73.84 22.89 27.57

........... *Indic=te AN/ARN- 118 RIW dam~i

This cycling rate &d yielded ui Figun 5-21 an apprx iW=a nisiou cycling ate of.

S3 c ls e
w~u, r.

~~ ."; Frwn t aircrft utilization da, a typial ighta will ~uca duty cyclo of.

DC 20Mih hrs. r moth

Dc u .027
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Next, a relationship was derived between the number of temperature cycles and failure rate.

The same method used to develop the other early life failure rates was used (outlined in SectionPl 3.0). Table 5-25 summarizes the data used. The first column lists the number of cycles interval at
which the populatio of devices were tested for failure, the second column lists the total number of
part cycles in that interval and the last column lists the number of observed failures in that interval.
Table 5-26 summarizes the data used to derive this relationship.

TABLE 5-25:
PACKAGE DATA AS A FUNCTION

OF TEMPERATURE CYCLING

Cycles (106 Cycles) Part Cycles Number Failed

0- 0.000100 0.762800 2

.000101 - 0.000300 1.451700 31
.000301 - 0.000500 1.379606 90

000501 - 0.001000 3.190000 91

TABLE 5-26k

PACKAGE SUMMARY DATA

J CycI Rine MldApt Par Cycl Failure Rate

0- .000500 A)002-0 { 3.5941 123 34.2:="" .0001000 ,Ok% O W750 3.,"90 91 28.2

•f Wi "Cahp

4sn uid yidhe following edo hp:

~ ( cyai~ n /e-365 (#Cycles)" : ... " (#cycW) =37 e

.whezc, cyclcsisf, 106 cycles)
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In the case of the package failure rate, 4temperature acceleraton factor is not applicable,
rather it is the number of temperature cycles the device has been exposed to that is important.
Therefore, the temperature acceleration factor can be replaced by a duty cycle which is the
percentage of time the device is being cycled at a rate of .9 cyc./br. As opposed to the other

models o I MET, etc., in this model the package failure rate is a worst case value that

improves with a decreasing duty cycle. Although it is recognized that failures due to temperature
cycling are primarily wearout related, the model was fit to data from a wide variety of devices,

which tend to "smooth out" the faure rawe function.

Adding the effects of screening and duty cycle, and converting number of cycles to time
(using .9 cycles per hour) yields the following.

( ).365 (# cycles)

where: F Number of Failures

Cycles per hour

DC Dut CJUycleA

~ *~For a typical duty cycle fator of .027, the iitial falluro rate would be .90. This falerate

envirmment. The lower fiuerato yieded fvnhopaclaige factor presented previously wore
doveloped from aettual field dawta. re rtarve of a lower teperaux extrme cycling situation.
Decreasiqg the tomwpomturo extrems could eaily decrease the failure rate by an order ofL 'r m~tagnitude Also, the data used to drive t relationship is frtim a combination of DUN, Pin (kid
Arrays, tuid Chip Cmrricr, tho tuixtutt; of which is inherently less roliable than. beDP dta sd
previously. However, this4 exercis4 did provide an expected worst case failure rate which
coonpazes favocaly with the pwac failuete equadim that will be uscd int this mod.
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5.5.F Eackagc Faiure Rat Model SumMar

A summary of the package failure rate is therefore given as follows and the values for these
factors in the following tables.

XPAc= (.0024 + 1.85 x 10-5 (#Pins)) %SE ItC + p

Application Environmnt Factors UIE)

Environment Environment

GE.52 AIB 6.8

GMS .88 AIA 5.4

GF3.4 AIF 8.1
GM 5.7 AUC 4.0

Mp5.2 AUr 5.4
NSB 5.4 AUjB 10
NS 5.4 AUA 8.1

NU7.7 AIJF 12
NH 8.0 1.2

NU8.6 MFF 5.3
ARWv 12 MA15

AC3.4 ML17
Ar4.0 300
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Package Screening Factor (nsp)

Scen Le.vel Screen Class flp

No Screening D 10
Buit-In 8.0
Envixanmntal 2.8
Bumn-InEnviromntat I B 1.0

11; Packago Type Factor (flpT)

Package Type

DIP 1.0
Pin G~rid Ary2.2

SPnckogo Haouity Rowt~

*'UP

86.. eVep

TA AuNbia Tomp.

MM7 (DC)k~l 5 3 ('i ,+~LJ)K

~w wi-ot rer 50 w n Utiy, use RH .50)
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5.6 ELECYRICAL OVERSTRESS FAILURE RATE

The occurrence of a catastrophic electrical overstress (EOS) event is an event related failure
mechanism since it is the result of an externally supplied voltage or current. Since it is event
related and not an inherent reliability failure mechanism, it is independent of time and dependent
only on the probability of an EQS event, the magnitude of the overstressing voltage or current, and
the susceptibility of the device to damage. It can therefore be modeled as a constant failuxe rate as a
function of susceptibility level.

Although there are many types of EQS sources, each with their own characteristics, the best
source of susceptibility infnrmation (and in most cases the only source) is the tests specified in
MIL-STD-883, Method 3015. Although this is only one measure of the EQS susceptibility of a
device, it is the most readily available and therefore will be used as an input into the model. The
assumption in using this approach is that the EQS and ESD susceptibility levels are highly
comlated.

Although it is also recognized that die electrical envronzment in which the device is deployed
is a primary factor in the EQS failure rate, it cannot be used in the model1 since users of the model
often have no control of the final environtuent and do not know the EQS characteristics of it. In
some cas=, tho relative EOS saverity between environments can be defined. For exampl%, them~
appears to be taore EQS failures from device-s in avionics equipment, where power quality is

~"- ~-' ~ always a coacern. However, to quantify the wagnitude of severity levels as a function of
eaviiwmment would bo unduly cmnpltx and is beyond the scope of this study. ITherefore the

~~~ ~obji~tive in deriving an WOS factr is that a "typical' EQS failure rate be derived only as a function
of tdw F-SD susceptibility of die device. By modeling the EQS failure rate in this manner, it Is

N sse~tily binig tatd as an cavhronnieal stres.

...... 17 basic priidso fc this factor is the following relationship:

PMf POYc)PWc

4" Q-.
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where:

P(f) is the probability of field failure due to Electrostatic Discharge or Electrical Overstrss

P(f/c) is thde probability of failure given that the device has been contacte by tde EOS/ESD

P(c) is the probability of contacting the device with the EOS/ESD source

To dezive the probability of failure due to an EOSIESD event, an EOS/ESD modal failure rate
was developed by deiving a representative failure rate for integrated circuts (for a variety of

device types and environments) and multiplying this failure raw by the percentage of failures

observed to occur as a result of electrical overstress. These values were derived from the
Reliability Analysis Center's data, which indicates that a total of 7948 failures were observed in a

total of 16116 million par hours (yielding a failure rate of .493). Also from the RAC failure
analysis database (Refernm 75). 8.5 pe=nt of all failures in the database were due to EOS/ESD,

indicating that an EOS/MSD modal failue rate of .0419 (F/106). Therefore, under typical

Wdios in oe yeai of opueio&4 the probability of failure (P()) duo to EG4/ED is:

H~N) P~1 ~i.000367

To derive a pobability of failure given the dovic has bmta coramd with an FOSflSD pulse
.P..). a . R . . u w antifies the fail voltage distdbution for all
nicwcirlt-. This ditibutioo is lozuomwl with a mean of appoxinetly 2200 volts. The

; -. ppula from which thi distibudtn was obtained and p pmato from which hr EOS/_,SD

modal failure rate was calcue should b very similar since thMy axe reprsentative of a good

c -scdion of device tes, technol s. aud opratioal eavWnmu t

Rom data available in the Urar (Referenc 1) the voltago distributions given in Table 5-
27 we=e dei for the saessing voltg as a function of tl level of ESD protmction in a given
ara (based on a notmal disnibutiont. Ih everage listed in the table ia t distribution used to
Vpreset the vo=tage pre= in the avioaxet of the device, fom which the EOSASI) mdal

failu, ram was drived.
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TABLE 5-27:

ESD SOURCE VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS

ESD ESD
Protected Unprocted Average

Mean 1175 8000 4600

Std. Deviation 375 1750 2000

It is reasonable to assume that the stress voltage distribution is not normally distributed as
previously presumed (Reference 1) but rather lognormally or exponentially distributed. As
illustrated in Figure 5-22, an exponential distribution is intuitively appealing since die probability

of having a given voltage present in a particular situation increases with decreasing voltage.

Man 4500 V

pdf .

FIGURE 5-22:

STRESS VOLTAGE DISTIBUTION
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Assuming the exponential distribution and using the mean voltage for the normal of 4500 V

and e this to the mean of an exponential (04) yields a 0 of .0002 and the following stress

voltage distibution:

pdf (VsTrs = .0002 e 0002 V

Calculating the contact rate:

P(f/c) P(c) = P(f)

for t = .00876 (x1O6 hrs.)

P( l-exi = -.999633 =.000367

(from empirical data Xm = .0419 @t =.00876 x 106 hrs.)

PQ/'c) g

Assuming a wnn hcslW voltge of 2200 volts:

P(V) 12200 V -002O.00M2 VJ- dV

Vj,,j ESD Voltag Tuhthl

(in geealPc -, .0002 yin] =-0 -00 VTH)

(in) Swa /)1367 1

P(p) z~pn~~es.~~

PIc) =I - -
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SIn(l-P(c)) contacts

= .065' =  t 106O- hrs.

- "(-In (I - P(f/c) (.00057))

P(f/c) = .- 0002 VTH

iti Therefore,

-In Q 0 0 (F/106 hs.)

A graph relating XES to ESD susceptibility level is give in figure 5-23.

'03

.01

wfiO6th,) .-

500 l00o 00 3000 40

SUSCE"PU31 VOLTAGE

140U&2 $.23: lX AS A FUNMtIN OF SUSCEFFBILITY
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5.7 MISCELLANEOUS FAILURE RATE

A miscellaneous failure mechanism category was defined since there were various failure

causes in th, database which could not be categorized into one of the previously defined early life

failure mechanisms. Rather than separating each of these miscellaneous mechanisms into a

separate failure rate which would make the model more complex, they were summarized into one

category which includes various failure mechanisms relating to the assembly and time dependent

package failures causes. This miscellaneous failure rate is intended to be stricktly an emperical

relationship used only to allow the predicted failure rates to be as close to the observed data as

possible.

The package related failure rate derived previously was based only on failures induced by

tempetrature cycling. TheMe wc a small percentase of package failures that occurred as a result of

accelerated operational life testing. These failures, since they occurred during life tests are
cosidered time dependent and a.c included in this miscellaneous category.

To deive this facto, the method (outdiWd in Section 3.0) used for the other early life failure

rates was used. Since it was not a sinle nvchaissm being modeled an equivalent activation

oenrgy had to be derived, This was accmplished by weighting the acceleration due to temperature

for each nechanism in acconidnco with de numbxr of faum for that mechanism (Reference 7).

Figure 5-24 ilhustrats tl& cmuzp;

M4h 2

25C 125 C C

FIGURE -A,.: tYPOlTETICA L MXq2hW ulF FAILURE RAxi tS

"038
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Since the database contains primarily 125*C life test data, the number of failures at 25*C was

projected for each failure mechanism based on the observed number of failures at 125'C. The

equivalent activation energy was then calculated based on the weighted and combined individual

accelerations. This activation energy waz fowd to be .423 eV, and will be the one used to

calculate the equivalent part hours for derivation of the miscellaneous early life failure rate. To

derive this factor, the data in Table 5-28 was used. The summarized data used in derivation of this

factor is given in Table - .29:

TABLE 5-28:

FAILURE DATA FOR MISCELLANEOUS FAILURE RATE

Effective Tme Effective Number of

Interval (106 hrs.) Part Hou~rs f106 hrs.) Failures

0-0.011543 3175.006037 2

.011544 - 0,020183 2372.378700 1

.020184 - 0.040402 5501.966794 42

.040403 - 0.066683 4944.568256 1

.066084 - 0.070642 868.808198 1

.070643 - 0.082514 2198.587890 2

.082515 -0.112394 5498.847131 1

.112395 -0.120244 1430.374353 6

.120245 -0.210243 15242.040931 15

.210244 - 0.240488 5036.427332 4

,240489 - 0.242412 29.643048 5

.242413 -0.355239 1255.910793 1

.355240 - 0.393352 408.155979 | 1

.393353 - 0.420487 271 892485 1

.420488 - 1.51086'. 200.857977
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TABLE 5-29:

SUTMMARIZE MISCELLANEOUS FAILURE DATA

Effective Tune Failure

Interval Midpoint Part Hours Number Riate

(16hr. (106) (106) of Failuies (F/106 hrs.)

.~0- .040402 .020201 11049 45 .00407

.04043 - 1.510862 .73520 37434 42 .00112

This data yielded the Wolowing relationship:

XMIS = .0042 e-2.2 t

ME Accounting for unknown fM~ume and adding tha effects of acceleration, due to te~mperature

and sc-reenting yields:

(.010,12 10) (ATr 8 ) (C2 TJt

Where ATLS Tonparwre Amclemdln Factor

/ ex c;1 !'i
i~........

E lffective Screenig Time

A*W (a Somening Tczip.) Actul Scn~ing Time (in 106 110)

t 10(inlr.)

.......



6.0 DETAILED MODEL SUMMARY

This section summarizes the detailed model in its entirety. Table 6-1 summarizes the input

parameters of the detailed model and their default values. The default values are either averages of

the values contained in the database or "typical" values.

TABLE 6-1:

INPUT PARAMETERS

AIALUNITS DEFAULT

Die Area cm2 .21 cm 2

Device Type *

1) Custom and Logic

2) Memory and Gate Array

Defect Density Def/cm2  1

Feature Size Micron 2

Power (Actual) (P) Watt *

Theta-JA (0JA) OC/watt (See Table 5-23)

Theta-JC (0JA) OC

Ambient Temperature (TA) oc *

Screening Duration 106 hours *

Screening Temperature oc *

Screening Pewer Dissipated watt *

Current Density in Metal (J) 106 X/cm2  .5
Electric Field in Oxide (Eox) MV/cm 2

Substrate Current ('sub) mA .0058 e -.00689 Tj

Drain Current (Id) mA 3.5 e -00157 Tj

Proven Mfg. Process (on QML?) *

1) yes

2) No
Sigma Oxide (aox) - I

Sigma Metal (aMET) - .5

Sigma Hot Carriers (GHC) - 1.1

Package Type -*

Pin Count (NP) -*

Environmental Screens Applied 139 *



TABLE 6-1:

INPUT PARAMETERS (CONTD)

VARIABLE NIT DEFAULT

Application Environment

1) None

2) Burn-In

3) Environmental
4) Burn-In/Environmental
ESD Susceptibility (VTH) Volts 1000V

Duty Cycle (DC) 1
Correction Factor (xc) 1

* Needed as an input to detailed model
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VHSIC/VHSIC-LIK FAILURE RATE MODEL

Xp(t) = [Xox(t) + XMET(t) + XHC(t) + XCON(t) + XPAC + XESD + XMIS(t)]hC

Xp(t) = Predicted Failure Rate as a Function of Time

Xox(t) = Oxide Failure Rate

XMET(t) = Metallization Failure Rate

HC(t) = Hot Carrier Failure Rate

XCON(t) = Contamination Failure Rate

XpAc = Package Failure Rate

XESD = EOS/ESD Failure Rate

XMIS(t) = Miscellaneous Failure Rate

xC  = Field Correction Factor = 1

The Field Correction Factor (xC) is currently 1 but may change in the future when field

failure rates become available.

The equations for each of the above failure mechanism failure rates are on the following

pages.
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OXIDE FAILURE RATE EOUATION

A A~pyjO (DOOX' (.78 -7.7 to )( e-. ~x
o (in F/10 6) = AR L (.0788 e (ATox) (e AToxt)

+ e399 xp 5ft0 (- In )]
(t+tO)aX ox (

A = Total Chip Area (in cm 2) (typical values for this area range approximately

from. 1 to 1cm 2)

ATypEox = .77 for Custom and Logic Devices

= 1.23 for Memories and Gate Arrays

AR = .21 cm 2

Dox = Defect Density (If unknown, use where X0 =2 im and Xs is the feature

size of the device)

DR = 1 Defect/cm 2

to = Effective Screening Time

= (Actual Time of Test (in 106 hrs.)) * (ATOX (at junction screening temp.)

(in OK))* (AVo x (at screening voltage))
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OXIDE FAILURE RATE EQUATION (CONTINUED)

ATOX = Temperature Acceleration Factor

-. 3 1

exp [8.63xj105)(Tj -48)]

where Tj= TC + OjcP (in °K)

9 1 1

AVo x  e x

Eox = Maximum Power Supply Voltage VDD, divided by the gate oxide thickness

(in MV/cm)

t5 1.3x022 (QML) (in 106 hrs.)t50o --" ATox AVox

(QML) = 2 if on QML, .5 if not.

Cox = Sigma obtained from test data of oxide failures from the same or similar

process. If not available, use a qox value of 1.

t = Time (in 106 Hours)
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METAL FAILURE RATE EQUATION

ME [ ATypET DOMET (.00102 e 1 .18 t0)(A )(e 1 8 ATTt)]

(t+t)M. exp In (t + to) - In t 5 0MET)

A = Total Chip Area (in cm 2 ) (typical values for this area range approximately

from. 1 to 1 cm2 )

ATYPE = .88 for Custom and Logic Devices

= 1.12 for Memory and Gate Arrays

AR = .21 cm2

DOMET = Defect Density as Calculated in Appendix B (If unknown use (--o) 2

XS
where X0 = 2 pm and XS is the feature size of the device)

DR = 1 Defect/cm 2

ATME = Temperature Acceleration Factor

e4d -.55 1 1

863l 5 (t- j 2

Tj = TCASE + 0JCP (in K)

to = Effective Screening T'rne (in 106 hrs.)

= A . (at Screening Temp. (in 1K)) * (Actual Screening Time (in 106 hrs))

(to Calculate to use ATMr based on the junction temperature during screening)
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METAL FAMLUE RATE LOUION (CQ=Z.M

t= (Q ) (in 106 hrs.)
4 J' AT.

(QML) = 2ifonQML,.5ifnot.

MzW Type= forAl

37.5 for.41-Cu or for Al-Si-Cu

J Th mean absolute valu of Metal Current Density

Cm 106 Awgcz 2)

or a Simipmess. If mis wavailable use or I

........ .....

• :V.. ':

* . .. . ..1 . 7
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HOT ~AR EAILUR E RATE EOUATIN

)evn = 3 9 r eV [77(n( o) I 5

( . 2 )2.74xW 5 (4ub) -2.5

(QVL)=2 if on QW-l4 .5if not

an Qzcaat at Operatng Tcznputwc If uauown use

14 4358e~ T3 (in 'K) (mA)

Lni Sbstnw Qluant t Opcniin& Thnipcmuro If unkwna uao

Mou 3210)069 T3 (in 'PK s(A)

Ssimaiedfmz dwxuzifnoavalble usec 1. 1
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.008Z to .0028 AT t
XO .002. A O"CON = .%AAAS4C ~CONCO

AT~n Tczxjemtuz Accelention Factor
.CON

1.0 1 1

I CP[L8.63x10-5(4-

.......... wbetTr Tc+%jP (in 0K,)

to Effective Scacnin Thic

AT, (at scieain jwu tenirrw (in 0K)) *(actwd srcnrnbg

. tiix-in lO6 hb")

t dint (iu 106 lus&)

. 4..
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PACKAGE FAULUR BMT EOQI. T[N

PAC = (.0024 + 1.85 x 10-5 (#Pins)) iE 7 P cPT + ),PH

Applicatioa Environment FaeMx (rl )

Envxonnent Environmet 1 E

GE .52 A]O 6.8
ICs .88 AIA 7.4

GF  3 4 AW 8.1

GM  5.7 AUC 4.0
Mp 5.2 AUT 5.4

NSB 5.4 AUB 10
NS  5. AUA 8
NU  7 7 AUr, 12

NH  .0 SSF .
NU8.6 M 5.3

ARWV 12 MFA 15

A.C 3.4 17ML7

An• 4.0 cL  30

No &==S! D 10"

EaviroxamltI 2.8

*( )uay evel as da i TaWl S. 12.7-1 of MIL-I-tLBK-21 7.
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Package Type factor (14p.)

Package Type fly.

DIP 1.0
Pin Grid Array 2.2

Chip Carrier 4.7

SPacka,-eoHenxcicizy Fac=o

- ~tc~~9r -0 for Hexmelic Packapes

r39 .j e iUt, - ua5H for awaM. Jpaacgs

TA lAA3bit fTCWP. (in OK)

RkL4e s(DCXR 0152 (in lyK

~~ .... ~~(for exuxIp, for $0~~AA ScHmdty &A .

4i74
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S&M QEArLURE RATE EO-UAON

-II-."00057 c 0002 VTH

VT, = ESD Thlshotd of the device using a 100 pF, 15CO ohm discharge model

i "

i •
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~M1 = (.01 e -2.2 ( AT.,) (e -2-2 AT~fs b

ATI= Temperature Acceleration Factor

.423 (1 11
CXP L63x05Y

where Tj=TC+ OjCP (in OK)

to =Effective Screning Time

-AT,, (at SPcreng Temp. (in OK)) *Actual Screening Itme (in 106 hours)

t tilm (in 106 hr.
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7.0 SHORT FORM MODEL

7.1 DERIVtION MEI"ODOLOGY

The de-taIed wxodel presented previously is intended to model VHSIC CMOS failure rates as
a,.curately as possible. As discussed in the introduction of this report, it is recognized that there is
a need for a much simplified model, both in the datm required for calculation and in the complexity
of the calclations tlwmselves.

To accomplish this, a short form model was derived from the detailed version. The
following model foxm was chosen which has additive failure rates for die related failure
mchanism, package related failure mechanisms, and electrical overstress; each multiplied by the

app opiate cwcm tion factws:

IP = + IBP9EUSPXPT + XEOS

wheow:

BD is rte ba faul rate for the die

2, is the condtion factor based on the manufacturing pwcs
vT  is to die W mn aVi', factor

7XSD is !he die screeing factor
%CD is tho die complexity ftctor

Xyp is the pacLge bae failue raw
UE is the -nviiuwwat factor
U SP is tin package sc= ng factor

rT is the pakge type factor

XEo s is the failure rate du to elketical oversu=s

The derivation of each of dese factors is sunumarized as follows.
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S7.1.1 T W = wo

To develop a temperature acceleration factor for the short form model, an average

"equivalent" activation energy had to be derived, recognizing that a single activation energy is an

approximation and only applicable for a single failure mechaniom. To accomplish this, the detailed

model was exercised for a variety of conditions and various temperatures and an average activation

?:. energy calculated from the resulting failure rate ratios at various temperatures. As with the
individual failure mechanisnmi, the following temperature acceleration factor form was used:

-Ea 1(

where:

Ea is the equivalent activation energy
K is the Boltman's Constant

~.... 11T, is thm junction temperature

T2 is a reference temperature

Calc ,.dng an average l Ri yieided a value of .33 eV. Therefore normalizing the acceleration

factor to 298 deg=ee Mevin, te tmperature =xantion factar becomes:

rT 08.63x 105(ii

.c" ~7.1.2 UiIf aningDA~toi

The overall effects of burn-in cat also be determined ftrm the detaiWe model by knowing the
iuratin and the junction memperamm of the burn-in. SincT the detailed model has a decreasing
failure rate for thm defect related ecxly life faihi e mechanism, die effects of burn-in can easily be
dzternained by execsing the model for various bumn-in lengths and temperatures. Th1c failure rate
improvement after the burn-in can then be dtmrtined 'Me lengthzs and temj'eratures chosen were
those of Class D, B~ and S (per MIL-HiDBK-2 17) quality level devices. For these devics, the

following relatvc bumn in facton werc derived (nonmalizing Cl=s D) (no bumn-rn) to 1.
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TABLE 7- 1:
DIE SCREENING FACTOR

Class ~ D

D
iB .94

S .85

*QML Parts will initially be exposed to Class B screening as a baseline. Further refinement of this
facor will be made as data becomes available.

Z~~~ TIM'die com~kxity factor in the detailed model was a function of die awa and defect dnsity.
The ara acwlwiw factor was (Ame (in cm2))/.21, and the default dfect desity vautob usd

ithe shit foimmodel is:

.~~....T~ cue di WmmPI~tv ft"o gm) is theafOle,

A2

AA

XS Feazz size in microns

'~ ~ whchyld h ltieo prxy facwus iu Tablo 7-2, ai a function of chip arta and fe~ature
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TABLE 7-2:
DIE COMPLEXITY FACTOR

* ~~Chip Area(c)

1.00 2.8 5.7 13 28 47

1.25 1.9 3.9 9.0 19 32
~2t.1.50 1.3 2.5 5.9 13 21

2.00 .71 1.4 3.3 7.1 12
2.0.45 .92 2.1 4.6 7.6

3.00 .31 .63 1.5 3.1 5.2

Howevr. snce nlytemtal and oxide failure rates are acceleraWe with the featur size/die
=a ortr. hefacorsinTable 7.1-2 must be decrased accordigly. From the life test data

presenlted inTable 4-2 (excluding uWikown, assembly and package failures), 64% of die failures
are due tomieta1 and oxide (173 failures out of 272) wAd hrore the actual i~shoul be:

~cr(is) (:64)1

Muc vbie h o xc ausin Table 7-3.

TAMLE 7-3:

SH S RFOR~ M MODEL DIE COMMMXIY FACTOR

~§jj zo. .2 .4 .4-1.0 1,0-2 2-3

1.50 1.2 2.0 4.1 8.7 14
2.00 .81 1.3 2.5 4.9 8.
2.50 .65 .95 1.7 3.3 8.2
3.00 .56 .76 1.3 23 3Z
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7.1.4 MnfcuigEWs

Since the detailed model assumes that the differences in manufacturing processes are
accounted for in the defect density term and since the short form model wil always use the default

** f2 ,22
condition for defect density~~ theit must be a way to incorporate the effects of th level of

control in a manufactuing process into the shor-t form model. Thie rationale for including the effect
Of the manufacturing proces is that companies on the Qualified Manufacturers List (QML) or the
Qufed Products List (QPL) must have demonstrated to the qualifying activity that its technology
has low failure rates for time dependent dielectric breakdown, electroinigration and hot carrier
degradation. Non QML manufacturing lines generally do not demonstrate these low failure rates in
such a thorough manner to outsid organizatio.

To incorporte the effects of manufacturing process control, the 1.0 and 1.2 micron failure
~ ] rate data was used aid a defec density requited to make the observed and predicted failure rates the

same was calculated. The mma of these calculated defect densities was then taken for each
manufacturer, and a &5.1 ratio was observed from the best to worst rmnufacturer. Therefore,

asuing this range in defect densities based on the level of process control, the following
categorie cm be de&We along with thei associated defect densitie

OMo Q1 33

r m thwe si wiiazci zoodel,, d=eso numbers must be scaled in twordmce wit the following,
snl y 64% of 4l i reldailr W=4 ty~iay due to oxide or wml. Tablo 7-4 presents the
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TABLE 7-4:
IMI VALUES

Maufacturing Process 'MFG

QML or QPL .55
Non QML or QPL 2.0

7.1.5 Iakaa Faur Rate

Since the detailed model package failure rate is not a function of time and it is relatively
simple to use, it can essentialy be used as is in the short form model. One part of the package

failure rate model that was ti-m dependent and cannot be used is the treatment of plastic packages.
Since the short form model cannot be tme dependent, another approach was be taken to account
for kg tem reliability degrdation due to nonhermetic effcts. To accomplish this, the fallout rate

of the various paage types was modified by adding to them a typical fallout rate for plastic

devim expoed to tow tsts. A typical fallout rat foe this test is A%.

In ptvios sections of this repon the fallout raws listed in Table 7-5 w p resented a a
c functio of packge type,

its .TABLE 7-5;
PACKAGE YP FALIOU RATES

O.. 21

..

09P Carltd 103
*~.. Pin (3z1 Any .49

DIP .22
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AiAS

Datain Tble -2 1, which presents early life fallout rate differences between plastic and
Daxtars an be sdt eieterrltv alr ae e ttdtaiepeetiv

of screen tests used to detect package defects. The Pi factor being developed for plastic packages

here is intended to be representative of its expected long~i re=liability.

Therefoe, to account for plastic encapsulation, A4 can be added to the fallout rates in Table 7-
5 to account for longstm nonhww~tic reliability effects. Therefore, duii- fallout rates listed in table
7-6 were used. Based on these fallout rates, a %rcan be derived in the same manner as in the

detald model and these values are summarized in Table 7-7.

TABLE 7-6:
FALLOUT RATE AS A FUNCTON OF PACKAGE HERNMTrY

FO Rate
Efa 1 , etuietic Nonhermetic

Chip Camrer 1.03 1,43
Pin Odd Army .49 .89

DW .22.62

TABLE 7-7:

SHORTe FORM PACKAGE T'PEII'ACTOR

iy~~~~.~ nwag tye1~~ic onlicneic

Ci.mer4.68 6.50
a I Pi GlAmy 2.23 4.05

DIP 12.82
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A summary of the short form model packgo failure rate therefore is as follows:

XBP =Package Base Failure Rato

I =.0024 +(lUMx 10'5 )(#Pins)

Application Envhxowxent Factors (flu)

Environ~entEnvironment

.52 AIB 6.8
~ jGMS .88 AIA 5.4

Op 3.4 AIF 8.1
GM5.7 AUC 4.0

MP 5.2 AUT1  5.4
NSH . AUB 10

SNS 5.4 AUA 8.1
NU 7.7 Aur. 12
NH 8.0 1.2

NjU8.6 rIf5.3

AR I,' MFA 15
AI-C': 3.4 17

Buab 8.0

OaL ~t will W ~ be cqpcul to Ms w-utdag wa basclim.n hu e.u fW

faWil be rM1e 54 daa bevowes avai1Lb
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Package Type Conrcnion Factor (fl)
.24

:An

n kaM Hermtic Nonhemntic

DIP 1.0 2.8

Pin Grid Array 2.2 4.0

Chip Caur 4.7 6.5

7.1.6 PizBtA FW= Rat

To darive a die base failure raw XBp for tih short form model, the following procedure was

(1) A prediction was paeformed with the detailed model for a variety of temperatures,

stea dmumdoc die areas, md feau size.

(2) T'h twenty year av-ago Um raw was caw for U1 of tla,5 wmbiadon s

-.:i. (3) A base fIm rate was calculated for t.t.h combintfion to mako tlt prediction failure
.-t- in tshot form-wo. . ual to the 20 you avenge p from tw daxailed

P4D

. .. '

(4) Tle.g e uizc tan of these base W=dlx rts was take

1 . The data used iW cmculation of thm base failure arc summarized in Table 7-8 and
yi)Wd A )% valu of .02 Fio l trs.
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As described in the detailed model, the failure rate is a function of the device type and
separates t failu rate due to o" and metal. The ATYPE contction factors for Metal and Oxie

therefore should be weighted (in accordance with the number of failures expected for each) and
-combi . For custom and logic devices:

*.ATyp = .64 (.77) +36 (88) 64% oxide)

=.81

For mmmies and gate arrays:

Ay, = .64 (1.23) + .36 (1.12)

=1.19

Since dils ATyM iator oily effecs to oxde & ntal faila xf -t actual factor should be
.(since. C a o faih am dua to oxi cr mw):

... A.SAIAL W1P (.604) + .36

t~~ (~ TlTh forcutm and Uo&i dvices Awypa.88 and for wAunts ad gte asrays,
. Al-M IAI

Coa4a this device typ wcecio f&= with. the base raw rme asts in the (allowing

bs fatm as a fuwtw fo&ioa type:

I fle2 Type

Cusom and Loaic .02
ib uk aC%= Aray .03

7.1.7

T coai*z s1k foim rnxx is P ad on the followig pages in a f4xwaintnded to be

p caan page fo MIL-HDBK-217.
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The part operatg pueiced failur aw QAp) is:

ABD1 WOISDHcD + )-BP 11EnSP11PTr + )WEOS

Ipis the Device Predicted Failure Rate in p1106 Hours.

l'rg is thefieBaeFailur Rate:

rFor Logic and Custom Devices,)LBD =0

For Menuies and Came Arrays, XBD . 03

flurrr is the Maufactuning Process Correcton F-actor, Table I.

HTis tow Tewpeawur Acmkle ion Factor, Table 2.

HD is the Di SaecAin Corrccaioa acor Table 3.

Aw & is ft Di Cnmnlexitv Co=v t~r- ta..Tb '.LktvA n ft t A in-

FCaun SizeO (in M~S) Oft DiO.

11p is the 1tck~p Eiasa Fulum Rats

-.00-24 + (1485W ) P

whI= NP nNU~wer (PW;Lkm14 0 Pius

%I i3 thc.Eavinnmet taczA,, Nvbo 5.

-A" flIp is the PackaW Sczeuag FSc=or Table 6.

11T is dir Psckag3 ITy Cotecio 4aco Table 7.

-r4 is the Fl4ux Rate du to EMewicu Oventes, Table S. based on the lilemaosuric

Dishase sxpdbliy of the Pam, in VOWz.
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TABLE 1:
MFG , MANUFACTURING PROCESS CORRECTION FACrOR

SManufactuing Proess -MFG

QMLorQPL .55
Non QML or Noa QPL 2.0

TABLE 2:

T ME RATURE ACCULERATION FACTOR (SEE NOTE BELOW)

Tj(c) T T,( 0 0) IT TiCC (11 r1 Tj (0c) TI

1 25 1 51 2.80 77 6.73 103 14.32
27 1.09 53 3.01 79 7.16 105 15.12

29 1.18 55 3.23 81 7.61 110 17.25
31 1.29 57 3.47 8,09 120 2,24
33 1.40 59 3.72 85 8.59 IL 25.13

35 1.52 61 3.99 87 9.11 135 31.81
* 37 1.63 63 4,17 89 9.67 145 39.80

39 I.78 65 4-56 91 10.24 150 44.35.
41 1.92 67 4.88 93 10.8-5 155 49.29

43 2.08 69~ $.21 95 11.48 165 &.44
45 2.24 71 5.56 97 12.15 175 73.4447 2.42 73 5,43 99 11.415 5,

i'49 2,60 7..5 6.32 101 13.51

" w: iiT  OV -3824 -
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where:

Tj is the worst case junction temperature (OK). Tj is estimated using the following

expression:

Tj = Tc + Ojc P + 273

where:

TC is case temperature (0C).

OjC is junction to case thermal resistance (*C)/watt) for a device soldered into a printed circuit

board. If OjC is not available, use a value contained in a specification for he closest

equivalent device or use the table on Page 5.1.2.7-5.

P is the worst case power realized An a system application. If the applied power is not
available, use the maximum power dissipation from the device specification or from the
specification for the closest equivalent device.

If TC cannot be determined, use the following:

ENVIRO. Oe GMS GF  GM Mp NSB NS NU NH NUU ARW AIC ArT Am
TC (C 35 36. 45 50 40 45 45 80 45 25 60 60 60 60

ENVIRO. AiA AI Auc AuT AuB AUA AUSF MFF MFA USL ML CL
Tc ('C) 60 60 95 95 95 95 95 45 60 50 40 60 45
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TABLE 3:
IISD, DIE SCREENING CORRECION FACTOR

Quality Level IISD*

D 1.0

B .94
S .85

*QML parts will initially be exposed to Class B screening as a baseline. Further refinement of this

factor will be made as data becomes available.

TABLE 4:

rlCD, DIE COMPLEXITY CORRECTION FACTOR

&.c(ca2)I

Feature Size .1-.2 .2-.4 .4-1.0 1.0-2.0 2.0-3.0

1.00 Micron 2.1 4.0 8.7 18 30
123 1.6 2.8 6.1 12 21

1.50 1.2 2.0 4.1 8.7 14

2.00 .81 1.3 2.5 4.9 8.0
2,50 .65 .95 1.7 3.3 5.2

3.00 .56 .76 1.3 2.3 3.7
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TABLE 5:
PE, APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT FACTORS

EVIRONMENT nE ENVIRONMENT 1

C-B .52 AB 6.8
cM .88 AI 5.4

GF 3.4 AI 8.1

GM 5.7 AUC 4.0

Mp 5.2 AUT 5.4

NSB 5.4 AUB 10
NS  5.4 AUA 8.1

NU  7.7 AUF 12
NH 8.0 SF 1.2

NUU 8.6 MFF 5.3
ARW 12 MFA 15

AIC 3.4 MyL 17
AIT 4.0 CL 300

TABLE 6:

lisp, PACKAGE SCREENING FACTOR

Quality Level -1Sp*

D 10
B 1.0

*QML parts will initially be exposed to Class B screening as a baseline. Further ref menent of this

factor will be made as data becomes available.
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TABLE 7:
rpT, PACKAGE TYPE CORRECTIN FACT)R

I-PT
Package Type Hermetic Nonhermetic

DIP 1.0 2.8
Pin Grid Array 2.2 4.0
Chip Carrier 4.7 6.5

TABLE 5.1.2.12-8:4XEOS, ELECTRICAL OVERSTRESS FAILURE RATE

VTH (ESD Susceptibility (Volts))* XEOS

0- 1000 .057
1000- 2000 .048

2000- 4000 .040

4009-16000 .034
>16000 .025

*Voltage ranges which will cause the part to fail. If unknown, use 0- 1000 volts.
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8.0 FAULT TOLERANT RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

VHSIC and VHSIC-Like Chip designs often use system style architecture to handle a multitude

of functions such as CPU, RAM, ROM and I/O. To model a system that contains a large quantity

of VHSIC and VHSIC-Like chips, with a straight series reliability model, would be inaccurate if

the chip design employs such fault tolerant mechanisms as redundancy and error detection and

correction (EDAC).

To complete this VHSIC/VHSIC-Like reliability modelling effort, a wide variety of fault

tolerant techniques used in chip designs were reviewed and general modelling techniques were

derived to account for these redundancy effects. An attempt was made to account for redundancy

techniques in the model by including a pi factor similar to the other factor used. This approach was

abandoned however since it was determined that such a factor would be an oversimplification of

the actual process. Therefore, to mC ,I these effects accurately, each individual design must be
analyzed separately and modeled accordingly. The following discussion summarizes the
techniques that can be used to model these effects. These techniques are based on the following,

basic assumptions;

(1) The die substrate failure rate is directly proportional to the die area, (i.e., 25% of the area

contributes 25% of the failure rate).

(2) All die failures are independent

With these assumptions the modelling techniques are classified into two basic categories,

redundancy and EDAC. Section 8.2 contains the redundancy models and Section 8.3 contains the

EDAC model. Section 8.4 contains guidelines for the application of the models to
VHSIC/VHSIC-Like designs.
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8.2 THE RELIABIIATY OF REDUNDANT DESIGNS

The reliability of VHSIC devices can be enhanced by the use of redundant circuit elements at

critical locations within the chip. Redundancy involves the use of two or more signal paths

throughout the system by the addition of parallel elements. It is noted that in general the addition

of redundant circuit elements reduces the basic series reliability while at the same time increasing

mission reliability.

Depending upon the specific application there are many approaches to redundancy.

Redundancy is classified into two major classes; they are:

(1) Active Redundancy - External components are not required to perform the function of

detection, decision and switching when an element or path within the chip fails.

(2) Standby Redundancy - External elements are required to detect, make a decision and

switch to another element or path within the device as a replacement for a failed element

or path.

An overview of the techniques modeled in this report is given in Figure 8-1.

BSimple voteDuplex Bi.odal.I.:.Vo.e Gate Connector

Simple Aatv

FIGURE 8-1:
REDUNDA CT(Y TECHNIQUES
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The following sections contain a short synopsis of each of the techniques mentioned in Figure
8 -1. It is important to note that they use a simple probability, that is, the reliability is modeled in
terms of the number of successful paths through the circuit subtacting out the successes that are
counted more than once. For example, if there are two successful events that could occur (Path A
and Path B) and they arm independent, then the probability of successful operation is:

P(AUB) =P(A) + P(B) - P(A)P(B)

where:

P(AUB) a The probability of either Event A or Event B occurring
P(A) is The probability of Event A occurring

P(B) a The probability of Ivent 8 occurring

8.2.1 Sim& Za11lRdwnang

Simple parallel redundancy (SPR) is one of the most widely used active redundancy
techniques. If any functional element fails open then another identical path exists through tie

Ot duant elements. The concept is visualird i Figure 8-2.

5........Signal Signal
input output

~-s j

FIGURE 8-2.
SIMPLE PARALLEL REDUNDANCY

All elements are uwualy identical, but they may be different. The probability model for this
cmsois:

R(t) I1- (-4
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where:

R(t) a Reliability at time t
X a Failure rate of the corresponding chip area

n a Number of redundant elements

If the elements are different, then the reliability of each element must be calculated separately.

The advantages of SPR are simplicity, a significant gain in reliability from nonredundant device
design and its applicability to both analog and digital circuitry. The disadvantages are the issues of
load sharing, problems with voltage sensitivity across redundant elements and electrical overstress
propagation.

8.2.2 P IoxaRwllel Re-undncX

Duplex parallel redundancy (DPR) is used in redundant logic applications. It is primarily used
in computer applications where redundant digital outputs are mnitored by an error detection device

such as a parity checker. If an error is detected the faulty output is disabl^A and the system

function is never interpted. Figure 8-3 is an illustration of a DPR application.

Signal Signal
Input Output

FIGURE 8-3:

DUPLEX REDUNDANCY

In Figure 8-3 Elements A and B replesent redundant logic, SA and SB are the switches to

disable the 1, ic of A or B if they should be found faulty, ED is the error detection elememn and DL

is the diagnostic logic elhment. If logic elements A and B are identical the reliability model woulk

be as follows:

R(t) = PED PDL (2 RE RS)2 (2 Rout - R2out)]
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* wher:

R(t) *Reliability attime t
Pr, Probability of e=ro detection

PDL ia Probability of the diagnostic logic
RE a Reliability of the redundant logic (A, B)

Rs * R Reliability of the identical switches, SA and SB
R0~xt Reliability of the output chicuitry

Rout PGO + PGO2 kiA PGOI PGO2 RGA

Where:

PG01 im Probability first input to OR gateac~ts through
P(302 a ProbabiAt secod input to OR gate gets through
RG-A io Resud mgate

- ~ I ah dvantaiges of ewpying the DPR techniques arii;.
2 ......

- ~(1) Applicadio to duplex active redundant modes ox separate alements.

- (2) Will waintain systew functio up to a- l'ailuxts.

(4) Faulty uits can be repotted to tenext higher level of assmbly without disrupig

11w disadvantags of DPR ar niascd conplexcity due to additional detection and sensing
cicuitry, inWamodstwa~apabU'Ww rquiwdfbra~w" ddnt data elements and adlitionaw
diagnosti routiW
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f8.2.3 Bj Erllfsiln

Bimodal Parallel Redundancy (BPR) is an active redundancy technique that combines both
series and parallel success paths. This technique prevents system level failures by protecing
against shorts and opens. Direct shorts acros the chip due to a single element shorting is provided

by a redundant element in series. An open across the device is prevented by the parallel elements.

Figum 8-4 and 8-5 contai the block diagramnsfor the two major types of BPR

2AD,

Signal Sga
* Input

~r 1

FIGURE 8-4:
............. BIMODAL PARALLEL/SERIEiS RM2UNDANCY

SignalSigual
Input

14IGURE 8-5:

BIMODAL SERIOW MLFI MUJAC

Ile paltlisotics techniques is useful when the primary expected failure MOd& is open. The

* ~ series/parallel technique is uwifu when the primary expected failure modc is short. The teliabdity

calcukitoa for tie parallel/seies cws (assuming identical ftuntiona blocks) is:

R(t) (2R . RA2 ) (2RB - RB2)
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where:

R(t) E Reliability at time t
RA m Reliability of the A Elements
RB r Reliability of the B Elements

The reliability calculatioa for the sefiesparalle cam (assuming identical functional blocks) is:

R(t) 2RARB - (RARB) 2

where:

R(t) - Reliability at titrz t
RA R 1labilhyofteAeleents

RB z Reliability ofthe B enats

The major advantage of the BPR techniques that have bn dscribed is that it provides
significant gain in reliability at the chip level (and therofore system level) for short mission times.

Another advantago is that it can provide greater piotcmlo against particular failure modes. Its

major disadvantages am that it is difficult to design at the chip level and for ,ong zaission tims it

can actually be less zAe than a non redundant desig.

* 8.2.4 Majority Voting Reshndancv

Majority votihg rriJundancy (MVR) can be implemented in two ways; the straight MVR

technique and an enhanced adaptive majority logic technique. The idea behind the basic MYR is

that decisioa logic n be built into the SPR model by inputting signals fron the parallel elements
to a voting lement W coupare each signal with tie ihAtaing signals. Valid decisicns are made

only if de nummerof us6d elements exceds the number of failed elements.

TIh adaptive uaosiy logic technique u s the basic MVR, but udlizes a comparator and

switching netwowk to switch out or inhibit WWilcd redundant elements. This enhancement reduces

the Msibility of a majoty of bad elements dae ning the voe. Figuxe 8-6 and 8-7 contain the

block i for the two MVR wchqu
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AOT VOTING, REDUDANC

IDu
~A

* . FGURE 8-6:

MAJRITY ADAII1V RENANC

........... & wu i aire~dai ~cwu~o ~!c

~~A,

Ai4
4 ~2

N- ~- n1

4it 
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whereasngerdudn

R(t) a Reliability at time t
2,A  a Failure rate of a single redundant elements

XMV R  a Failure rate of the voting element
n * The number of redundant elenments minus the minimum number of elements

required

The model can be added to so that it can be applied to the adaptive MVR technique. The
reliability of the comparator and sensing circuity must be added as well. Since there are so many

possible imple nfations of this technique the derivation of specific model is left to the user.

The ulvanagos of using the MVR techniques are tt it

(1) Can be impleea d to piovido inlicaion of faulty signals.

(2) Can p-ov ,o sig4i t gains in mrliability for shmt missions.

The disadvantas as that to be effective it require the voting elenunt to have a much greater

reliability than the rwdumdant lements and that in som cls for long mis u tiimes it can produce
a lovteelihilty.

Gate connctor edmuniUncy (GCR) is a voting type of redundancy similar to MVR. It is
pih ily use in dgial circuitry wm redundant erlcm ti muixe a vote, but not as significant a

vodig mechani:sm s those used in MVR. Outputs of tie %dudant elkotas am fed to switch-like

-•A~ ga=s which peform the voting fittido

T gates contahi to c1ls whose failure would cas -redundant circuit elements to fail.

FiGme. 9-9 co m the diagam for the GCR t ucl u.
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I'I

~Lii

.I**G*2
Signal
input

4~A4

j Sign-al

Ouqtpu

FIGURE 8-8:

G3ATE CONNECT'OR REDUNDANCY

T'hz-. mfinbty inoddl &Vr t"i =braque is as follows:

R(:) Rjr%2 R3 4 + R1RjR3Q4 + R1RQ -4 + R1 I R3R4 +

-~ whmc,

Rut RcLay iiyo t~i~

Q1 Il (Q Unmfiallaity)

Re ab liy of paih Ww6h A2

R7 RARO

''4=,-R



R3 a Reliability of path through A3

R3 = RA RG

Q3 
= 1-R3

R4 a Reliability of path thr)ugh A4

R4 =RA RG4

Q4= 1-P4

The gate connector technique is usually only used when tie gates used to provide the voting
function have extremely high reliabilities. The advantages and disadvantages of GCR are the same

as MVR.

8.2.6 Stdby Redundancy

Standby redundancy techniques include implementation for both operation and nonoperating
modes. Standby techniques do not employ any load sharing. As soon as a faulty element is
detected then another elmnmit is switched in its place. Operating standby redundancy (OSR)
allows the redundant elements to remain active whilo nonoperating standby redundancy (NSR)

allows the redundant elements to remain inactive. At the tin of this writing only OSR techniques
ate employed as it is not possiblo to activato or nower only po-tions of a monolithic substrate.

OSR is illustrated in Figure 8-9.

... i



Input

FIGURE 8-9:
OPERATING STANDBY REDUNDANCY

The Ai ame the redundant elewnts, te Di ame the sensor which detect failures and S1 is the

switch. The toliabilit1 modtel for OSR is as follows:

It a Number of acive ekamis

The advantages of OSR ame that It is applicable to both analog and digital ciltry and it is
effective in protecting against failure duec to intennitteiit failure wndes. Its disadvantages amc die
incred delay tinm duxe to sonsing anid switching futionis, iwmrascd coniplexity and limitations
on maxial tolizblity gains due to the tailurewmodes of tho sentsing and switching devics.
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8.3 ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION RELIABILITY MODELING

VHSIC and VHSIC-like devices sometimes utilize error detection and correction (EDAC)

circuitry to improve the reliability of Random Access Memory (RAM). EDAC uses error

correction codes (ECCs) such as the Hamming, Golay and Binary Coded Hexidecimal (BCH) to

add redundancy to the stored data elements. When the data is written to a memory location a code
value is calculated and stored with it. When the data is read the code is retrieved with it and the

value of the code is regenerated. If the two values are not equal the entire stored word is used to

generate a new (and hopefully) correct word. Though there are many types of ECCs this study

considered only single error correction/double error detection (SEC/DEC) codes. This type of

EDAC is implemented as shown in Figure 8-10.

mS BITS Single-BIT - CP B IT S

" - ErrorTO 1
Correction C PU

Cod

From CPU Syn dress Pointer

RDAMLC IGA

L Storage Oturror]

rIr o r Error Cd dre

moescnb"oxeqie ope.A Copoed i d-- Coudyte L ..v.... a .-d ...y..... E•A model.

m I Co o

EDA BTKS IARA

is an ex elent approxinmtion that is relatively easy to rise. Tth' model is prese.nted as follows with
oea, tui4 ote, sion fo ci leve app olrtio.
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RECC(t) a (RRAAm + mRRAPml' (I-RRAM))RIDAC

REcc(t) Reliability of RAM at time t

RRAM  a Reliability of the RAM as a function of the substrate failure rate:

RRAM = exp (I-RAM t)

REDAC Reliability of the additional substrate used to implement EDAC:

REDAC = exp (-ADAC E)

m s Toal number of oJa bits m=n+k,n=data, k=code

The failure rates for te RAM and EDAC functions are determined by the perzntage of
substrate area they occupy. If ti RAM takes up 50% of the substrate then it expetinces 50% of'

the substrate failum ram.

For multiple ECCs there am mode that can t appld Ar which the reader is itfreiced to

RADC-TR-87-92 for orne detaiL
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8.4 SL,3STRATE LEVEL RELIABILI MODELING GUIDELINES

The reliability models described in Sections 8.2 and 8.3 should be applied with guidelines put

forth in this section. The system level techniques that ar applied below the chip level have a major

difference. Instead of summing piece-part failure rates, a percentage of the substrate failure rate is

used. That percentage is equal to the percentage of substrate real-estate that each respective

function occupies. Figure 8-11 illustrates this concept.

RAM CPU

32% 30%

E
D
A
C1%

8%

ROM
15%

FIGURE 8-11:

SUBSIRATE R.AL ESTATE PERCENTAGES

Givev. dtat the rliability of the RAM has been improved by the EDAC circuitry and that they

togothu uk 50% of the substrate axca, the reliability of the RAM would be calculated using 50%
of the pwdtud subsue failure rate.

i aunmiaty, th rliability modeling of VISIC and VHSIC-ike drvice follows ttw following

(1) Obuiia all the requireA ifomiatioa on the device, its design and its application.

(2) Cakcuat the failure rae of the subm mid its packa&ging.
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(3) Detemine if the architecture of the device includes any redundancy or EDAC.

(4) If it does not, add the die, package, and EOS failure rates and the calculation is complete.

If it does, proceed to step (5).

(5) Select the appropriate model for the type of redundancy employed.

(6) Calculate the percent of substrate that the redundancy implementation consumes.

(7) Calculate the reliability of the redundant items and the nonredundant items.

(8) Calculate the chip level reliability as follows:

11-(t) = RR RNIU RpKG

where:

R(t) i Reliabity at ti t

RRI w R ability of the redundt items

RNMG w Reliability of the padttg

Thw chip lvel reliability is viewd as illusrated in F = 8-12.

... . .... PACKAGE EQ

FIGULZ 8-12:

C1W LEVEL R E=lAB=L-l BLOCK DIAGRAM

If d= is no acy ployed 100% of the substrte failure rue is used to cJcutlate the

Chip level reliaity.
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9.0 MODEL VALIDATION

All data collected in this (continued in Appendix D)effort was used in derivation of the model
parameters. Although the majority of this data was not from 1.25 micron VHSIC technology, but
rather 2.0 micron average, it was necessary to use it all to insure statistically sound parameters.

The methodology used therefore was to validate and refine the model based on the 1.0 and

1.25 micron data that was available. Table 9-1 summarizes the results of this validation effort. All
data available for these devices was accelerated life test data taken at 125 0C, 150 0C or 200 0C

ambient temperatures.

Table 9-1 lists the number of actual part hours, the number of devices tested, the number of
failures, the observed failure rate, the duration of the tfst, the predicted average (over the test
duration) failure rate using thW dtailed model and the predicted/observed failure rate ratio. The
predicted values were obtained by using a ground benign environment with a duty cycle of 1.00.

The mean and standard deviation of the log A() values yields -.056 and .43, respectively.

Since the man of the logged values is -.056, the actual m an of (p) is .88, indicating that the

model on the average is 12% optimistic. Howcver, the zero failure data was not used in this
analysis, which would tend to cause sonmwhta pessimistic obsmed failure ramt values. Th zero
failure data accounted for 11.5 pecent of the total observed part hours and therefore the observed
failure raes should be approxniately 11.5% lower than the values used in this -analysis since only
data with observed failures were used. It should also be noted here that a 12 permat deviation is
vay small cmpared to the natw-al failure ram vmiabiiy.
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TABLE 9-1:
MODEL VALIDATION DATA

X Observed Test

Part Hours # Tested # Failed F/10 6 hrs. Duration hrs. Xp lP

Xo

24,900 155 1 40 168 50.4 1.26
18,000 113 1 55 168 48.4 .88
17,000 107 2 117 168 43.9 .37
15,600 97 0 0-64 168 59.4 .37
21,100 132 0 0-47 168 37.9 .37
22,600 141 3 133 168 27.8 .21
20,100 126 1 50 168 10.0 .20
34,600 216 0 0-29 168 24.5 .20
18,000 112 1 56 168 11.0 .20
27,500 172 ! 36 168 20.5 .57
32,500 203 0 31 168 21.0 .68

78,600 491 3 38 168 21.0 .55
25,100 IM57 0 0-40 168 13.6 .55
40,900 255 1 24 168 23.0 .96
54,000 54 4 74 1.000! 81.9 1.11

2,660,000 54 11 4 6 19.8 4.9 5
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TABLE 9-1:

MODEL VALIDATION DATA (CONTD)

X Observed Test

Part Hours Tested # Failed F/10 6 his. Duration hrs. xp ;P
Xo

39,312 234 3 76 168 37.4 .49

710,000 510 20 28 1,000 30.4 1.09

218,000 218 4 18 1,000 30.4 1.69

497,000 497 3 6 1,000 30.4 5.07

29,064 173 1 34 168 37.4 1.1

191,000 191 2 10 1,000 30.4 3.04

706,000 706 7 10 1,000 30.4 3.04
,4'.712 284 0 0-21 168 37.4 3.04

349,000 698 0 0-3 500 34.4 3.04

48,048 286 1 21 168 37.4 1.78

49,500 99 0 0-20 500 34.4 1.78

46.140 80 2 43 580 9.1 .21

132,090 315 0 0-5 580 93 .21

3,555 42 0 0-281 84 91.9 .21

1,232 18 0 0-812 68 98.4 .21

2,076 34 0 0-482 61 98.4 .21

1-89
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The conclusion of this exercise is that the detailed model accurately predicts the failure rate as it

stands and does not need to be modified.

There appears to be a relatively large variance in observed reliabilities between manufacturers

but relatively little for a particular manufacturer. For example, Figures 9-1 and Figure 9-2 from

(Reference 14) illustrate the variability that can be expected from a well controlled product line in

which a variance of a factor of approximately two is observed. The data from the VHSIC database

indicates that an order of magnitude variation is not untypical, especially between manufacturers.

Several factors can account for this, particularly the fact that the actual defect densities were not

known for this deta, and probably varied significantly between manufacturers. This further

illustrates we significance of defect density as an indicator of reliability.

Another exercise was undertaken in which it was assumed that the observed failure

differences between manufacturers was attributable to differences in defect density. In this

analysis a defect density was calculated for each failure rate which made the observed equal the

preicted failure rate. A wtan of these defect densities were then calculated for each manufacturcr

and ranged from .3 to 2.57 defects 1cm 2 . The failure rate prediction was then performed again

with this "customized" defect ansity, and the log of the predicted/observed rado was calculated.

The standant lviation of these values was in this cas .27 as opposed to .43 as in the case of the

"utiustomizd" defect dsidies

A summaty of the standad doviatios of the (ko og ) values for a typical regression mOdel

(Reference 78). the detailed adel with D = 1. and the detailed model with customzed defect

desity are given in Table 9-2.
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TABLE 9-2:

STANDARD DEVIATION SUMMARY

Model Type

Regression Model .47

Detailed Model (D=I) .43

Detailed Model (Custom D) .27

An analysis lik ihis was not performed on the short form model since it was intended orly to
be used for field failure rate predictions and extrapolating it to high temperatwt operating life
conditions is questionable. It is believed however, that its precision should be conarable to a
typical regression model, since these two model 1ypes have similar forms and complexities.
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10.0 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

This section of the report presents various sample calculations using the detailed model with

various input variables. The failure rate graphs in this section were generated by a computer

program that was written to perform predictions using the detailed model. The first illustration in

each figure is the input screen in which the user specifies the input variables to be used. A
description of each of these fields taken from the users manual to this program is given -
Appendix C. The second illustrates the calculated failure rate as a function of time and plots these

values. The dashed lines represent (from top to bottom) the highest predicted value, Ji-: nean

predicted value and the lowest predicted value, all for a 20 year period. The first twelve years of

operation only are plotted.

1he input variables that were varied for these predictions were Die Area, Feature Size,

Temperature, Duty Cycle, and Screening Duration. Table 10-1 summarizes the values of each of

these variables for each example.

It can be seen in most of these failure rate plots that the failure rate is almost always

continuously decreasing throughout the useful life of the device, and that it takes a very long time
to reach the constant failure rate portion of the curve. This is specially true in benign, low

temperature applications where many defects are not accelerated to failure in the early life of the

device. Conversely, tho model indicates in, high temperature applications, that the failure rate is

initially very high but decass rapkily dw to the fa t defects am being removed at a high rate.

It is also apparent in this model that die area and feature size heavily influence the predicted

failure rate, as well as defect density.
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TABLE 10-1:

EXAMPLE PREDICTIONS INPUT VARIABLES

Die Featue Ambient Screening

Example Area Size Duty Temperature Duration

Number (cm 2) (Micron) Cycle (0C) (hrs.)

1 .10 1.25 .50 50 168

2 .50 1.25 .50 50 168

3 1.00 1.25 .50 50 168

4 .20 1.00 1.00 25 168

5 .20 1.00 .50 25 168

6 .20 1.00 1.00 25 168

7 .20 1.00 1.00 75 168

8 .20 1.00 1.00 125 168
9 .50 1.00 1.00 25 168

10 .50 1.00 1.00 75 168
11 .50 1.00 1,00 125 168
12 1.00 1.00 1.00 25 168

13 1.00 2.00 1.00 25 168

14 1.00 3.00 1.00 25 168

15 .50 3.00 1.00 25 168

16 .20 3.00 1.00 25 168
17 .20 3.00 1.00 25 500

18 .20 3.00 1.00 25 1000
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EXANPLE 1

UNSIC/USIC Like Model ,Factor Ualue

Part ""bell Desc Hf, Package Pinsml IN I Oxide 9.910785ITDDB 1.321849534?E-15

a Unit Dey Thpe Die Area Theta Ja Metal 9,gi522
. tamN E .924549

Hot C 3.5837777593E-24
Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cont . 269
h~ L H Pack 0.113872

ESD 0.953286
Sme. Duration Tep Pup Misc 9.12643

Time 9.262809
a Act Pwp Curt Den Elct FId Eyv RHimd Lada 0.216907m m m., in

Suhst I Drain I D oC Aerage failur rate:
4p" 3 Instant TineLEWIM'¢ 2,.274513
r Oxide r Metal r Hot Carr

t m=0 Instant Lambda
Ang keg to Yieu chart.

Instantaneous Failure Rate
9.430398

9.358663

9-286932
9.215199

6.143466-

9.671733

in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16 11 12

Ayege 1." Ose.- Loer p Years to rail
92743 9.2161 9.38653

Press 1r to exit or ang other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 2

UHSIC/UHSIC Like Model I Factor Value

Part Number Deso Mfr' Package Pins
:l;*' I I m IN l . oxide 9.953924

TDDB 6.6292226733E-15
I Unit Dev Tgp# Die Area Theta Ja Metal 9,07610

Li E.&t ~EM 2,24549
Hot C 3.5837777503E-24

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Tgpe Cent 9.0O260
WiN 4"J I, Pack 0.113872

ESD 0, 053286
Scrn Duration Te p R isc 9,.12643
IN A7 Time .262899

_ Act Pup Curt Den Elct Fld Env RHYA Lambda 9.266133

SbSt I Intai n I T Cc Average failure rate:; 4 Nag Instant Tim9579

r Oxide r Metal r Hot Carr
[ i n Z irOE Instant Lambda

An9 keg to view chart.

Instantaneous Failuee Rate

1.158272

9.9652274

9.772182

9.579116 1 A29

9.386091

in Veais 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Average Lambda Obser. - Lower UprV Years to Fail
7,7195 9.266133 96 7 39

Pess 'E' to exit or ang other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 3

UHSIC/VHSIC Like Model L .alu Factor Ualue
Part NWNe Desc Nf Package Pins

H I NJ kk. Oxide 9.107847
TDD3 1. 3218405347E-14

mle t & Unit Dev Typ Die Area Theta Ja Metal 0,015229No U IN "M r EM 0.024549
Hot C 3.5837777503E-24

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cont . O269
n1 J IN Pack 0,113872

ESD 0.053286
Scin Duration Tem Pw l Misc 0,012643
0 w Time 9.262829

Act Pvz Cure Den Elct Flid bv RHd La la 0.327667

Sulst I Dr'ain I D Average failure ate:
W , iii Instant Time Ae efi e4 t

r Oxide r Metal r Hot Cap
20= IntAny key to view chart.

Instantaneous Failure late

2.68116-

1.723436

1.376744 -

1.934 58 _- A N-

1.689372

9.34466 ---------------------

TimIIF
in Years 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Averae Labia Olosei. - Lower Uppe Years to Fail
9.93394 1.72 3 39

Press 'I' to exit or any other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 4

UHSIC/UHSIC Like Mdel I Factor Ualue
Part MAber Deso ifr Package Pinsismla-l NJ I IN 1 Oxi 40 9, 18971TDDB 1.'9441419446E-14

Coplexity & Unit Dev Type Die Area Tbeta Ja Metal .94718
F, In M Hn EN 1.G851259788E-18

Hot C 8,4182293786E-21
Feat Size Defect Den Mtg Pro ESD Met Type Cont 9, 9133

|g 51 HJ Pack 9.113872
ESD 9.053286

Scm Duration Te P0 Misc 9.9%291
Time 9.262899

I& Act Pwr Curr Den Elct Fld Env RPd Lama .197181

Suhst I Drain I Drj Cyc Average failure rate:
Mila rm Instant Tin3

r Oxide r Aetal r Hot Carr I
In.NfM Instant Lambda

M RN = Any keH to view chart,

Instantaneous Failure Rate
6.976139-
1.813449

6.659759-1. 01169

9.48969

9.32538-

9.162696 - -,---- ---- --- ---- --- ---- L

Tim I I i I ' I I I I I I I
in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Avteag LamLa Obse, - Lower Uer Years to Fail
9.43146 . ,197181 .S139 39

Press '' to exit or ang other keg to viev the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 5

UHSICUNHSIC Like Model I -. . to. Ulue

Part 1MuN ei Desc lfr Package Pins
Il 4 IN NJ a Oxide 9,53956

TDDIB 1. 1888458255E-16
Cjj iItA Unit Deg Type Die Aiea Theta A Metal 9.2 3584

E 8 2672133?3E-23
- Hot C 3,1 4799?3E-23

Feat Size Detect Den Mtg Pro ESD Met Ipe Cont 210m 7
E~' ;I; : , IPJ Pack 2.113872

[SD 0.953286
S Duation Tep Pw Misc .211529

I N m a l " 9T i me 0 2 6 2 8 9 9

Act Pur Cupe D n £lt Fid E n hYid O L a 9,236294

Subst I Drain I D c Average failur ra.2; W Instant Tim

v Oxide r etal r Hot arB lill Instant ],a~daNEnsat Ang key to view chant,

Instantaneous Failure Rate

6.691226 -... .

8.466818

9.360613

0. 2WO - ------- - L

I. iWG24

in Yeas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Ageza i ia'  Ose,. - Love, U zy Vears to Fail
6.3?1?5? 0.236294 0. 5919p 39
Press '£ to exit or ang other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 6

.. . UHSIC/'HSIC Like Model I Factor Ualue
Part Humber Desc Mfr Package Pins

JU~*I IN Fl M Oxide 91218971
TIDDI 1.9441412446E-14

' Unit Dev Tape Die Area Tbeta Ja Metal 9,04718
II MJ CJ U1 IM 1,28512597S8E-19

Hot C 8.4182293786E-21
Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met TYpe Cont 9. 133
i iI:J~i ' . KJ Pack ,113872

ESD , ,53286
Scm Duration Te Nt Misc 9. W6291

Tie 9.262800
T Actr CurW Den Eict Fid Ev Wmd Laviba 9.197181IW m it IW =
Subst I Drain I D Ca Average failure rate:
21Ll,,, 11W Instant Time

r Oxide r Metal r Hot CarSInstant ala,-- Intatn kem to view cht.

Instantaneous Failure late

6.976139

8.813449

9.656759
8.488669 A29

0.325318-

8.162698 _ -- ------------- ----- - L

Tin I I I I I I I I I I I
in Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Averae Lauda 0iser. - Love Upper Years to Fail
9.431469 9,197181 9.913449 39

Press 'r to exit or ans other keg to viev the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 7

UHSIC/VHSIC Like Model Factor Value

Part MWnet Deso Mfr Package Pins
Hi,3I19lX El IN IN M Oxide 2,823992648E-97

TDDB 1. 711158975@E-99
i Unit NY Type Die Arta Theta Ja Metal 1.6091920696E-97

EN 9,994214
Hot C 1.4914253023E-24

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Net Tgpe Cont 0.019565
lll IhllI? J | , Ii Pack 9.113872

ESD 2.9 3286
Sci' D onTemp PL w Misc a.2

Tie 9.262809
A T ct Pwr Cure Den Elct Fld Inv RM& LauMa 9.181942mm m us21 l]9

Sulst I Drain I D mCge Average failue rate:
02, 1 5C Instant Time

r Oxide r Hetal r Hot cap
Instant Labam m na~W ~z Anu keg to uieu chat.

Instantaneous Failure late

4.983781
3.423151

2.722521-

2.41891

1.361266-

.699639 _

0 , 6 w w6 0 - "-1 - r
Tim I i ' I 7i I I I I I

in Years 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16 11 12

Ayerag LanWa Ohser. - Lover Uppr  Yeazs to Fail
1.528288 6.189896 3.46 151 30

Piess 'I' to exit or ang other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 8

I UHSICAJHSIC Like Moel I-Factt Ualue

Part Muber Desc Mfp Package Pins
LH I Oxide 9,192129i IDl) 3, 374458919?E-18

jjUmIxiA &Unit Dev Tmpe Die Area Theta Ja Metal DID OF LIFE
EmUg -' IN RmE DOOf LIFE

HotC 9 99m
Feat Size Defect Den MfI Pro ESD Met Tvpe Cont 1,946869
Eil rR Z? i U IPack Q.113872

ESD 9,53286
SCm Duration Tent Put Misc 9,927439

Tine 91991
T Act Pur Cur Den Elct FIld Env Rlu& Lasa DOD OF LIFE

Sulst I Drain I DtyCyc TOO FEW POINTS TO PLOT
4 , Z - i Instant Tine

r Oxide r Metal r HotCm- - - Instant L~a,~Instant L Anm kem to continue,
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EXAMPLE 9

=- - HSIC/UHSIC Like MatlP- Factor' value
Part Numb"ez Desc Mfim Package Pins

~N'l~f~~ ] t ~Oxide 9.247426
IDDB 4. 869352611SE-14

CONPlexitmj I Unit Dev Imp@ Die Area Theta Ja Metal 2.911795
~ LI FEMD 1. 0851259788E-18

Hot C 8,4182293786E-21
Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cant @.222133

am~ IN ~ Pack 2.113872
ESD 0.053286

Scan Duration Ip Pin' Misc 0.291
W"Time 2. 262822

I Acat Pin' Curr Den Elct FId Env RHiqd Lap)Aa 9,232714

Subst I Drain D"CM InttTi Average, failure rate:

r Oxide r metal r Hot Carr=a w m Instant Lamba WCat
Any key to uievcat

Instantaneous Failure late
2.119640 -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1.759433

1.050329

9.799213 2

0.359197
..-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.L

9. N iII IiI III-
Tire I I I I I I I I , 7

inYears 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12

Averaie La"bd Obser. - Lower Umer Years to Fail
9.895806 0.232114 1.75 33 39

Press TE to exit or any other keg to view the next set of Waa points.
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EXAMPLE 10

UHSIC/HSIC Like ot, Factor Ualue

Part NUgei Desc Mt Package Pins
f',~ll " UIi UJ Oxide 7.9577481621E-97

TD)B 4.2778974375E-99
li Unit Dev Type Die Area ?beta Ja Metal 4.9229891739E-97

" H E M .094214
Hot C I.,4914253923E-24

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Ympe Cont 9.919565
LIM a MP I Park 9.113872

ESU 2, 953286
Srn Duration Temp PV isc 9.22224
IN Tie .262809

Act Pw cup Den Elct Fld Env RHP1 LaNz a 2.181943

Subst I Drain I L I stCtT Average failure rate:

r Oxide r etal r Hot Cap
3 Instant Lamba

NONE=___-_-___ Ang keg to vieu chart,

Instantaneous Failure Rate

9,534918

?.945765

6.356612-
4.767459

3,178396-

1.589153
- - - - --- --A29

m. MM L
Time

in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A 11 12

Average Lanlda Olser. - Loe p Years to Fail
1.w e181 0.1S6817 7.99 e65s 39

Press '' to exit or any other keg to viev the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 11

UHSIC/VIISIC Like Model ,. Factor Ualue

Part NDe? Desc Mfr Package Pins
,S:,lnd~u . m I N J Oxide 22. 755391

TDDB B. 4361459493E-18
Complexity & Unit Dev Type Die Area Theta Ja Metal END OF LIFE

" i U I 1krN EN END OF LIFE
Hot C .900m

Feat Size Defect Den Wg Pro ESD Met Type Cont 1.46060
I ~ I m Pack 0.113872

ESD 9,053286
Scen Duatn Temp Pw Misc 9.927430

lige 0.2m],9
Tw' Act Pur Cuwr Den Elct Fid by Rma Laiba ED OF LIFE
i~ m &rz NJt~ =
s ubst I Drain I mc TO0 FE POINT TO PLOT;Instant Time

Oxile r Metal r Hot Carr
mma Instant Lamlmla

Any keg to continue.
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EXAMPLE 12

UHSIC/UHSIC Like Model 1
Factor Ualue

Part u.ber Desc Mfr Package Pins

,t lAi I ~ HI ii I]l Oxide 0.094853
TDDB 9.72970223@E-14

Complexity A Unit Dev Type Die Area Theta Ja Metal 0,23591, i E i 1I EM 1, 851259788E-18
Hot C 8.4182293786E-21

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Tgpe Cont 6.6133
|I ii NZ 5. IPack 0.113872ESD 0,0653286
Scr Duration Temp Pr Misc 0.096291

Time 9.262800
A Act Pup Cupp, Den [lct Fld Env RHa Lambda 9.291936

Sust I Drain I Ity Cuc Average failure rate:
*1 Instant Time 14911, 42971?

WOxide rMetal rHotCarr
Instant Lamb~da

I O Ani key to vieu chart.

Instantaneous Failure Rate

3.974899-

3.312341

2.649873-

1.987495

1.324936- - - - - - A29

0.642468

T iI I I [ i i ' I I I ' i I

in Years 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Average LaWta Obser. - Lower Uppe r Years to Fail
1. 429717 9.291936 1 39

?ress 'E to exit or any other keg to viev the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 13

UHSIC/UHSIC Like Model F-Factor Value
Part NuWer Desc Mfr Package Pins

1l II H m i 1 Oxide 0.23713
TDD3 2.4391763057E-14

&m Unit Dev Type Die Area Theta Ja Metal 0. M898
I I N EM 1.851259788E-18

Hot C 8,4182293786E-21
Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cont 9. N133

S Si E II HPack 0,113872
ESD 0, 53286

Scmn Duration Temp Pur Misc 0. W6291
I W T i e .2 6 2 8 0 9

Act Pur Cure Den Elct Fld Env Ibmd LaN.bda 0.293103

Subst I Drain I Cc Tim Average failure rate:

r Oxide r metal V Hot Carin f t mm Instant Lai~dME nsa ab Ani key to vieu chart.

Instantaneous Failure Rate

1.163555 -

0.969629

.3

11777

,..387852" 2

9.193926------------------------- L

0. -F
Tim ' 7I I I I I I I I

in Yeis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 18 11 12

Average Lambda Obsep. - Lower Upper Years to Fail
0.493851 9.913 9.96 69 30

Press 'r to exit or ang other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 14

UHSIC/VHSIC Like Model Fctor Value

Part Number Dese Mfr Package Pins
,*N:iJA ~ Ii I I Oxide 9.919539

TDDB 1. 9899?83581E-14
Cplexity A Unit Dey Type Die Aiea Theta Ja Metal 9.002621

MLI i R EM I E I, 1851259788E-18
Hot C 8.4182293786E-21

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cont 9,9133
I= am IN' Pack 9.113872

ESD 0.653286
Stn Duration Temp Ni Hisc . 6291

TiNe 9.2628G9
T Act Ni' Cure Den Elct Fld Env RH J Lamba 6,186653

Subst I Drain I DtIYCc Average failure rate:
4W Instant Tie

r Oxide r Metal r Hot Car
iLM m .I Instant Lanbda

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Any ke!yto.view chat,

Instantaneous Failure Rate
0.642953
6.535794. . .. l

0.428635-

9.321476 28

9.214318 -- ------------- ----------

0.197159

in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Avera LaXd Obsep. - Lowe Ulm Years to Fail
9.3129542 9,8665 0.3 94 39

Press 'E' to exit or' m other key to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 15

UHSIC/UHSIC Like Model I
Factor Ualue

Part N4UMer Deso Mfr Package Pins
mW I II Oxide . 5270

TDDB 5. 4993917995E-15
Coplexity I Unit Dev Type Die Area Theta Ja Metal 0,01311

.Nm t8 E IN' EN 1. 0851259788E-18
Hot C 8.4182293786E-21

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cont 0,0133
I J mU1 EJ Pack 0.113872

ESD 0.053286
Scrn Duration Te wisc 0,06201

TiMe 0,262809
T ct Pwr Cur Den Klct Fld Env RH1 Lamhda 0. 18W73

Subst I Drain I C - Ayeage failure rate:
W 11 Instant Time

r Oxide r Metal r Hot Carr
M TM M E Instant LaMba

.. Any kem to vieu chart,

Instantaneous Failure Rate
9. 434712-

9.362269

9.28980-
0.217356 - - - - -

0,144994-

.972452

in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16 11 12

Average La"ia Obser. - Lower Upper Years to Fail
B.21219 9.189673 9.6293

Press 'E to exit or any other keg to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 16

UNSICtAIKSIC Like Model I - Factor Ualue
Part Numlor Desc Mfr Package Pins

i~~:~~ I lJ 3 I1 oxide 9 29
TDDE 2. 1691567162E-15

Coplpexitmi A Unii Dey Type Die Area Theta Ja Metal 90 2
.~ i I ! ~EN 1.9851259788E-18

Hot C 8. 4182293786E-21
Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Tmpe Cont 0. X9133

1~ ~ E ~ IIPack 0.113872
ESD 0.053286

Scri Duration Temep Pw? Misc 0.996291
10wTim 0.262899

T Act Pwr Curr Den Elct Fid Eny RHi~d Lanlia 9.176124
a m 1H

Sulst I Drain I D ~Cmc Aye rage failure rate:
312 ~_ 36instant Time 9292

r Oxide irMetal v Hot Carr
m~u.~ INstNR =~b Any keyj to ieu chat

Instantaneous Failure Rate

9.359737

0.193256-
9.051628

in Years 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Aveag aba Osr Lwe fr Years to Fail
P.299L625,W 9~er .176124 9. 25M39 39
Press I' to exit or any other key to view the next set of data points.
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EXAMPLE 17

UHSIC/URSIC Like Model I-
Factor Ualue

Part Number Desc MKr Package Pins
14109I244' j In IN M Oxide 9.091975

TDDB 2. 7915794139E-15
Complexitm I Unit Dev Type Die Area Theta Ja metal 0. KQ452

Elm 81 IN I= n EM 2.5286245249E-16
Hot C 8.472608499E-21

Feat Size Defect Den Mfg Pro ESD Met Type Cant 2. ON133
In~iN IN ~ Pack 9.113872

ESD 9.053286
Scrit Duration Temp Pin' isc 9. N6192

u~j ~Time 9.26289
T A ct Pin' Cupp Den Elct Fla Env RHmd LambI~a 9,175919

Sulst I Drain I IDNC Average failure rate:
4,91R21 f-1-tVOW 1WInstant Timne278

r Oxide r MetalI uHo tCarr 9279
MIM nstnt Lnka Any kev to view chart.

Instantaneous Failure Rate

9.253638

6.858728

in Year's 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 19 11 12

Average Lankda Olser. Lower Uppe Years to Fail
9.2 97784 9.175919 8.2563 8 39

Press '1' to exit or any other key to view the next set of iata points.
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EXAMPLE 18

UHSICIUHSIC Like Model FFactor Ualue
Part Mumer Desc Mfr Package Pins

mIXY NI EJ Il . Oxide 2. 01799
TDDB 3. 7296118073E-15xi t Unit Dv Tpe Die Area Theta Ja Metal 9. 362u Thpe r 1=N EN 5.4890132761E-14

Hot C 8.5559729288E-21
Feat Siz Defect Den Mt g Pro ESD Met Type Ctnt 6, N9133
m ' s I Pack 9,113872

ESD 0,953286
Scrm Duration Te p P Misc 0. M177

Time 0.262809
i Act Pwr Cure Den E1ct FId Env RH.d Lmda 0.175620

Sidst I Drain I Dt9 Ctc Average failure rate:
'. 7 r -. Instant Tifte

69.295243
r Oxide r etal r Hot Carrmmme Instant la~l6taNs - Any key to view chart.

Instantaneous Failure Rate

6.296888

8.2474-7

8.197926 - - -2-

0.148444"

9.098963-

.949481

in Years 9 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 19 11 12

Average LaisWa OBser. Lower Umr Years to Fail
9.215243 9.175629 *.247 39

Press 'K' to exit or an'j other kegj to view the next set of data points.
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11.0 MODIFICATIONS TO THE MODEL

The detailed model contained in this report is an industry wide representation of state-of-

the-art VLSI/VHSIC CMOS reliability. It is recognized, however, that the best reliability
predictions are accomplished based on empirical reliability data from a specific fabrication process.
This empirical data is ideally field failure rate experience but can also be life test results.

As mentioned in the presentation of the detailed model, there is a correction factor iy,

which can be used to modify the model as more empirical data does become available. At the
writing of this report, nc is one (1) by definition since all data available was used in the derivation

of the model and therefo' on average, the observed data equals the predicted data.

The nc factor can therefore be used for the following purposes:

(1) To modify tie model as VHSIC field experience data becomes available.

(2) To modify the model for a particular fabtication process based on the availability of

high quality life tests.

The second purpose above should only be used in the absence of defect density data when
2the default value (XO/Xs) is used. Additionally, either of thest methods should only be used

when there is statistically signifint amousUs of high quality tata availab.

The method of calculating xC is a straightforward geometric mean of observed/predicted

IrAtios:

wh = observed failure rt

Xp pdicWe failure rto

A amber of failure ra observanc s
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The predicted failure rate should be an average value over the tin interval the observed data
was taken. All other inputs should be as close to the actual values of the test as possible.

A manufacturer should also be given the opportunity to adjust the failure rates for the
individual failure mechanisms in the event adequate data on specific failure mechanisms exists.

This should be done only if there is a large quantity of failures which have been failure analyzed to
determine the cause of failure. If this option is chosen, all failures must be accounted for and
categorized into one of the mechanisms in the present model. To accomplish this, the methodology
described previously in this report for modeling the early life oxide, metal, conamination, and

miscellaneous failure mechanisms should be used.
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

12.1 CONCLUSIONS

A reliability prediction model has been developed for CMOS VHSIC/VHSIC-Like devices
from analysis and failure rate modeling of specific failure mochanism . To quantify the failure
rates of each of these mechanisms, a database was built which contains life test and environmental
test results. Since this database was built from many manufacturers data, the failure rate
predictions are industry wide representative values, and will vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer. This effort concluded that the best way to account for these differences is to use
actual defect densities. It is believed that the use of actual defect densities, if properly measured,
will result in predicted reliability values which are more precise and accurate than conventional

regression type prediction models.

Derived from the detailed model, a simpler "short form" model was developed with the
understanding that systems engineers often need a quick reliability prediction tool with easily
acc ssible input paramet.

This effort was the first in support of the MIL-HIDBK-217 VLSI integrated circuit
reliability prediction models that deviated from the traditional statistical analysis of field data. A
combination of physics of failure information, life test results, screening results, and test structure
data was used to achieve the study objectives. These objectives were not only to develop a
reliability model for VISIC/VHSIC-Like CMOS devicx, but alo to develop a methodiology that,
if successful, can be effectively used in a timtly mtanex to develop reliability prcdction models for

The authors believe that the detailed model presented in this report is generally more
accurte and mwoe sensitive to the abication and stress variables that truly effect device reliability.
The tradeoff for dis improvement is the cmplexity of the failure rate equations themselves, which
if do=e by iand can be very ti e consuming. For this reason, it is desirable to computerize the
prediction mode, thus avoiding tedious calculations. The short for model developod, although

Aae to use, is expctd to yield ls precise prdictions. Although less accurate than the detail
model, data is been preseated indicating that the short form model precision is approximately
equivakat u., u-Mitiona1 regressiou analysis models.
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12.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

lTRI/Honeywell recommends that the model contained herein (the detailed version, short

form, or both) be incorporated into MIL-HDBK-217. The authors believe that this model currently

represents the best available general purpose, small feature size CMOS device reliability prediction

methodology. It is also recommended that users collect the data necessary for use of the detailed

model, since it is more accurate than the short form model, Also, by exercising the detailed model

with actual data, feedback can be obtained to determine if this modeling approach can be accurately

extendeu j other technologies, and for future device types.

It is also recommended that more attention be given to collecting accurate field failure rate

information for these device types as part of a government sponsored program. This data should

then be submitted to a central repository of data such as the Reliability Analysis Center, so that it

would be available for MJL-HDBK-217 model development efforts.

There are also many logical follow on studies to this effect which would enhance the

knowledge base of VLSI/VUSIC reliability characterization. The most obvious possibly is to

collect, when available, field failure rate and cause data and refine the model accordingly. In

addition to field reliability data, life test and screening data should continue to be collected and

analyzed so that a cow hensivw database can be buil.

Another very useful effort would be the extensio of the methodology developed herin to

bipolar VHSIC and VLSI technologies since much of the modeling done in this model could be

applie to bipolar devices.

One goal of this effort was to relate failur rate prediction to efforts such as the Generic

Qualification Program Although a certain deg= of success was attained towaid this goal, it was

ultimately concluded that theme is currently a lack of standardization throughout the industry in

quantifiable parameters that could be used in a reliability model. Since there am various

standardization effor, indcrvay in this area, tie results of these efforts should be investigated for

use as reliability indicators. Furthermore, a very useful related effort would be to define standard

methodologies for he quantification of reliability characteristics.
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. . lIT Research Institute

Beeches Technical Campus.R Rte. 26N
Rome, New York 13440

COMMITUENT TO EXCELLENCE 315/336-2359

April 16, 1987

Mr. Jeff Katz
Director of Marketing ASIC Products
Intel Corporation
3065 Bowers Avenue
Mail Stop: SCI-5
Santa Cara, CA 95051

Dear Mr. Katz:

lIT Research Institute (IITRI) has recently initiated a study under
contract to Rome Air Development Center (RADC Contract Number F30602-86-C-0261)
to develop VHSIC and VHSIC-like CMOS reliability prediction models. Since
meaningful amount., of empirical field reliability data are not expected to
be available for use in model development, these prediction methodologies
will be based primarily on information available during circuit fabrication
such as test structures, yield, and screening information.

The intent of this study is to correlate this information with field
reliability performance for each failure mechanism of interest and to combine
these mechanisms into a useable prediction model form, ultimately for inclusion
in MIL-HDBK-217, "Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment".

To achieve the goals of this program and to develop prediction models
valuable to users, IITRI needs information on a wide variety of part types
and fabrication lines. We are currently seeking data and information from
organizations involved in VHSIC/VHSIC-like fabrication in the following areas;
field failure rates, life test results, screening data, yield data, and test
structures data. Any information your organization can provide in these
areas will greatly assist us in achieving our goals.

Any information submitted to IITRI for use in this effort will be kept
strictly proprietary, without traceability to data submittors.

We feel it will be very important to the electronics industry to have
accurate reliability prediction models for VLSI and VHSIC devices, and that
we can provide good models if cooperation is obtained from the semiconductor
industry. Please fill out the attached survey form and send back to IITRI,
at which time one of our representatives will call to further pursue these
matters.
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If there are any questions, please call Alex Reccho at (315) 336-2359.
IITRI very much appreciates your cooperation in completing the enclosed-, survey
and looks forward to your participation in this effort.

Sincerely,

William K. Denson
Project Engineer

Alex Recchio

Senior Data Specialist

WKD/AJR:Jev

Attachment
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VLSI/VHSIC RELIABILITY SURVEY

Name:

Title:

Organization:

Division:

Address:

Phone Number:

(1) Does your organization manufacture or use MOS VLSI or VHSIC circuits?

If so, please outline their characteristics

* Device type (Memory, Microprocessor, etc.)

Feature size (Gate Longth, Metal Width)

0 Complexity (Approx. Number of Gates, Tiansistors)

0 Packaghig (Type, Number of Pins)

(2) Please check below die type(s) of data that your organization has on the above device(s):

Fi-el1d Failure Rates

Life Test Results

-. Screaning Data (of any Type)

Failure Atalysis Data

A-S



If Failure Analysis Data is available, which failure mechanisms/modes are observed (along
with relative pretgsof occurrence)?

rPtrceagntag

Electromigration
Dielectric Breakdown

Soft Errors

Parametric Drift

Hot Electrons

-_ Latch Up

Electrical Overstress

- Package Related

Quality control monitor data (test structures, reliability evaluation

monitors, etc.)

If yes, which types are available?

(3) Cui the, above data be madle avilable to MW for tis study?

(4) Could you pleaso, trovide point-of-coatact (if othlhr thaa midssw)?

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Phow:

(5) Rema-ks:
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APPENDIX B:

OXIDEAND METAL DEFECT

DENSITY CALCULATIONS,



2.

As an option to using (XofXs) in the metal and oxide factors, defect density factors can be used

as follows:

( Do met)
Fmet Dr metj

and

F C Do oX)

Tr OX)

where

Do met = The fect denilty measured with an inteidigitated meander test structure

as descnbec "n the mewl defct moa test method below.

Drnet

tln5, tui U A Wp ,w 1pitch tmI legth out of the tI

tuiblpiteh uWi kvgth possi b on t chip.

Do ox '[bedctdensity ucauwith a cupatir wet stctur as d bcd

in t gaz oxid e i ori u tet eW below.

Dhi0 90)

Fox 0.01, the fictiw o sal PM oxide ara to toca a a of cip.
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Metal Defect Monitor Test Method

It is assumed that the defects are random. First metal layer defect density, Do met, is established

with an interdigitated meander, shown in Figure 1. The meander is laid out with the minimum first

metal line width and space dimensions allowed for the device in question. The minimum

serpentine length should be:

fmet Amax
mc= met

where Amax is the die area of the maximum s.ze device to be manufacturmd in the same
technology, and Pmet i 3he minimum pitch allowed by the layout rules for the first metal layer.

Data from a minimum of 50 randomly selected test structure sizes must be used.

Three. types of test measurements are performed on these structures. First, for the contact test,

two-probe resistance measurements me made between nodes 1 and 8, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Second,
four-probe resistance measurements are made on the serpentine with current forced at nodes 2 and
7 in Figure 1, and voltage sensed at nodes 3 and 6. Third, for the bridging-test, leakage between

adjacent metal lines is measured by forcing a voltage at the node formed by connecting together
nodes 1, 4,5, and 8 in Figure 1 and measuring a leakage with a currnt meter connected between

ground aid the node formed by connecting together nodes 2, 3, 6 mid 7 in Figure 1. The pass
range for the two-probe resistance measurements is between 0,5x nominal calculated resistance and
1.5x nominal calculated resistance. The pass range for the serpente measurement is between

O.Sx nominal calculated serpentine resistance and 1.5x nominal resistance. The pass =ange for the
leakage resistance between adjacent metal lines is between 10 ies the nominal resistance of the

sorpsmtine and 1.0E18 ohms.

B-4
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Yields are calculated in the following way. For contact yield,

N
cp cf

where Ncp is the number of sites that pass the contact test, and Ncf is the number of sites that fail
the contact test. If Y. is less than 0.5 (50%) then the test must be perfonned again. For serpentine

and bridging yield,

NOsYsb =Nsb p+ b

where of the sites that pass the contact test, Nsbp is the number of sites that pass the serpentt, and
the bridging tests, and Nsb f is the number of sites that fail either the serpentn or Ac bridging

tests.

The defect density i calculated fron' 'J, yield with the followng equadon:

(-In Yqb)

It is assumed that the defects am tmndom. Gate oxid detct 4zusy, Dl Ox. is etablislw4 with a

capacatoa tea st nauc, shiewn fi FiSgRU 2. 1Th gue oxd a shoud be.

whe.e A, is the die area of the maximm size device to be anu&ftuzcd in tho sae technology

as dh devic in quesdon. Data fron a minimum of 50 rawoily selcted tost structure sis must
beused.
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Two types of test measurements are performed on these structures. First, for the contact test, two-

probe resistance measurements are made between nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Second, for the

leakage test, leakage between gate and the n- or p- channel silicon is measured by forcing a voltage
(VDD) at the node formed by connecting together nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 2 and measuring a

leakage with a current meter connected between ground and the node formed by connecting

together nodes 5 and 6 in Figure 2. The pass range for the two-probe resistance measurements is

between 0.5 X nominal calculated resistance and 1.5 x nominal calculated resistance. The pass

range for the leakage resistance the gate and silicon is between IOE-10 ohms and 1.0E18 ohms.

Yields are calculated in the following way. For contact yield,

NCp

Yc = Nc __+ NCF

where NCp is the number of sites that pass the contact test, an i NCF is the number of sites that

fail the contact test. If Y. is less than 0.5 (50%) then the test must be performed again. For oxide

leakage yield,

NCaP
YCap = Cap p + NCa p F

whore of the sites that pass the contact test, NCap p is die number of sites that pass u,; leakage

test, and NCap F is th number of sites tt fail the k tests.

The defect density is calculated from the yid with the foilowing equation:

(-In YC :3

D ;4
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FIGURE 1:
NflTERDIGITATIED MEANDER
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APPENDIX C:
FIELD DESCRIPTIONS



PART NUMBER is the part identification number of the current device. This field is not
required for calculation of the part. This field is required for storage of parameters.
There are no constraints on the contents of this field.

PART DESCRIPTION is the generic part type of the current device. This field is not
reuited for calculation of the part or storage of parameters. The contents of this field is
selected from a look up list, to which new entries may be added.

MANUFACTURER is the manufacturer of the current device. This field is not required
for calculation of the part a" storage of parameters. The contents of this field is selected
from a look up list, to which new enties may be added.

PACKAGE TYPE is h typhe of package enclosure of the current device. This field is
required for calculation of the part and storage of parameters. The contents of this field is
seled ftom he look up list, which may not be added to.

NUMBER OF PINS is the total uumber of pins (including pins not internally connected).
on the current device. This field is required for caculation of the part and storage of
parwte. The conte of this fieU is enturd direly and must be gat then zero.

COMPLEXITY is the gate, bit or transistor count of the curont device. The UNITS am
"G" for gate, "B" fo bit, and "r for mrasistor. Tds field is not required for calculation

of the pa or sWr of pamners. The cotent of this field is entered dicly.

* DEVICE TYPE is the basic family to which the cutent device belongs. This field is
requird for calculon of t part and stosap of paramters. The contents of this field is
s W fo = aWok up li which way iu be aded

SDIE AREA is tl *. in square centi , of tie die of the current device. This field
is required for calculatios of the part and storage of parmnters. The contents of this
field is entere dircdy. If the DIE AREA is unknown, use 99.00.

, THERMAL COE ICIENT is the Junction to Ambient therml resistance of the device.

This fild is required for cacula of tde par and stage of paxam Th contents
of this field is wtu di cy.
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* FEATURE SIZE is the size, in microns, of the smallest feature of the device. For
example, VHSIC Phase 1 is 1.25 microns. This field is required for calculation of the
part and stoiage of parameters. The contents of this field is entered directly. If the
FEATURE SIZE is unknown, use 99.000.

* DEFECT DENSITY is the number of critical defects per square centimeter. This field is
required for calculation of the part and storage of parameters. The contents of this field is
entered directly. If the actual DEFECT DENSITY for the feature size is unknown, use

9999.00.

* MANUFACTURING PROCESS identifies the device as being manufacturered in
accordance with the Generic Qualification Program (QML) or listed on the M-38510
QPL. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of parameters. The

contents of this field is selected from a look up li which may not be added to.

* ESD SUSOC3PTIBIISY LEVEL is the worst case thw old voltage of the device relative
to the 1pF, 1500 OHM Model in accordance with MIL-STD-883B, Method 3015.

This field is required for calculation of the part and stoage of parameters. The contenti
of this field is entend direnly. If a RANGE of SUSCEPTIBIUITY is known, use the
MIDPOINT voltag of the RANGE If unknown, use 99999.

*-METAL TYPE is tL meraUlization wa used. This field is mquired for calculation of
the part and storage of pmrnter The contaets of this fild is s1uted from a look up
list which may be not addd ta

* SCREEN TYPE is t amount of snning the cvit ha been subjected to. This field
is required for calcaion of the pa and storage of pwnor. T c*n ats of this fild
is se.ted fivm a look up li4 wucb my noi be askkd to.

=MSCREEN DURATION is t o ngth of the s.c= pearfonwd on te device hi tnillkos o;
hous This fizld is reqmrd for calcu ion of ft pat and sron of puameters. The
coez of is ed is ccd divty ad nm be gmazr t rir.
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SCREEN TEMPERATURE is the ambient temperatme of the screen performed on the

device, in degrees centigrade. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage

of parameters. The contents of this field is entered directly and must be greater then zero.

SCREEN POWER LEVEL is the power dissipated, in watts, by the device in the screen

performed. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of parameters.

The contents of this field is entered directly and must be greater then zero.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE is the temperature which the device is exposed to, in

degrees centigrade. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of

pn-atners. The contents of this field is entered directly and must be greater then zero.

ACTUAL POWER LEVEL is the power dissipated by the device in its intended

application, in watts. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of

paramter,. Th contents of this field is entered dictly and must be greater then zero.

CURRENT DENSITY is the average absolute value current density of the majority of
metal runs, in 10E06 Amps/sq cm. This field is required for calculation of the part and

storage of pmmters The contents of this flld is entemd direcly and must be greater

E CMTRIC HUD is the average electric field value hi th gate oxide, in ucgavol%/cm.
SiThisfeld is requhrA for calculaion of the pa-t ad storage param teis. Tlcontents

of Was field is entered di&tly and umst be gcrcr dn ru.

. ENVIRONMENT is the application enviument the device is operating in. This field is

required for catl of th pmt and stage of pa neterm The coutwa of this field is

od ficwa u is whihway n be addedto,

- RELATIVE HUMIDITY is the average relative humidity expected in the device
eAVroM iNL This field is required for calculation of the pat and ,torage of parameters

for non-hemtic packages The conten of this field is entered directly and must be

" : - C-5.



SUBSTRATE CURRENT is the current, in milliamperes, the device substrate carries.

This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of parameters. The contents

of this field is entered directly and must be greater then zero. If unknown, enter

9999.000000.

DRAIN CURRENT is the current, in milliamperes, the device drain carries. This field is

required for calculation of the part and storage of parmeters. The contents of this field is

entered directly and must be gret then zero. If unknown, enter 9999.000000.

DUTY CYCLE is the percentage of total time the device is operated. For example, 50%

operation -> duty cycle = 0.50. This field is required for calculation of the part and

storage of parauters. To contents of this field is entered diret, ly and uaust be greater

then zero.

SIGMA OXIDE is dielectric breakdown failures observed from time to failur,' data on the

oxide or similar oxide. This field is required for calculation of the part and storage of

parameters. The contents of this field is ented directly and must be grieater then zero.

If unknown, use 9999.000.

SIGMA METAL is tho sigma for eltro-migration failurzs obs ved from tinv to failure

data on thw metal, or similar metal, of the device. This field is required for calculation of

the part and starge of pamm . TIh coutents of this field is enterad directly and must

* SIGMA HOT CARRICIR is the sigma for hot carries failures observed from time to

failux data on the sanwc canier, or shnilar devims. This field is required for calculation
of the part and stoMr<g of parme r. Th conM ets of this field is entered directly and

inst be grea t bon 7ero
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APPENDIX D:-
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MISSION

Of
Rome Air Development Center

RADC plans and executes research, development, test and

selected acquisition programs in support of Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence (C1) activities. Technical and

engineering support within areas of competence is provided to

ESD Program Offices (POs) and other ESD elements to

perform effective acquisition of C'I systems. The areas of
technical competence include communications, command and

control, battle management information processing, surveillance
sensors, intelligence data collection and handling, solid state

sciences, electromagnetics, and propagation, and electronic

reliability/maintainability and compatibility.


